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ABSTRACT

The Effects of Procedural Choice as an Instructional Strategy on Locus of Control: A Practical

Curriculum

Seth Duane Baun

July l4tn, z00g
Leadership Application Project (EDC 585)

To investigate the existence of effective instructional strategies that would meet the learning
needs of individual students as well as influence existing perceptions of locus of control, a
research review and discussion are presented which discuss the potential benefits and drawbacks

of the methodology known as procedural choice. Inconclusive data and no readily identifiable
examples of application resulted in the utilization of current research findings to develop a

curriculum containing procedural choice based instructional skategies, designed to serve as both
a

potential measurement tool for future research as well as a practical, readily applicable

curriculum for classroom use. Results from its implementation within three I lth Grade U.S.
History high school classrooms suggest that effective and appropriate procedural choice based
instructional strategies can be developed. Conclusions suggest that providing students with
procedural choices within a classroom environment can produce an increased orientation toward
an intemal locus of control.
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Statement of Problem or Issue

The challenge facing every educator in the United States is the same today as it was over 200
years ago when the educational system was first established: how does one

identiff and develop

effective instructional strategies that, when implemented, will provide educational opportunities
that

will

lead to the academic success of all students? While one only has to conduct a

brief

review as to the history of the educational system in this country to clearly see that a vast number
of what many considered to be revolutionary theories, policies, procedures, and practices have
been proposed and implemented over the years by various segments of American Society (e.g.

educators, special interest groups, politicians, etc.), all have thus far proven unsuccessful in

providing an acceptable answer to this all important, yet still elusive question. The most recent
attempt to provide an answer to this problem is the Federally-mandated No Child Left Behind

Act [NCLB), which places particular emphasis on high stakes, standardized tests and adequate
yearly progress (AYP) of individual schools and districts. Yet, while implemented with the best
of intentions, it too appears be failing to achieve the desired outcomes for which it was
developed.

In many respects, the initial question of how to provide appropriate and effective educational
opporfunities for all students has evolved, becoming more complex and thus, more difficult to
answer. Today's educational system faces mounting pressure to produce a new generation of
citizens who are knowledgeable, occupationally diverse, and capahle of successfully
transitiooing with the desired skill sets into a work force in an increasingly globalized society.

While a demanding task in and of itself, this new generation is becoming increasingly culturally
diverse and composed of a high percentage of students with unique learning needs who place

additional challenges on arl educational system already plagued by an alarming rise in the
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number of students who are choosing to withdraw from (i.e. drop-out) rather than finish high
school as well as a dramatic decrease in both Federal and State funding. Many have concluded
that the educational system in its current state must once again be reformed, beginning with an

identification and examination of the methods (i.e. instructional practices) that are being
currently utilized in America's classrooms.
Calls for the reform of instructional practices are not new to the field of education. In fact,
research designed to identi& urrd evaluate the effectiveness and

viability of various methods of

instruction and, in turn, examine their possible effects on a variety of aspects pertaining to
student leaming (e.g. motivation, self-efficacy, self-determination, etc.) have already been

ca:ried out with additional research being conducted on an on-going basis. With a plethora

of

data having already been generated and analyzed regarding this subject, one would assume that
an easily identifiable methodology would already

exist. However, the all-encompassing solution

that would once and for all answer the calls of reform and definitively answer the timeless
question of how to provide for the learning needs of all students remains shrouded in mystery.

With no readily available solution, one can only assume that the relationship between the
development and application of an appropriate instructional methodology and the meeting of the
learning needs of students is much more complex than previously believed or anticipated. As
such, the need for additional research designed to

educational practices that

will

identiff those instructional methodologies

and

meet the learning needs of an increasingly diverse student

population as well as answer the calls for reform are warranted and justified.
One such instructional methodology that remains relatively unexplored and thus oflers the

potential for success is that of choice. In the field of education, choice is often viewed and
understood as providing students with the opportunity to demonstrate and assume ownership in
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the leaming process (i.e. choosing what tasks to complete/methods to utilize). Yet, as discovered

during the composition of the literature review for this project, choice is a multi-dimensional and
often subjective term, possessing a variety of definitions, and thus, applications. As such, only
one aspect of choice has been selected for this project; that of procedural choice. Procedural

choice is defined as providing students with authentic, meaningful, and self-directed

opportunities to explore ideas/topics of interest by selecting a method of completion that allows
each student to use his/her own unique problem solving abilities to draw and present meaningful

conclusions. While providing for a much more precise evaluation of choice, any attempts to
develop a curriculum based upon the successful incorporation and utilization of procedural
choice as an instructional strategy must be conducted with great care and an understanding as to
the complexity of the subject.

As of this writing, no known curriculum has been found that attempts to incorporate
procedural choice as ax instructional strategy and thus serve as the example by which to further
explore the potential benefits of this aspect of choice as an educational tool; perhaps serving as a

testimony to the difficulty of the task

itself. However, while neither

an experimental nor proven

curriculum was located, a number of research studies designed to determine the potential effects
of choice, as a whole, have been conducted utilizing a vast array of variables deterrnined as being

influential to student learning (e.g. motivation, academie achievement, self-determination, etc.).
Conclusions reached, though ffiirly, are inclusive when viewed as a whole; confirming once
again that the presence of choice in the field of education is much more complex than originally
thought.

Yet a component of the variable self-determination, specifically, locus of control, may,

if

more fully examined in relation to choice, hold the clues that will finally unlock the mystery that
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I
,

is choice. Based upon a review of the existing literature, Locus of Control, defined as control

within oneself vs. control outside of oneself, appears to have been allocated to more of

a

secondary role in favor of more "relevant" variables (e.g. motivation) to student learning and a

possible relationship with choice. Few studies have been conducted which have attempted to
examine the effects of ehoice on locus of control specifically. In fact, none have examined the
effects of procedural choice directly an#or its effects on locus of control. Finally, it has been
determined that of the existing literature utilizing choice, in addition to being quite limited, most
has been generated using a very

limited age/grade level range of students; and while an adequate

amount of data exists pertaining to the effects of choice among elementary and college level
students, as well as students with learning disabilities, very

little is known regarding the effects

of choice among high school students.
Although an exarnination of the existing literature does suggest the potential of choice as an
instructional strategy to be successful in meeting the challenges of the current educational system
(as

well

as the calls

for educational reform), there is simply not enough concrete evidence to

warrant its implementation on a large scale at this juncture. If true educational reform that will
lead to an increase in student achievement and ultimately preparation for the challenges posed by
an increasingly diverse and globalized society is the desired goal, then a great deal more research
and development must be conducted; hence the function and intent of this project.

It should be

emphasized that this project does not attempt to conduct a formal research study that examines
procedural choice as an instructional strategy specifically nor its effects upon locus of control.
Instead, it has been designed in such a way as to provide both future researchers with a
measurement tool (i.e. curriculum developed

utilizing existing research findings that have

examined choice as a whole) by which to evaluate the viability of procedural choice as a mearrs
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of instruction as well as a practical, readily applicable curriculurn among students at the high
school level

Yet while designed for use in the examination of multiple variables, one in particular is of
particular interest and thus aprimary component of thisproject: that of locus of control. The
philosophical debate of choice versus destiny has always held a degree of fascination. Whether
based upon theological beliefs or views/opinions developed from everyday experiences,

it is my

opinion that one's perception(s) of control have always been heavily influenced by one's
decisions and actions. This perception of control exists in all facets of daily life; education is no

exception. As such, three prirnary questions were formulated that guided the development of this

project. The first being, how does locus of control develop, where does it exists (and in what
capacity) within the classroom, as well as to what degree it influences learning? The second,
assuming that

it flocus of control] is prevalent/does influence leaming, how can it, in turn, be

influenced within a classroom environment? The third , are there instructional strategies that
exist (and if not, can they be developed) that will not only meet the learning needs of the

individual student but also influence existing perceptions of control? While all three questions

will

be addressed throughout this paper, each

will

be addressed primarily within the following

sections: question one within the Literature Review (specifically the subsections entitled, Locus

of Control within the Field of Education and Educator Attitudes andActions Regarding Locus

of

Contro[), questiontwo withinthe section entitled, Methodologt of Final Product, ffid the third
and final question

will

be addressed

withinthe section entitled,Critical Assessment of the Impact

and Quality af the Final Product.
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Literature Review: Effect of Choice on Locus of Control
To rely solely on student interest to propel a student toward being both intrinsically motivated
and engaging at a deep and meaningful level with his/her academic tasks may not be the most

effective approach. As such, educators have often struggled to identify instructional
methodologies that would lead to greater student engagement, motivation, and academic

ashievement. One methodology that has shown potential is the utilization of choice. Often
referred to as autonomy (hereby defined as "an action that is chosen; action for which one is

responsible" (Deci and Ryan, 1987), knowledge regarding the incorporation and influence of the
complex issue of choice has continued to grow yet is still in need of further research.
The notion of incorporating choice as an instructional strategy was first proposed dwing the
open classroom movement of the 1960s (Lickona,7971). Justification for the incorporation

of

choice inthe classroom was based on the belief that choice in learning would increase a child's

intrinsic motivation to learn. There was a strong consensus among many psychologists that
intellectual development began with a desire to master the environment and thus to acquire
competencies (Lickona, 1971). Much of the interest in providing choise in the classroom was
also generated by Piaget (1969), who claimed that "children will naturally seek out those

challenging (and thus intrinsically motivating) tasks which produce the greatest amount of
learning" (Lickona, I 97l,p. 129).

"If

he is interested in something, he will be an active agent in

developing his understanding rather than a passive consumer of knowledge" (Lickona, 1971, p.

7). Piaget's extensive

research on children led him to hypothesize that a child's active

involvement in learning is at the very core of the developmental process (Lickona,l97l). In
fact, many studies have been conducted that suggest that allowing learners the freedom to make
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simple choices within traditional psychological learning tasks has been shown to enhance
performance (Carrier & Williams, 1988).

Choice

A number of different views as to the definition of choice exist within the educational field.
According to Eccles and Wigfield (1995), choice is the outcome of motivational processes and
solely depends on the students' task-value beliefs and expectations for success. Bandura (1997)
viewed choice as, "choosing to engage in an activity and choosing a mode of engagement are
conceptualized as being affected by three factors: the person's traits, the person's behavior, ffid
the environment" (Bandura, 1991, as cited by Katz & Assor,2007, p.

a30). Yet while

the

inclusion of choice has been widely accepted by many members in the field of education, a

relatively small amount of research has been done on this subject leaving uncertainfy regarding
the feasibility and usefulness of the instructional reforms that have been implemented. Of those
studies that have been conducted, the results (often acquired via artificial and highly structured

settings) have varied widely and thus far been inconclusive; suggesting that the presence and

implementation of choice in the field of education (whether successful or otherwise) is a much
more complex phenomenon than originally thought (Katz & Assor,2007).
As mentioned above, in the field of education the term choice has often been used
interchangeably with autonomy and

will thus be used in the same manner for the purposes of this

literature review. 'oAutonomy connotes an inner endorsement of one's actions, the sense that
they emanate from oneself and are one's own. Autonomous action is thus chosen... the more
autonomous the behavior, the more it is endorsed by the whole self and is experienced as action
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for which one is responsible" (Deci & Ryan, 1987, p. 1025). Autonomy is a broad, multi-faceted
topic that includes a variety of subcategories including, among others, support autonomy,
organizational autonomy, and procedural autonomy (Stephanou, et al, 2004). Of particular
interest is procedural autonomy as it is felt that this form of autonomy most clearly resembles
choice as it relates to locus of control. Stephanou, et al (2004) defines procedural autonomy as

offering students choices in the use of different avenues through which to present ideas. A very
limited number of studies have been conducted which have produced results indicating that
procedural choice specifically would encourage initial engagement with learning activities. Most

of the research that does exist focuses upon choice as one all-encompassing topic, much of which
is conflicting in nature and often not directly addressed. As such, the effects of procedural
choice (and choice in general) on locus of control has produced inconclusive results.

Choice within the Field of Education

A number of theorists have concluded that "the effectiveness, efficiency, and appeal of
instruction will increase only when informed and motivated students are given the opportunity to
select and sequence instructional strategies"

(Merrill, 1983;Reigeluth & Stein,

1983, as cited by

Klein and Keller,2001). "De Charms{1972) found that students in classrooms that present
opportunities for making choices were likely to believe that they, rather than the teacher or other
external sources, had control of their leaming" (Fisher, 1974, p. 3). Deci, et al, (1981) reported
that children in autonomy supportive classrooms increased in their level of perceived
competence and self-esteem during the first 2 months of a school year relative to children in

controlling classrooms. "Groos's (1901) observed that children derive pleasure from

I

oppoftunities to control stimulation" (Rothbaum, Weisz, & Snyder, 1982, p.6)" Yet "Judd,
Bunderson, and Bessent (1970) found that student attitudes were not affected when subjects were

allowed to control instruction" (Klein & Keller,2A01, p. 141). While additional research should
be conducted

.*

to the effects of choice, all in all, a reasonable interpretation of these findings is

that perceived control over events within leaming tasks, as identified by the opportunity to make
choices, can positively influence learning (Carrier

& Williams,

1988).

ln order to more effectively illustrate the effects of choice within education,

a

brief discussion

of the other variables that have been identified and examined which influence/affect choice as an
instructional strategy must be presented. While the influence/effects of these variables do not
pertain directly to the overall topic of this literature review, their inclusion here illustrates the
breadth of the research that has been conducted regarding choice and clearly illustrates that
choice is a complex and multi-faceted element whose effects are not easily identifiahle. Any

future research that is conducted must recognize that any results generated as to the effectiveness

of choice will most likely be influenced by additional variables not included in the study directly.
One of the variables that have been found to influence the effectiveness of choice is motivation.

A number of studies indicate that highly challenging, novel, diverse and authentic activities
significantly affect students' learning experiences whereas instruction that allows few degrees of
freedom will produce low motivation and a sense of failure. "When students perceive that they
are being controlled or left with

little autonorny, they may perform poorly or experience reduced

intrinsic motivation" (Deci & Ryan, 1996; Pe.rj, & Penner, 1990, as cited by Debnath, Tandon,

& Pointer,2007,p. 821). Likona (1971) foundthat "perceived control of events is one
motivational variable that appears to affect children's academic development" (Lickona,

l97l,p.

101). Additional "studies and their reviews (e.g., Ames, l99l;Boekaerts & Minn aert,2006;
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Deci & Ryan, 1996; Ryan and Deci,2000; Skinner & Belmont, 1993; Strong, Davis, & Hawks,
2004) while suggesting the benefits of choice to other areas of education, further confirm that
autonomy can promote intrinsic motivation, interest, engagement in learning, and perceived
competence" (Debnath, Tandon, & Pointer,7007, p. 820-821). Other studies reviewed indicated
that the availability of choice alone does not lead to positive outcomes in the field of education.
Instead, the type of choice is

vital. In other words, what students perceive

as being

highly

valuable is probably not the mere act of choosing, but instead the perceived value of the options
as they relate to the participants' self and personal goals.

A study conducted by Katz and Assor (2007) proposed that choice

can be motivating when

the choice options provided to students meet the individual student's desire for autonomy,
competence, and relatedness. As such, when choice was offered in a way that met the needs

of

the students, it was found to enhance motivation, learning, and well-being (Katz& Assor,2007).
Stephanou, et al (2004), however, found that what was significant with regards to choice was not

that it met the needs of the students, but simply its presence and incorporation in the classroom.
Autonomy supportive practices that corrmunicate the relevance of learning tasks to
students' personal goals may in fact be secondary to autonomy supportive practices that
allow students to explore ideas in ways that allow students to use their own unique
methods of problem solving to make meaningful conclusions (Stephanou, et al,2004, p.
1

Reeve,

01).

Nix, & Hamm (2003) found that action choices rather than option choices had

a stronger

impact on a student's sense of psychological freedom and volition.

Yair (2000) found that Active Mood (active role in learning) had a high correlation with
choice. In other words, the more students felt in corlmand of their learning and felt active and
excited about it, the more they

fulfill their learning potential. Perlmuter

and Monfy (1977) also

conducted a series of studies in which they manipulated choice as a variable in similarly paired
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learning tasks. In all their experiments, "subjects given the opportunity to choose learned the
matched pairs more rapidly and at a higher rate of proficiency than those without the pose to
choose" (Carrier & Williams, 1988, p. 290). The conclusions reached by Fisher (1974),
suggested tha! the choice group was consistently higher in their level of engagement than the

yoked control group during all phases of the study. ln fact, engagement levels among the choice
group suggested that choice settings might actually improve achievement levels at it may cause
students to attend more closely to each problem (Fisher, 1974).

A number of studies exist which have found that instructional designs incorporating choice
also influence motivation (yet in varying degrees). Yair (2000) found that a high correlation
existed within the structure of instruction (i.e. voluntary participation/choice) and intrinsic

motivation. One study which focused on choice, motivation and the structure of the learning
environment, conducted by Klein and Keller (2001), found that informed and motivated students
performed better and exhibited more confidence in situations in which the conditions of both
learner and program control are present. In fact, instructional designs that allow learners various

forms of control (i.e. choice) within instructional tasks often have been less successful than those
that offer no such control (Carrier & Williams, 1988). "In some cases, learners appeared to

follow the path of least resistance, failing to take advantage of enrichment opporfttnities"
(Tennyson & Buttrey, 1980, as cited by Carrier & Williams, 1988, p. 286). A study by Fisher
(1974) found that a comparison between choice and non-choice conditions indicated that those

within the choice condition group produced significantly higher engagement levels than those
who were not provided with a choice, but lower academic performance. In other words, "the
choice subjects were not learning as much from their lessons as might be expected from their

higher engagement levels" (Fisher, 1974, p. 42).
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Additional studies that have focused upon the relationship between choice and motivation
also illustrate the potential limitations of choice as it relates to motivation, finding that choice

may actually benefit only a select group of students. Studies based on Atkinson's (1964) theory
of achievement motivation generated data that demonstrated that choice was not beneficial to all
students; rather

it benefited only a speciflc segment of the student population.

If given a choice, individuals high in resultant achievement motivation (motivated more
by the hope of success than the fear of failure) as compared with individuals low in
resultant achievement motivation (motivated more by the fear of failure) are more likely
to voluntarily approach achievement situations, perform tasks with greater intensity,
persist in the face of failure, and select tasks of intermediate difficulty (Lickona, l97I,p.
I 17).

This data is important as it illustrates that the incorporation of choice, regardless of how it is
implemented, may not benefit a1l students. As such, in order for choice to have a positive efflect
on motivation (und ultimately increase the possibility of choice proving effective as a whole), the
options should difter markedly in terms of their importance to the participants, so that the
chooser finds at least one of them to be more relevant, interesting, or important (Reeve et al,
2003).

Yet, while a plethora of studies have been conducted regarding the effects of choice on
motivation (from a variety of approaches), there still exists considerable opportunity for further
research. "Scholars have not systematically examined the effects of both affective and cognitive
learner characteristics on motivation and perforrn€mce when learners are given control over

instruction" (Klein & Keller,200l, p. 140-141). As a result of these findings, there exists ample
opportunity for further research into this topic not only regarding motivation, but also the topic
of this literature review (the effects of choice on locus of control) as well.

Additional variables that must also be considered when evaluating the effectiveness of choice
is student ability and perceived confidence. "Flavell (1979) points out that learners are typically
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not good monitors of their own learning state, and they very often over-estimate how much they
actually know about a given topic" (Flavell, 1979 as cited by Carrier & Williams, 1988, p.287).
Hannafin (198a) also highlighted the deficiencies of learner control (i.e. choice) when examining
student ability, concluding that "more able students would benefit from learner-control

opportunities more than less able ones" (Carrier & Williams, 1988, p. 286). Results presented in
a study conducted by Carrier and Williams (1988) found that students "prefer what th*y perceive

will

demand the lowest "mental workload for themselves" and warned that future studies

designed to measure the success of leamer-control strategies "should include a measure

general ability" (Carrier

& Williams,

1988, p.

of

286). When viewed in relation to the learning

environment "low-ability students achieve more objectives under conditions of extemal control
(Gallegos, 1968), whereas high-ability students succeed most often during control over

instruction" (Campbell, 1964; Snow, 1980 as cited by Klein and Keller,2001, p. 141). Carrier
and Williams (19S8) also discuss general

ability of the student, but in relation to confidence.

"The effectiveness of learner choices will depend to a large degree on the accuracy of their
"perceived need" for additional instructional support" (Carrier & Williams, 1988, p.287).
Students who recognize the need for "additional instructional support" (i.e. instructor assistance)

will benefit to a much greater extent from the incorporation of choice, than those who may be
perceived as being over-confident and disregard the significance of or need for assistance.

Research into the

viability and effects of choice in education is on-going. Yet, while the

extensive collection of literature that does exist continues to grow, there is as of yet no clear
answer to the primary question of whether or not the presence and incorporation of choice is

significantly more beneficial to children than traditional instructional strategies (Horwitz,1979).
What may prove the most effective method by which to determine the overall effectiveness
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choice is future research as it relates to individual independent variables only. Assuming this is
indeed the case, the opportunity exists for additional research regarding choice and its effects on
locus of control specifically.

Educator Attitudes and Actions Regarding Choice
The belief that choice promotes motivation and leaming is still widely accepted among
teachers (Flowerday

& Schraw,2000,

as sited in Katz

& Assor,2007). Due to the belief that

educational environments should be structured in such a way as to assure meaningful success to
as many learners as possible, a number of programs have been implemented (Skager,

1979). For

example, the Harvard Project Zerc was a program through which researchers attempted to supply
students with a wide array of choices

within a differentiated curriculum in the hopes that the

program would suit each individual's unique ability profiles (Katz & Assor,2007). Much of the
educational literatlue encourages "autonomy-enhancing behavior as opposed to autonomysuppressing behavior

Arlin

inthe classroom design" (Debnath, Tandon, & Pointer,2007, p. 821).

and Whitley (1 g7S) found that an "educational environment that encourages students to

take responsibility for their learning can positively influence learning" (Arlin and Whitley, 1978,
as cited by Lickona, 1971,

p. 119). A study conducted by Alshuler (1969) also presents evidence

that "educational settings in which students control their classroom goals and activities increase

motivation to solve academic problems" (Alschuler, 1969 as cited hy Fisher, 1974, p. 3).
Educational literature also tells teachers that the inclusion of choice leads to "increased cognitive
engagement, positive affect, creativity, learning,

ffid achievement" (Kohn,

1998, as cited by

Flowerday, Schraw & Stevens, 2004, p. 111). "Research (e.g., Deci & Ryan, 1996) has also
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indicated that a teacher who minimizes the use of controlling events and controlling language is

likely to contribute to autonomy and enhance motivation" (Debnath, Tandon, & Pointer,2007,p.
821). As such, teachers have come to believe that choice motivates students and encourages
learning and academic achievement (Flowerday

& Schraw,

2000).

One of the problems that arise when teachers attempt to implement choice in the classroom is
the discovery that the presence of choice does not benefit all students. To combat this problem,
and increase the probability of the successful implementation of a learning environment that
incorporates choice, Wang and Lindvall (1984) offers the suggestion that "possessing a

knowledge of individual differences in students' cognitive style can be potentially useful in the
enhancement of educational decision-making and the design of instructional processes that are

more responsive to those differences" (Wang

& Lindvall,

1984, p. 189). "Instructional strategies

... should ... maximizetheprobability that each student feels a sense of accomplishment.

Teachers... should not choose (strategies) which insure that only a few students feel competent"
(Skager, 1979, p. 530)" However, because there is no existing model of howto effectively utilize

nor incorporate choice in such a way as to inform teacher decisions/drive instruction,
implementation of choice occurs in a random and often haphaeard manner (Flowerday, Schraw,
and Stevens, 2004). In fact, no research studies were found that contain specific, concrete
examples of instructional strategies that effectively incorporate choice, nor tested their
effectiveness in a classroom environment.

Only one study (Flowerday and Schraw, 2000) was found that did attempt to examine how to
successfully implement choice, discuss the effectiveness of autonomous instructional strategies
themselves within a classroom environment, ffid present the reasons choices are given in the
classroom in the first place. In this study, all of the teacher participants agreed on six types
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choices they provided their students: topics of study, reading materials, methods of assessment,

activities, social alrangements, and procedural choices. They also gave student's choices for
three main reasons. The first reason given was designed to increase student internal locus

of

control (Flowerday & Schraw,2000). A11 of the teachers included inthis study felt that students
possessing an internal locus of control were more motivated and more likely to be deeply
engaged in the classroom (Flowerday

& Schraw, 2000). The

second reason teachers gave

students choices was that choice was viewed as a way to increase personal interest, a major

catalyst for improving learning. Finally, the third reason was to provide an opportunity for
students to practice their decision-making skills (Flowerday

& Schraw, 2000).

Above all, the teachers included in this study felt that students use choice most effectively
when they possess a certain degree of background knowledge in a subject area or have attained a
basic level of procedural

skill.

Teachers "strongly agreed that choice improves affective

response by increasing students' ownership, interest, creativity, and personal autonomy"

(Flowerday & Schraw, 2000, p.6al). What is interesting to note about the findings of this
particular study, however, is that when teachers were asked specifically about the effects of
choice on student learning, nearly everyone indicated they believed their students leam more
when choices are offered, even though this conclusion is not supported by empirical findings

(Flowerday & Schraw, 2000).

Choice as an Instructional Strategt

lnstruction which includes choice is generally characterized as an "educational approach that
incorporates alternative strategies for instruction and resource utilization and has the built-in
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flexibility to permit students to take various routes to, and amounts of time, for learnirg" (Wang

& Lindvall, 1984,.p. 16a). A major goal of any adaptive instruction program that includes
choice should be to "improve each leamer's capability for carrying out the essential adaptations
required for effective learning" (Wang

& Lindvall,

1984, p.

209). Both teacher-directed and

student-directed instructional approaches have been used and, in a number of cases, well
accepted by students. Yet although students reacted favorably to both approaches, they (the

students) were found to consistently request a choice in'selecting the method by which they

would achieve and thus demonstrate academic proficiency (Cummings & Bell, l9?9). Much of
the existing literature (e.g.; Assor, Kaplan, & Roth,2002; Deci & Ryan, 1996; Goudas & Biddle,
1995; Palmer, 2005) suggests "a variety of methods can be used in classrooms to enhance

student autonomy such as optional study material or several tasks to choose from, so that they
can select tasks consistent with their goals and interests" (Debnath, Tandon, and Pointer, 2007, p.

821). In a number of cases, students' perceptions regarding classroom instruction

have been

influenced by the nature and degree of task variety. Debnath, Tandon, and Pointer (2007) found
that the inclusion of task variety can serve at least two other major objectives, in this case for
business school students: "(a) provide students with a mechanism to learn and enhance a variety

of skills, and (b) equip them with the skills essential for becoming successful" (Debnath,
Tandon, & Pointer,2007 , p. 817).

Autonomy can also be fostered by giving students choices over and control within the
learning process, such as by allowing students to teach and grade each other, or by the instructor

providing encouragement for self-initiation and independent thinking. Moreover,
"acknowledging students' perspectives and frame of reference, allowing criticisms by the
students, ffid providing a satisfactory explanation regarding why students should participate in
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an assigned activity are additional suggested means to promote perceptions of autonomy among

students" (Debnath, Tandon, & Pointer,2007 , p. 821). Merrill's (1983) Component Display

Theory also suggests the benefits of allowing learners to have control over content, pace of
learning, ffid lyp* of instructional strategy (Klein and Keller,200l). Reigeluth and Stein (1983)
theorized that the effectiveness, efficiency, and appeal of instruction would increase under

conditions of learner control and suggested that informed and motivated students should be given
the opportunity to select and sequence instructional content and strategies.
Other theorists have suggested that "to motivate students and to help thern learn and grow

individuals should have freedom in the classroom and the opportunity to select experiences and
materials" (Rogers, 1969 as cited by Klein & Keller,2001, p. 140). For example, a course
designed to include autonomy may incorporate choice both at the macro level, where students

would actively participate in the overall course design (e.g. setting course goals, selecting
teaching methods, due date of assignments/exams, etc.), and at the micro level, which would

involve providing students an opportunity to select specific activities or tasks (e.9, the format of
the assignment, whether group or individual, etc.). Research conducted by Durlabhji and

Fusilier ( 1999) found that such a procedure "has shown to generate an extremely positive
experience for both the students and the instructors" (Debnath, Tandofl, & Pointer, 2007, p. 821).

One factor that must be considered when discussing autonomy (i.e. allowing students the
freedom to choose the specific activities, tasks, pace of instruction, etc.) and its effectiveness is
the age and maturity level of the student.

The degree of autonomy should be matched with the course level and maturity of the
students; in other words, it makes sense to provide more structure and less autonomy to a
freshman-level class compared with a senior-level class. As some leadership theories
(e.g., Hersey & Blanchard's {1982} Situational Leadership Theory) suggest, the degree
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of autonomy should be increased as the followers' task-related maturity increases
(Debnath, Tandon, &, Pointer, 2007 , p. 822).
In fact, much of the existing literature has utilized college students as the sample, finding that
"variety, diversity, and challenge are some task dimensions that affect perceptions of college
students and contribute to their motivation, learning, satisfaction, and engagement with the

course" (Ames, 1992; Blumenfeld, t992, Lengnick-Hall & Sanders, l99V; Palmer,2005; Yair,
2000 as cited by Debnath, Tandon, & Pointer,2007, p. 816-817).

"The findings from several studies (e.g.Brophy, 1987; Pintrich & De Groot, 1990; Reeve,

J*g, Hardre, & Omura,20021' Simons, DeWitte, & Lens,2004)

also indicate that students are

likely to engage in more effective effort management and learning if they perceive that tasks
assigned as important, interesting, and relevant to their individual goals" (Debnath, Tandofl,

&

Pointer, 2007,p. 819). Therefore, while designing a curriculum for a course, tasks and
assignments selected should "offer value to students; otherwise their interest, engagement in

academic tasks, and satisfaction may be diminished" (Chung & Mclarney,2000; Stipek, 1996 as
cited by Debnath, Tandon, & Pointer,2A07, p. 819). Regardless of the instructional methods

utilized (*.g. lecture, case analysis, simulation, or other activities) all should let the students
clearly know that the knowledge and skills acquired are worthwhile and have real applicability
and value in both their present and future goals (i.e. field of employment and future education)

(Debnath, Tandon, & Pointer,2007). Teruryson & Park (1984) funherthis ideaby arguing that,

well-designed, adaptive instruction presents only what is needed to help a student master
an objective but no more. The use of learner-control strategies may result in wide
variations in the amount of material seen and time spent on task by different students. To
the extent that such strategies foster not only the selection of more instruction but also
more active and thorough processing of that which is selected, they should be beneficial
(Carrier & Williams, 1988, p" 289).
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Brophy (1983) goes even further, suggesting an additional benefit of providing choice within the
classroom, stating that

"if being allowed to choose becomes

associated with satisfying and

successful task performance, students may perceive that effort or hard work

will make a

diff,erenc* arrq that they do possess the ability to succeed" (Brophy, 1983, as cited by Carrier &.

Williams, 1988, p,30a). "The goal of producing independent thinkers won't be achieved unless
the schools provide children with the kind of experience in making decisions that they need to
become self-regulating creative problem-solvers" (Lickona, 1971, p. 5).

Also of note is the presence within a number of studies, the emphasis on the appearance of the
school in which this type of curriculum would be found. In many respects it appears, at least in
one study, that this discussion is included to provide justification for the incorporation of choice

within the curriculum. According to Lickona (1971), choice in schools:
does not mean random chaotic activity instead of organized learning. It does not mean a
lack of teacher involvement in the child's leaming. It does not mean the absence of adult
effort to guide the child's choices; which can be done in non-coercive ways. Nor does
choice in the school mean a laissez-faire attitude toward learning instead of an
atmosphere which prizes learning and quality of achievement. And choice in the school
does not mean the absence of control over children's conduct with regard to the rights
and needs of others (Lickona, 1971, p. 4).

Yet for all of the theories, recommendations, and descriptions that have been provided,

only one actual plan of instruction was found to include the suggestions/strategies mentioned
here. The Winnetka Plan (Washbume, 1925) was designed to incorporate and utilize the greatest
amount of choice during instruction. It was designed to in such a way as to allow each student to
spend one half of the school day studying basic skills (i.e. reading, writing, arithmetic) and

working, for the majority of the time, independently and at an pace set by the individual student.
The other half of the child's day was spent on creative activities that were typically carried out

through group work that was organized and ultimately directed by the students themselves
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(Wang & Lindvall, 1984). Of those studies reviewed, less than five contained specific data
based upon the use of an instructional strategy containing choice (only found in those dealing

with the completion of mathematical problems). It should be noted that although
studies exist,

within

a

a

handful

of

th.y were all cartied out under high controlled laboratory-type settings, rather than

dynamic classroom setting. In fact, no existing research studies were found which have

evaluated the effectiveness of these methods in a classroom environment. As such, caution

should be exercised when considering their validiry and implementation.

An additional limitation of the current research was discovered in the form of a lack of
adequate representative student samples. Of those studies reviewed, most focused upon

gathering data regarding choice among primary and/or college students; few exist which examine
the effects of choice among students at the high school level. Only one study was found
(Bangert, Kulik, & Kulik, 1983) that attemptedto discussthe effects of choice as an instructional
strategy (in this case referred to as individualized systems) at the secondary school level. This
study found that "individualized systems at the secondary level yield results that are much the
sirme as those

from conventional teaching. In the typical individualized class, students do not

gain more on achievement measures than they do in the typical conventional class" (Bangert,

Kulik, & Kulik, 1983, p.150). Upon reviewing the existing literature, it is clearly evident that
ample opportunities exist for not only the development of a set curriculum that incorporates
choice as an instructional strategy, but also a research study that examines its effectiveness;

within

a classroom

setting. Finally, the relationship among learning outcome, performance, and

type of instructional control have not been adequately explored. Instead of allowing students to
have control over all instructional strategy options, it is suggested that future research should
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allow students to control only certain options in order to determine the impact of this type of
control.

Locus of Control

A variety of definitions exist with regards to locus of control yet all share the common theme
of,control within oneself vs. control outside of oneself. Rotter (1954) defines locus of control

as

the expectation that reinforcement was under one's own control (internal) or not under one's own

control (external). Likona (1971) defines Locus of Control (LOC) as "a generalized expectance

for internal or external control of reinforcements" (Likona,

1

97

t, p. 102) with "Internal control"

referring to an "individual's belief that an event or outcome is contingent on his or her own
behavior or on relatively permanent characteristics such as ability" and "external control" as an

individual's belief "that an event is caused by factors beyond the individual's control (e.g., luck,
task difficulty, powerful others)" (Likona, 1971, p. 102). There are two primary elements
contained within locus of control as identified and defined by Pelletier, Fortier, Vallerand

&

Briere (2001). The first is identified as internal locus of causality. Individuals who possess this

view of locus of control "see their actions as self-determined and volitional" (Pelletier, et al,
2001). The second element of locus of control is identified as external locus of causality.
Individuals who possess this view of locus of control see their actions as attributable to external
factors that are outside of their control and thus are responsible for their behavior (Pelletier, et al,
2001).
De Charms attempted to define locus of control by developing two specific categories

(ultimately assigning individuals to one or the other): "Origins, people who perceive their

I

t
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behavior to be determined by their own choosing, and Pawns, people who perceive their
behavior to be determined by extemal forces" (Krovetz,19J4, p. 175). The distinction is,
course, continuous, depending upon the situation"

of

A person gains personal knowledge

concerning hig ability to be a causal agent through experience. (Krovetz, 1974, p. 175)
Whether an individual perceives himself/herself as an Origin or a Pawn is contingent upon not

only the degree of control one feels over the environment in which he/she exists, but also the
degree in which one feels he/she can change this environment.

A number of different degrees of control exist along the locus of causality spectrum. Of
primary importance is primary and secondary control. If the individual successfully alters the
environment to fit the needs of the self, then he/she is said to possess primary control

fi.othbaum, Weisz, & Snyder, 19eU. If however, the individual is unsuccessful and proceeds to
merely adapt to the environment, then he/she is said to possess secondary control (Rothbaum,
Weisz, & Snyder, 1982). "Persons sometimes attempt to associate themselves with chance so as
to share in the power of this larger force. Chance is viewed as a property of the individual; often
persons speak of luck as an ally that they can "rely

or,"

regarding luck as atype of control" (Rothbaurn, Weisz,

and of being "born lucky," seemingly

& Snyder,L982, p. 11). This attribution

to chance is referred to as illusory control. A second category of secondary control is
interpretive control, defined as "the ability to interpret events so as to better understand and
accept them"

(Averill, 1973; Frankl, 1963; Garber, Miller, & Abramson,

Rothbaum, Weisz,

& Snyder, 1982). In each case of secondary control,

change the self so as to

1980, as cited by

the tendency exists to

fit more effectively within the environment rather than changing

environment so that it fits the needs of the self.
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In addition, disappointment has been found to inJluence perceptions of secondary control.
Disappointment has been found to be viewed as being,

so detrimental because it adds the insult of secondary uncontrollability (not being
prepared for the outcome) to the irj,ry of primary uncontrollability (not being able to
alter the outcome). . . Individuals actively strive to avoid disappointment and that a maj or
objective in doing so is to gain an increased sense of secondary control (Rothbaum,
Weisz, & Snyder,1982, p. 13).

Secondary control is prevalent in a number of studies that have been conducted in order to

determine the effects of locus of control. "Zuckerman (1979) for example, found that failure
experiences led to an increased occurrence of external attributions

in27 of the 38 studies he

reviewed" (Rothbaum, Weisz, & Snyder, 1982, p. 9)
Both helplessness theorists (Hiroto
Seligman

& Seligman,1,975; Klein & Seligmffi,

, l9'15) and locus of control theorists (Lefcourt,
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1976;

Miller &

6; Phares, 1916; Rotter,l 966) claim

that the tendency to attribute failure to severe limitations in ability, to chance, and to powerful
others relates to the tendency to engage in inward behavior (cf. Wortman

& Brehm,l975),

especially when the attributions are global and stable (Abramson, Seligman, & Teasdale, 1978).
"Because these theorists equate control with the ability to change the environment, they maintain
that these attributions reflect perceived uncontrollability" (Rothbaum, Weisz,

& Snyder,

1982, p.

9). "In Harter's model (1981) intrinsic motivational orientation was associated with internal
perceptions of control and high perceived competence, whereas an extrinsic motivational

orientation was related to external perceptions of control and low perceived competence"
(Connell, 1985, p. 1020). Based on these definitions of locus of control and their application/use
in existing research studies, findings have, for the most pffi, been inconclusive.
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Locus of Control within the Field of Education

A number of studies exist which have examined locus of control within an educational
setting. One aspect of locus of control that has been studied within the field of education is its
relationship to academic achievement. This relationship is worth discussing as this juncture

as

the views held by students regarding locus of control, are believed to influence the effectiveness

of choice in the learning process which will ultimately affect academic achievement. "Since
structured achievement situations, such as the learning of specific skills and competing with a
standard of excellence, involve the idea that what occurs is a function of the individual's

behavior and competence, achievement learning may be especially important in the development

ofthe belief in internal control" (Katkovsky, Crandall & Good,1967, p.766). Locus of control
(LOC) research with children has by and large focused upon academic achievement, as it is
widely accepted as a behavior consistently found to be related to LOC (lt{owicki & Strickland,
1973). It has become widely accepted that "internal perceptions relate to measures of
achievement perforrnance with some consistency (see reviews by Joe 1971; Lefcourt 1966,
and Rotter, 1966, as cited by Crandall and Lacey, 1972,

l97l;

p. 1123-1124).

Connell (1985) found that "children who lack an understanding of what controls their
achievement outcomes achieve less well than children with an internal locus of control"

(Wentzel and Wigfield, 1998, p.157-158).
Weiner, et al (1971) proposed that individuals primarily use four elements to explain the
causes of an achievement outcome: ability, effort, task difficulty, ffid luck. The ability
and effort factors describe internal characteristics of the person, while task diffrculty and
luck describe states external to the individual. In addition, ability and task refer to
relatively stable or enduring factors, while effort and luck are relatively unstable or
variable. Thus, the four factors in their causal model were classified along two
dimensions: locus of control (internal vs. external) and degree of stability (stable vs.
variable) (Ames, Ames, & Felker,1976, p. 63).
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,

Weiner and Kukla (1970) suggested that persons classified as high in achievement need will
more likely perceive themselves as more able and ascribe success experiences to internal factors
such as high ability and effort, but that low achievement need persons

will tend to deny personal

responsibility.for success instead attributing these outcomes to good luck or the ease of the task.
Covington and Berry (1976) reported similar findings, stating that:
success-oriented students tend to attribute their successes to ability and effort and their
failures to lack of ability. Failure-avoiding students tend to attribute their failures to a
lack of ability. When successful, however, these students have a tendency to attribute
their success to luck or to the easiness of the task (Covington & Berry, 1976, as cited by
Thomas, 1980, p.228).

For failure outcomes, high-need achievers will tend to identifu a lack of effort, while the lowneed persons blame a lack of

ability. "Thus, high- and low-achievement motive groups differ

with respect to the locus of control dimension (ability and effort vs. task and luck) for success
outcomes and differ in stability (ability vs. effort) of the causal attributions for failure outcomes"
(see also

Kukla, 1972; Weiner, 1974; Weiner, Heckhausen, Meyer, & Cook, 1972, Weiner &

Potepan, 1970, as cited by Ames, Ames,

& Felker,

1976, p.

64). "The finding that attributions

for consistent success and failure performances varied primarily on the stability dimension, not
the locus of control dimension, supports McMahan (1973) who has suggested that

it is the

stability dimension that is more salient in achievement settings" (Ames, Ames, & Felker, L976,
p. 68). A study by Weiner et al (1972) also confirms these findings, concluding that perceived

control is two dimensional: stable vs. unstable (causes that are relatively absolute versus those
that may change across tasks and times).

Locus of control and its relationship to academic achievement has also been thoroughly
researched in the realm of Social Learning
a

Theory. Social learning theorists have suggested that

child's behavior in achievement situations is influenced by their perceived locus of control. In

2.6

,

other words, if the child believes that the outcome of a situation is contingent on his or her

behavior (internal locus of control), then according to social learning theory, academic success

will

increase the probability of a child's fundamental academic behaviors, such as attention or

persistence, during the completion of future tasks. On the same note, if a child does not perceive
a relationship between outcome and behavior (external locus

will not increase
1

of control) then academic success

the probability of such fundamental academic behaviors in the future

(Lickon4

e71 ).

Students who attribute success to internal factors are likely to expect future successes;
students who attribute failure to internal factors may expect future failure unless they
consider themselves capable of and actively address those factors. Conversely,
attributing success to external factors would make future successes unpredictable and
deem the student powerless to address what they perceive to be uncontrollable factors

(Cassidy & Eachus,2000, p.310).

"Mettee (1971) argued that persons avoid success when it is perceived to increase the

probability of unachievable expectations and thus of eventual disappointment" (Rothbaum,
Weisz, & Snyder, 1982, p. 13). In fact, a number of studies have discovered that "individuals
who have repeatedly experienced faihue sometimes avoid tasks completely or participate with

minimal effort, even when they realize that they have a good chance of success. To justifu their
seemingly self-defeating behavior individuals often maintain that their ability to avoid
disappointment is their last line of defense (Rothbaum, Weisz,

& Snyder, 1982). The results of

some studies reflect this avoidance in the form of engagement. "Elementary children who held

high strategy and high capacity beliefs for effort showed the highest levels of engagement,
whereas children who reported high strategy and low capacity for ability, powerful others, and

luck causes showed the lowest levels of engagement" (Skinner, Wellborn & Connell, 1990, p.
2e).
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Crandall, et al (1965) developed an Intellectual Achievement Responsibility Questionnaire

(IAR) to assess the extent to which

a

child felt responsible for his/her successes and failures

specifically in academic intellectual tasks and situations (Messer,1972). This questionnaire
produced results indicating that the achievement of higher grades was attributable to a greater
sense

of intemal locus of control (Messer,1972). A study conducted by Skinner, Wellborn, &

Comell (1990) supports the findings of the IAR, presenting results which indicate that children
who believed that good grades are caused by internal and controllable causes, who believe that
they can produce the responses that lead to desired outcomes, or who believe that they possess
high ability perform better academically. This study added to the data gathered from earlier
studies which found that "children with an internal locus of control achieve higher school
grades" (Messer, 7972, p. 1459).

Rotter (1975) has elaborated on this locus of control conceptualization, clarifuing the
proposed relationship between locus of control and academic achievement. He explains
that a child's expectation that a particular behavior will bring a particular reinforcement
is not the only predictor of the occurrence of that behavior. The value of the expected
reinforcement is also important. A student who does not value a high grade, for example,
may not study for a test, even though the student believes that the high grade is
contingent on studying (Lickona, 1971, p. 102).

"Within the domain of education, internal LOC has been found to be a positive predictor of
academic achievement (Keith et al., 1986) and external LOC to be a negative predictor
academic achievement (Eachus

of

& Cassidy, 1997a)" (Cassidy & Eachus,2000, p.310). A

variety of opinions exist, attempting to explain these findings.

It may be that external subjects do not feel that they have attained the concepts necessary
to master the task, but instead feel that they have made skillful guesses. The possibility
exists that externals do not achrally differentiate between internal and external attributes,
that externally oriented persons do not feel that they have attained the concepts necessary
to master a task when they succeed. It may be that extemal people believe that positive
outcomes result from skillful guessing and negative outcomes come from guesses based
on lack of skill (Krovetz, 1974, p.187).
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These results are important for the theory of locus of control as they imply that internally

oriented persons perceive their abilities as finite. In other words, they possess the ability to

control their outcomes within certain identifiable limits, which will also vary by task. Externally
oriented perso.ns, however, perceive that external factors such as chance influence their outcomes

within certain bounds. In fact, Krovetz (1974) found that it was only when these boundaries
were exceeded, did the external subjects attribute outcomes primarily to internal factors such as
personal abilities. There is evidence that previous academic success does not adequately explain
expectations of future success, however.

Phillips (1984) found that, despite being exceptionally high achievers, their sample of 11year-old pupils differed in the way that they attributed past successes dependent upon
their perception of their own capabilities and factors such as task difficulty and effofi.
Such empirical evidence is supportive of attribution theory which posits that it is the
individual's interpretation of events in terms of causality, rather than the event per se,
which determines future expectations and actions (Cassidy & Eachus, 2000, p. 310).
One additional aspect of this discussion to consider, that may provide clarification into
understanding the development and influence of locus of control is the perceived value/reward

of

academic achievement to the individual child. Due to the fact that subjects who hold internal
perceptions believe that their rewards (and ultimately punishments) are dependent upon their

own fundamental academic behaviors, it seems within reason to anticipate that they, more than
externals, may have developed superior skills which would aid them in the acquisition of valued
goa1s.

If presented with the same environmental situation, it might

be expected that internals, as
compared with externals, would search more actively for information from it and better
retain, process, utilize, recall, and reproduce that information when it was required. That
this is true in important natural life situations and in certain experimental tasks has
previously been demonstrated in several studies (Davis & Phare s 1967; Lefcourt & Wine
1969; Phares 1968; Seeman 1963; and Seeman & Evans,1962, as cited by Crandall and
Lacey, 1972, p.

fiZfi.
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Yet, while internal LOC orientation is associated with greater academic achievement than
external orientation, "the relationship in not strong and depends upon the measure

of

achievement behavior used" (Gordon, 19'17, p. 383).

While
a number

a

child's locus of control can affect academic performance/achievement and behavior,

of studies exist which suggest that the variables can be reversed: that children's school

performance affects their perceptions of locus of control is equally plausible. In fact, while

McGhee and Crandatl (1968) argued that locus of control helps to determine a child's grades and
achievement test scores, it is quite possible that both are true (Messer, 1972). "A feeling

of

internal control with regard to school work probably leads to greater achievement. At the same
time, a child who achieves well, or who has higher intelligence, is likely to develop more readily
a feeling of being

in control of his owTr academic destiny" (Messer,l972,p. 1a61). Thus, the

relationship between locus of control and achievement "might merely demonstrate that students
who do well in school take responsibility for their performance and students who do poorly
attribute responsihility to external causes" (Lickona, 197L, p. 116).

A second

and third area of research that has been found to influence and be influenced by

locus of control is the individual child's learning style (*.g.visual, kinesthetic, etc.) as well as
approach tolview of learning as a whole. Many studies on this relationship have concluded that:

(i) a belief in one's capabilities and actual academic perfonnance are associated with a
strategic learning approach; and (ii) the adoption of a surface or apathetic learning
approach and a belief in external factors, such as luck and powerful others, leads to
weaker beliefs in one's own proficiency and poorer academic performance, at least
within the domain of research methods (Cassidy & Eachus, 2000, p. 318).
Eachus and Cassidy (1997a) also found that learning style was related to locus of control in the

following way: "an external LOC is associated with the failure to adopt any learning style other
than an apathetic approach and a lack of self-confidence. Internal LOC is associated with a
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strategic and a deep approach and is negatively associated with an apathetic approach" (Cassidy

& Eachus,2000, p.311).

Some studies have also suggested that, in addition to learning style, the

ways in which resources are utilized by the student also reflect an internal or extemal locus

of

control. In fact, "Wang (1983) refers to effective utilization of resources and decision-making
about learning options as measures of students' ability to assume responsibility for their own

leaming and behavior which, in turn, fosters perceptions of personal control" (Wang & Lindvall,
1984, p. 193). There is also some evidence that students'study approaches may change in
response to the learning environment depending on the student's age. "Younger children favor

learning goals-prioritizing learning itself rather than results-whereas older pupils are more
concerned with performance goals-results as opposed to learning for the sake of leaming"

(Bouffard etal., 1998, as cited by Cassidy & Eachus, 2000, p. 310).
Age and grade level have also been extensively studied in order to determine locus of control
and its influence within the realm of education. Gordon (1977) found that as children grow older
and increase their number of educational experiences, they develop beliefs about their

competence and worth which frzy, in turn, change or further solidifu their beliefs about locus

of

control. Crandall and Lacey (1912), found that "the older the child, the more internal responses
he gave; and the older the child, the more adequate was his performance" (Crandall and Lacey,
1972, p. 1128). Connell (1985) also found that:

unknown perceptions of control, as expected, decreased linearly with age, indicating an
increased understanding of why successes and failures occur in school-related activities,
in social interactions, in sports, and in general. Older children also indicated less of a
tendency to see other people as mediating their successes and failures in these domains
(Connell, 1985, p. 1028).
Connell's findings also indicated that with age, children become more sure (less unsure) of what
causes them to succeed and

fail and that children come to view people
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as

being less likely to be

the locus of their environment (Connell, 1985). However, not all studies indicate that with age,
comes an increased sense of intemal locus of

control. One study conducted by Katkovsky,

Crandall, and Good (1967) found that "beliefs in internal control are well established during

childhood

and. increase

little from the third through the twelfth grades" (Crandall, Katkovsky, &

Crandall, 1965 as cited by Katkovsky, Crandall,

&

Good,

1967 ,

p. 766). This same study also

found that internal locus of control actually decreased sharply between grades 6 and 12. While
the specific cause(s) of this decrease were not identified, the authors did identify two possible
reasons (specifically between the lOth and 12th grades): "one, the imminence of graduation from

high school and two, the necessity of finding employment or acceptance to college" (Crandall,
Katkovsky, & Crandall, 1965, p. 102).

While much evidence exists

as

to age and grade level of the student as it relates to locus of

control, what is of interest here is that little evidence exists within the literature which attempts
to identiff ut d explain the variables/factors that are viewed as influencing the development of
locus of control as well as why theselhow these may change with age. What little research does
exist attempts to explain the changes in/the reasons for a child's:

in school may vary as a function of the familiarity of the
educational context" and that "understanding of the ground rules for achieving success
and avoiding failure in the classroom ("known" perceptions of control) may be a
necessary condition for adaptive achievement-related expectancies and behaviors
(Comell, 1985, p. 1035 & 1040).
successes and failures

In other words, as a child becomes more accustomed to the educational environment and the
expectations that exist, the more in control he/she feels. The results of a study conducted by

Keith, Pottebaum, and Eberhart's (1986) conducted utilizing high school seniors as their sample
support these findings. "Locus of control has a meaningful impact on high school seniors'
achievement" (Keith, Pottebaum, & Eberhart, 1986, p. 61). "High school seniors' locus
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of

control has a positive, important inJluence on their academic achievement. Seniors with a more
internal locus achieve at a higher level, even when other important influences such as intellectual

ability, are held statistically constant" (Keith, Pottebaum, & Eberhart, 1986, p. 68).
However, other conclusions reached within the existing literature do identify significant
shortcoming of these studies, suggesting that with age comes an increased internal locus

of

control. As such, this would seem to indicate that the developrnent of an internal locus of control
would be developmental in nature. One sfudy in particular that was uncovered conducted hy

Comell (1985) focused on upper elementary and Jr. high-school students and their
understanding of reasons for their successes and failures in school, with peers, in sports, as well
as in general. While the study did produce some evidence to indicate that "upper elementary and

Jr. high-school children do tend to see their own attributes as the primary causes of their
successes and failures" (Connell, 1985,

p. 1025) and that unknown perceptions of control

seem

to decreased with age, the study drew different conclusions based on age group, was designed
more for breadth than depth, and it didn't show how children interpret general perceptions

of

control items (i.e. influences upon procedural autonomy) (Connell, 1985). With the relatively
small amount of research conducted regarding age and locus of control, and the fact that the
conclusions reached are inconclusive, the need for fuither research is clearly evident.
The effects of gender upon locus of control have also been extensively studied. Yet, like
many of the studies that have been conducted regarding age and grade level, the results
pertaining to gender are conflicting in nature.

"It is interesting to note that by sixth

grade the

girls have already assumed a level of responsibility for negative events which is slightly gteater
than that the boys finally achieve in the twelfth grade" (Crandall, Katkovsky, & Crandall, 1965,

p. 103). Crandall, Katkovsky, and Crandall (1965) also found that "older girls give more self-
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responsihle answers than older boys, and that slight but significant age changes occur in subscale
scores dependent upon the sex of the

child" (Crandall, Katkovsky, & Crandall, 1965,p.91).

Yet while these findings are intriguing, these findings may have been inaccurate in that "older
boys may havg developed an increased sense of modesty, not present at earlier ages, which
caused them to respond to the questionnaire as though they were not responsible for their

intellectual academic good fortune" (Crandall, Katkovsky, & Crandall,1965, p. 102). Messer
(1972) found that "for girls, taking the blame for one's failures is tied more closely to academic
performance, while for boys, taking credit for successes is more saliently related to school
success" (Messer,1972,

p. 1a61). Connell (1985) found that in the cognitive and social domain,

boys reported powerfiul others as having significantly more control in these two domains than

girls did. Boys were also found "to be higher than girls on unknown perception of control in the
cognitive domain" (Connell, 1985, p. 1028). Gordon (1977) also found that "!oyr with an
internal LOC were likely to possess high self-esteem" (Gordon,1977,p. 385). Locus of control
was also "found to be related to one measure of achievement for boys (grades) and to a different
measure for girls (achievement test scores)" (Gordon, 1977, p. 385).

The effects by which the development and implementation of curriculum (whether including

instructional strategies dealing with choice or otherwise) inlluence locus of control is also of
interest and worth discussing in some detail as well. A number of studies exist which clearly

illustrate the influence of locus of control upon the individual learner as well as how strategies
designed to influence locus of control have been incorporated within academic instruction.

The development of students' competence in assuming self-responsibility and their sense
of personal control is considered to be both an instructional goal and a student difference
variable that is related closely to the nature and patterns of classroom processes and
student learningbehavior and student achievement (Wang & Lindvall, 1984, p. 179).
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In fact, a study by Cassidy and Eachus (2000) actually suggested that "it would be prudent to
consider the issue of students' perceived proficiency during curricular design and delivery"
(Cassidy & Eachus,2000, p. 319). "Evidence exists that the affective variable of locus of control
influences the,performance of students who are given control over instruction. Researchers have
reported that subjects with an internal locus of control perform better, when given control over

instruction, than do those with an external locus of control" (Allen, Giat, & Cherney, 1974;
Daniels and Stevens, 1976; Parent, Forward, Center, ffid Mohling, 1975; Peterson, 19"19;
Sandler, Reese, Spencer & Harpin, 1983, as cited by Klein & Keller,2001, p. 141). The positive

effect of student control was also demonstrated by Wang and Stiles (1976). Children in a
second-grade classroom were given complete control over when they did assignments. The
assignments were ultimately determined by the teacher, but each student was allowed to

complete the day's tasks in any order.
The children completed a significantly higher percentage of their assignments under this
arrangement that when the teacher determined the order of completion. Interviews
revealed that children had a stronger sense of control over the school learning
environment when they were allowed to determine the order of tasks than they did when
the teacher had total control. The children's perceptions of control were also
significantly correlated with their task-completion rates (Lickona , 1971 , p. 1 l9).

Providing for the advancement of locus of control has also been associated with other
elements of academic achievement including motivation (specifically when students are given

control over instruction). A study by Perlmuter and Monty (1977) indicated that "control will
enhance motivation and performance when students have the perception of control" (Klein

&

Keller,2001, p. 145), with perception of control being defined as "children's understanding of
the locus of the sufficient cause for success and failure outcomes" (Connell, 1985, p. 1018). One
study by Weiss and Sherman (1973) found that by allowing children to controUallowing for the
perception of control, they "were more likely to increase effort after task failure, rising to the
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challenge of initial defeat (Tafarodi, Milne,

& Smith,

1999, p.

1al4). A second study by Connell

(1985) went so far as to speculate that "knowing the sources of control operating in the
classroom may be a necessary condition for competent performance and an intrinsic motivational

orientation" (Connell, 1985, p. 1020). According to Dickenson (1995) two important factors
must exist for the successful development of intrinsic motivation (and thus an intemal locus

control). The first of these factors is that leamers must view the learning environment

of

as

"informational" rather than "controlling" (Dickenson, 1995). The second is that the instructional
strategies and curriculum are autonomy supporting and encourage the development of an intemal

locus of control on the part of the learner. Another study showed, using college students as the
sample, that in a situation that was conducive for internals (i.e., a situation compatible with their
locus of control) a significant positive correlation existed between achievement rnotivation and
performance (Daniels

informing students

& Stevens, 1976). Other

as the

studies reviewed suggested that actually

specific elements of control directly influenced locus of control. One

such study by Weiner (l g72) found that

"it is important to specify

the particular sowces

of

control to which a subject attrihutes his performance rather than the general category of such
attributions such as internal/external" (Fisher, 1974,p.42). Klein and Keller found that "in
actual instructional settings, students may benefit by being overtly informed of their degrees

of

control to help build positive expectations toward lesson control" (Klein & Keller,2001, p.145).

Finally, one other factor that has been shown to influence locus of control worth discussing at
is Socio-Economic Status (SES) ffid, to a lesser extent, race. Contained within studies that

utilized classrooms containing

a

high percentage of African American students, "Other things

equal, higher ability and higher SES students have somewhat more positive self-images than
those of lower ability and those from less advantaged backgrounds" (Keith, Pottebaum, &
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Eberhart, 1986, p.67). "Coleman et aI. (1966) found a small hut consistent relationship
indicating that children from homes with a higher socioeconomic leve1 showed a higher sense of
control over the environment than children from homes with lower socioeconomic level" (Friend

& Neale , 1972, p. 125). While locus of control within the field of education

has been examined

rather extensively utilizing a variety of variables, based on the existing literature, there are few
studies dealing with specifically with a possible relationship between choice and locus of control.

As such, an opportunity exists to conduct fuither, much more extensive research into this specific
area.

Educator Attitudes and Actions Regarding Locus of Control
The majority of the literature which contained relevant data regarding teacher influences upon
locus of control have been centered around the topic of teacher autonomy supportive vs. directly

controlling teacher behavior (Assor, et al,2005). Grolnik and Ryan (1987) suggest that "the
integration of learning requires active processing and organization that is more likely to occur
under conditions conducive to a perceived internal locus of causality" (Grolnik and Ryan , 1987 ,

p. 897). According to Flink, Boggiano, and Barrett (1990) fromthe perspective of selfdetermination theory, whether students feel compelled to achieve a given outcome (an internally

controlling motivation) or whether students experience controlling behaviors used by others to
achieve a given standard, self-determination (and thus internal locus of control) is reduced.

Flink, et al (1990) also found that teachers' reported use of controlling strategies correlate with
negative self-cognitions such as low perceptions of competence in elementary-school-age

children, lowered self-determination in children, ffid poor achievement-
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A non-controlling style of presentation in the classroom

has been shown to contribute trr irre

internalization of regulations and to subsequent autonomous self-regulation (Deci, et al 1996i

In a study conducted by Vallerand, et al (1989), students' perceptions of the degree of autonr,rii'
support provided by the teacher was positively associated with an external locus of contrnrl. ii,

addition, the sfudents' perceptions of the teachers' level of control was positively associi.',ir*il .,)
an internal locus of control (Vallerand et al, 1989). As a result, it can be concluded tha{.

iru,iriu,

teachers interact with their students (autonomous vs. controlling) significantly influena",e;j

i.h,

perceived degree of locus of control (whether internal or external) in students- Vallerii'.r"1, €r .
(1989) also suggests that in order to support the furthering of an internal locus of contr'..,1

;

til:lr

offering of choice, minimization of controls, and making available informationthat is i"r{'t,ulo, '
decision making and for performing the target task should be made available.

The findings of Assor et al (2005) also confirm the effects of directly teacher contr+l,hrrr
behavior on locus of control. Assor, et al (2005) stated that Directly Controlling Teacher
Behaviors (DCTB) and practices undermine students' sense of autonomy. As such,

ttrrri:;,'

practices tend to be viewed as hinde.ing intensive engagement in learning that is often
charactenzed by a great deal of effort and persistence. Assor, et al (2005) also felt
exposed to DCTB might feel that

f[15-t ttr.q,:

it is too risky to openly resist the academic pressures of

highly controlling teachers and as such avoid making choices. DCTB also was foun*l
students' voice and initiative in trying to take personal responsibility for their learninp

{,-r

rir,, ,,

irir,

i r\ ,, ,o

al, 2005). As a result, students began to appear to withdraw from involvement in the class r,

DCTB appeared to threaten the students' sense of autonomy and competence (Assor, e[ i,1.
200s).

t
1
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Boggiano, et

a1

(1988), using the scale of Intrinsic versus Extrinsic Orientation in the

Classroom to test for locus of control in relation to teacher autonomy/controlling practices, found
that although children who perceive others (e.g., teachers) as having primary control over
outcornes in the classroom are unlikely to experience feelings of internal locus of control in a

school setting, it is not necessarily the case that having a sense of high personal control over an
outcome

will

ensure feelings of internal locus of control as a whole (Boggiano, et al, 1988).

"Although children with a sense of personal control over success and faiture are more likely to
experience feelings of internal locus of control than are children who see teachers as responsible

for perforrnance, high personal control is not enough" (Boggiano, et al, 1988). Boggiano et al,
(198S) also found that "IJnder conditions in which an activiff is performed for an extrinsic
reason (e.g.tangible reward, concern over evaluation by a powerful other, fear of punishment),

the perceived locus of causality for task performance shift from internal to external" (Boggiano,
et al, 1988, p. 13a). What is also interesting is that the study suggests that other factors besides
the presence of choice (parental influences, teacher influences, prior experiences academically,

etc.) may help determine achievement and locus of control (Boggiano, et al, 1988).

A study conducted by Pelletier, et al (2001) also clearly illustrates the effect(s) teacher
autonomy/controlling practices has upon locus of control. The study was conducted with
competitive swimmers and autonomy supportive coaches as participants with the purpose being
to assess the influence of teacher autonomy support as opposed to control on the different forms
of regulation (locus of control and self-determination). Results of the study indicate that when
an individual's perspective shifts from one based on internal locus of causality to one of external

locus of causality, individuals do not participate for the sake of an activity anymore but rather for
some external entity (i.e. deadline) (Pelletier, et aL,2001).
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However, not all of the existing literature concluded that the implementation of teacht:r
autonomy supportive learning environments was beneficial to locus of control. A study
conducted by Cummings and Bell (1979) found that a student may actually prefer a contrr:li,
vs. autonomous teacher/educational environment

if it is perceived by the student as being i.h,

most similar to his4rer own locus of control. "Students who perceived themselves as tr:*:ini.

self-directed chose the student-directed modular form of instruction, while students whu

'

$ii.,,*,

themselves as less self-directed chose the teacher-directed mode of instruction" (Curtrrff{r,*r1.;.,
8e11, 1979,

L;.

p. 167). Cummings and Bell (1979) found that a significantly higher cognrili,ir;;

'.:

.:

was found in the teacher-directed group for those students identified as external, than iili,, ,.u

r

those identified as having an internal locus of control (Cummings & Bell, 1,979). In a*Xdiir.

"statistically higher cognitive gain was made by the students with a low degree of

selr'

directedness than by those with a high degree of self-directedness in the teacher-direciud ,g

,

(Cummings & Bell, 1979, p. 168).

An additional variable to consider when discussing the influence educators have

rr;',r

r, ,

,

of control is instructor feedback; specifically how feedback affects self-esteem. Two of thr
studies reviewed for this literature review examined the effects of instructor feedback
esteem and ultimately locus of

control. Fitch (1970) found that "low-self-esteem

'r,i,r

.

subiee $s .r

,,

received failure feedback attributed significantly more causality to internal sources tharr

self-esteem subjects who received failure feedback "(Fitch, 1,970, p. 312). However, iiit,'i

(1970) also found that "high-self-esteem subjects who received success feedback did nor
attribute significantly more causality to internal sources than low-self-esteem subjeetr; u,h,,
received success feedback" (Fitch, 1,970,p.3L2). These findings are of interest in
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[]1.r.;

ii,

r

:

seem to suggest that the more confident a student is, the less

likely they are to view performance

feedback as a reflection of their ability. The finding of Krovetz (1974) also suggest that:

the greater the number of positive reinforcements received, the more successful a subject
perceived himself to be and the more successful the subject expected to be on a future
similar tasks. Furthermore, the fewer positive reinforcements received the less skill the
subjects felt they had for this task, and the lower the percentage of correct responses
attributed to skill (Ifuovetz, 1974, p. 182).

After reviewing the data contained in the existing literature, it would appear that the effects of
teacher autonomy supportive vs. directly controlling teacher behaviors on locus of control are

inconclusive and in need of further examination. However, what is also clearly evident after
examining the existing literature is that any future research cannot focus solely on teacher
autonomy supportive vs. directly controlling teacher behaviors and actions. It must also
incorporate other variables if the data produced is to be accurate (i.e. choice, age, etc.). As such,

further research opportunities must be conducted in order to attempt to gain a better
understanding as to the effect teacher control has on locus of control.

The

Effict(s) of Choice on Locus of Control within the Field of Education

"Results from a number of sfudies have shown that instructional intervention can change

students'feelings of control and responsibility over their school learning" (Hunt & Hardt,1969;
Reimanis,7974; Shore, Milgram, & Malasky,

l97l; Thomas, 1980, as citedby

Wang

&

Lindvall, 1984, p. 191). "Interventions designed to provide students with amore internal locus
of control may also improve academic achievement" (Keith, Pottebaum, & Eberhart, 1986, p.

70). A number of studies exist which suggest that the incorporation of choice encourages student
engagement and the development of autonomous behavior (i.e. locus of

4L

jI

control). "Fisher,

Blackwell, Garcia, and Greene (1975) found that children allowed to choose the difficult1;

'[r1' sJ

of arithmetic problems versus those with no choice adopted more internal and stable attrihrfii;rr"
during the course of instruction" (Carrier & Williams, 1988,

p.29I).

Others, however, suggr;.;

that "providing choice about learning tasks had little impact on student perceptions of irutor,,.-ri;,

or on self-reported behaviors and cognitive engagement" (Assor, Kaplan, and Roth,20o,?"

,

ir,

cited by Stephanou, et al, 2004, p. 100).

"If acknowledging sources controllable by the self are regarded as desirable in themast,lvc:i
the incorporation of choice can be regarded as beneficial" (Fisher, 1 97 4, p.

4

1). Marktl. ,,,

,,,

(1990) argued that incorporating choice can actually create genuine competence by aliowrrr;.:
students to direct their attention, efforts, and energies toward a selected desired actionr'nritu..'r

By providing students choices over time, confidence in one's own ability to pertorm a f a.slit

in fact promote the development of the very skills required for mastery of that

,

,

r r, ,r ,

task/b61.{,,7 r'rl:

knowledge (and thus a greater internal locus of control). If this is indeed true, then those
individuals whose classroom environments consistently provide choice may not only elitrr:'r -,
increased freedom, an increased sense of internal locus of control, and self-expression, hut i:l:

significant advantage in the development of those competencies required to meet their

"jc.'10-i;,,i,

and non-academic goals, As a result, confidence derived from the incorporation of choice

rrir;-j,

hold additional, long-lasting benefits that are not easily identified in the laboratory settii,rE
(Tafarodi, Milne, & Smith, 1999).

At the same time, although these findings suggest that choice is beneficial, other literalr,r.,
exists which suggests otherwise. Reeve, et al (2003) while finding that "the provision,nf i'h,., : r

clearly and sfrongly affected participants perception of choice, neither the environrnenr-.r
provision nor the subjective experience of perceived choice correlated in a meaningful
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i

.,nr:rLi i,..i,

]

internal locus" (Reeve, et aI,2003, p.3S2). The effects of the environmental provision are also
contained within a study conducted by Cummings and Bell (1979). The study was designed to
determine whether or not students with varying grade point averages and degrees of self-concept,

internal versus external locus of control, and self-directedness, selected and performed

differentially under two varying instructional approaches. The students elected to study
particular competency-based areas by either a teacher-directed approach or a student-directed
modular approach (i.e. one that incorporated choice). Results of this study showed that
(specifically regarding the effects of choice in a controlled versus non-controlled instructional
setting), "when given a choice of method of instruction in competency-based programs, students

who chose student-directed modular instruction were comparable in terms of their self concepts,
feelings of internal and external locus of control, and grade point averages with students who
chose teacher-directed instruction" (Cummiogs

& Bell,

1979, p. 169).

tf this is indeed the case,

incorporating choice in instruction may have little to no effect on locus of control and does
present the possibitity that the presence of choice may actually of a negative effect on learning

for those students who have an external locus of control.
What is also of interest within this study are the results which indicate that "students in the
teacher-directed group gained significantly more in the cognitive area than those in the studentdirected modular group" (Cummings & Bell, 1979,p. 170). Also of interest is thatthe study

found "the majority of students ultimately chose the teacher-directed mode of instruction"
(Cummings & 8e11,

l9l9,p. 169). While significant

in that it suggests that the incorporation of

choice may not be relevant (i.e. have any effect) on students' locus of control due to a preference

for ateacher-directed mode of instruction (i.e. preference for external locus of control), it rnany
also suggest that students preferred a teacher-directed mode of instruction, due to students having

l.
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no experience/exposure to a learning environment that is student-directed (i.e. incorporates

choice). Regardless of the finditrBS, this study demonstrates that further research needs to be
conducted, not only with the variables included here, but with choice and locus of control

specifically.
Reeve et al (2003) also found

especially

liule if any correlation between choice and locus of control,

if choices are uninteresting. For example, if the choices available to participants were

simply option choices, then they do little to affect the participants' experience of locus of

control. However, if the provision of choice included choices over one's actions it did create

an

experience capable of affecting perceived locus of control. Deci and Ryan (1985) support the

findings of Reeve's (2003) by proposing that features of an activity affect intrinsic motivation to
the extent that they influence the perceived locus of control for engaging in the activity, and as
such, increasing or decreasing locus of control accordingly.

In order to increase academic locus of control it has been suggested by a number of studies
that more choices must be provided during learning activities (Fortier, et al, 1995). A study
conducted by Zuckerman, et al (1978) supports this assumption. The study was conducted using
college students as the participants zutd, when given choices about what tasks to engage in and

how much time to allot to each, results indicated that they were more intrinsically motivated than
were subjects who were assigned tasks and given time limits with regards to completion
(Zuckerman, et al, 1978). Choice in task selection and its effect(s) on locus of control is one
avenue that has been explored in order to generate additional data in order to determine a

possible relationship between choice and locus of control. Tafarodi, Milne, and Smith (1999)

found that the incorporation of choice in the form of providing students the opportunity to
determine specific features of a given task (in this case a reading task) may produce a heightened
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perception of control even before the actual initiation of perf,ormance begins, thus increasing the

possibility of academic success. Other researchers have also examined the relationship between
student's locus of control and task selection. Bialer (1961) and Dweck (1975) provide evidence
that students who perceive the contingency of their behavior and outcomes (i.e. have an internal
locus of control) are more likely to select a task they have not had worked with previously versus
one that they have (Lickona,

l97l).

In other words, choice in task development/selection may

actually lead to increased academic achievement, but also further personality development/self
awareness as well. Atkinson (1957 , 1964), found that among those students determined to have
an internal locus of control,

ffi overall tendency for "subjects to prefer moderately difficult

tasks

because they maximize the possibility of a meaningful success experience" (Rothbaum, Weisz,

& Snyder,1982, p.
While

a number

14).

of studies suggest the benefits of choice with regards to task selection, it

should be noted that Tafarodi, Milne, and Smith (1999) also presented findings that indicated
choice in task development/selection was ineffective with regards to locus of control.

"If

the act

of selecting among options itself increases perceived control, then the increment is inadequate in
size to influence future judgments of performance" (Tafarodi, Milne,

& Smith,7999, p. lala).

In other words, choice in and of itself is of tittle value/has liule influence upon perceived
confidence (and thus locus of control) unless it is clearly evident that the individual recognizes
that with a choice comes a consequence (i.e. understanding of cause and effect). While a

significant portion of the existing research seems to suggest the benefits of choice in task
development/selection and the effects on locus of control, other studies exist which bring to light
the potential limitations of task selection. Rothbaum, Weisz, and Snyder (1982) found that

"persons low in self-esteem and persons exposed to failure show low preference for and low
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effort on tasks that offer moderate chances of success but high preference for and high effort on
extremely easy or extremely difficult tasks" (Rothbaum, Weisz, & Snyder,198Z,p. 14). In other
words, extremely easy tasks have a high possibiliff of success due to the low degree of difficulty.
This, in turn, inspires a high degree of confidence/expectation of success. In extremely difficult
tasks, a high probability for failure exists. In both cases, the perceived outcomes are highly

probable and therefore do not challenge existing locus of control. These findings thus suggest
that choice in task development/selection may not be beneficial. If choice of task is provided to
students in such a way that

it

does not challenge existing perspectives of locus of control

(especially among students who have an external locus of control) then choice in task
development and selection is ineffective.

A brief review of the existing literature that discusses the influence of task difficulty is also
worth mentioning here. One study in particular conducted by Fisher
relates to the

difficulty level of a task and the perception of control

{97fi included

as variables

choice as it

within its design.

Although level of engagement was also a variable, the findings of this study are relevant to the
discussion of choice and locus of control. The study was designed to determine (a) the effects

of

difficulty level on the engagement of students working CAI (Computer Assisted Instruction)
math problems, (b) possible patterns of student choices, and (c) the relationship of locus

of

control measures to choice of difficulty levels and engagement levels (Fisher, 1974). Ax
analysis of the data produced suggested that subjects in the choice group attributed more of their
performance results to their choice of the degree of problem difficulty and less to their perceived

ability than the control subjects did. What is also of interest is that:
the significant differences between choice and yoked control subjects on the selflother,
stable/unstable, and internal/external dimensions may have been caused primarily by
differences in recognition as to the sources controllable by the self. The types of choices
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made or received by the subjects had a significant relationship to LOC attributions on the
stable/unstable dimensions (Fisher, 1974, p. 38-39).

In addition,
subjects who did not have control over the problems they received (and so were not likely
to attribute their performance to their choice of problems) and who received easy
problems (and so were not likely to attribute failure to the difficulty of the problems)

attributed failure to lack of abiliry more often than did subjects who were given hard
problems or who chose their problems (Fisher,7974, p. 39).
The level of student engagement was also found to be influential regarding choice in a study
conducted by Pintrich and DeGroot (1990). Results of this study produced datawhich suggested

that intrinsic value is an important component of students' "choice" about becoming cognitively
engaged in their classroom academic

work. Although the data did not reflect a correlation

between choice and locus of control, it did appears that the students who choose "to become

cognitively engaged and self-regulating are those who are interested in and value the tasks they
work on in their classrooms" (Pintrich and DeGroot, 1990, p.37). While not reflecting a
correlation between choice and locus of control within this specific study, the findings do seem
to suggest that additional research utilizing the variables of engagement, task value, and locus of
control, may reveal a relationship with choice. Fisher (1974) also found that "the results of the
study indicated that no significant correlations were found in the choice group data between
engagement and LOC attributes" (Fisher, 1974, p. 17). The incorporation of the variable
engagement was included in a study conducted by Fitch (1970) as

of

well. The dataproduced

results that found "a positive relationship between degree of choice in engaging in the task and

internal attribution of causality was not supported" (Fitch,1970, p. 3l

l). One other

aspect/element to consider in the discussion of choice/task selection is that of perceived

predictability of the outcome of the choice of task. Studies by "Lefcourt (1973, 1976) pointed
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out that prediction allows the individual to steel him- or herself to the aversive event and thus to
not be caught off guard-that is, prediction protects against disappointment" (Rothbaum, Weisz,

& Snyder,

1982, p. 15). "Predictability allows the individual to adjustto the uncontrollable

event, thus making it, in a secondary sense, "controllable" (Rothbaum, Weisz,

& Snyder, 1982,

p. 1s).
While discussed at an earlier juncture, the effect of motivation is also relevant to any
discussion regarding the effect of task selection (i.e. choice) on locus of control and worth

revisiting here. Fortier, Vallerand, and Guay (1995) found that if students felt a greater internal
locus of control in the school and if they perceived that they were allowed choices at school, then

their autonomous academic motivation would be at the very least maintained or perhaps even
enhanced. At the same time, if students feel constrained or controlled in school settings, their
autonomous academic motivation

will be diminished. An additional study by Keller (1983)

proposed that:
an individual's level of rnotivation in an instructional taskwill be affected by four
conditions: (a) the degree to which the task arouses and sustains his or her attention, (b)
the perception of the relevance of the task to personal needs or interests, (c) the level of
confidence that it is possible to succeed at the task, and (d) the level of satisfaction with
the expected outcomes of the task (Carrier & Williams, 1988, p.289).

A final variable that has been considered in the discussion regarding the effect(s) of choice on
locus of control that was found within the existing literature was that of cultural background.
There do exist studies have gone so far as to suggest that the degree to which choice influences
an individual's locus of control may be heavily influenced by hislher cultural background

(Western vs. Eastern cultures). Different cultures react differently to choice (Katz & Assor,

2007). Take the positive value associated with choice in Western societies for example.
Western societies with highly desirable values (i.e. freedom) and thus any kind of choice
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associated with these important values often view choice as beneficial even when

it

does not

relate to personal interests and goals. The discussion regarding this variable has been included in

this literature review in that it, perhaps more than any other, illustrates that while a great deal of
research has b.een conducted regarding choice and locus of control (i.e. breadth) in relation to

topics of education such as motivation, academic achievement, engagement, and self-efficacy,
there exists few studies within the existing literature that have evaluated the effect(s) of choice
and locus of control specifically.

Conclusion

While choice and locus of control have all been studied in relation to a wide variety of
variables (i.e. motivation, autonomy vs. controlling teaching strategies, academic achievement,
engagement, etc.) and in varying degrees, there exists

little research

as to the relationship

between choice and locus of control specifically. The effects of choice on locus of control as it
exists among different learning styles/types of learners is one area in need of
that, if explored in greater detail,
area

fllther research

will greatly advance the existing body of knowledge. A second

in need of fuither research is locus of control itself as it exists within the field of education.

While research does exist as to locus of control within the field of education, it is rather limited.
Therefore the first primary question guiding this project pertaining to locus of control remains
unanswered: how does locus of control develop, where does it exists (a.rd in what capacity)

within the classroom, as well

as

to what degree it influences learning? The third area in need of

additional research pertains to the determination of which types of learning styles/intelligences

would benefit the most from having choice as well as to determine what kinds of choices are
beneficial to learners. While an emphasis on recognizing and developing instructional strategies

I
l.
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that include different learning styles (i.e. differentiation) has emerged inthe field of education,

little research has been conducted regarding how the incorporation of choice can affect
individual learning styles (and thus be used to develop/drive more effective instruction). At the
same time,

little data exists that attempts to evaluate how the incorporation of choice (utilizing

individual learning styles) affects locus of control. "The presentation of learning content in

a

way that considers task demands and learner characteristics, as well as the organization of
learning in a prerequisite order to facilitate assimilation and adaptation, has not been given
sufficient attention in the development and modification of such curricular structures" (Wang &

Lindvall, 1984,

p.}Afi.

By first expanding upon the existing knowledge of individual learning

styles, one will then be in such a position as to conduct more effective research as to the effect(s)

of choice on locus of control that will ultimately lead to the development of more applicable and
effective instruction.
The lack of adequate models of learner-control strategies that describe the conditions under

which the granting of control will be beneficial is a stumbling block for the interpretation of
results from existing research and the formulation of hypotheses for future research and is
therefore the fourth area in need of additional research. Such validated models of learner-control
strategies should precede attempts to formulate prescriptive principles for instructional design

(Reigeluth & Stein, 1983). In order to examine the amount and types of choice(s)icontrol and
their effects on locus of control, future research must also attempt to determine student
perceptions toward and feelings regarding choice and control over instruction as it relates to

individual perceptions of locus of control in actual instructional settings, rather than in

a

controlled (i.e. laboratory) environment. More studies need to be conducted in the classroom

with school-aged children to validate results of lab settings (Reeve, et aI,2003). As a result, the
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second primary question guiding the development of this project, like the previous fwo remains

unanswered and thus viable: Assumingthat it [locus of control] is prevalent/does influence
learning, how can it, in turn, be influenced within a classroom environment?

A fifth

area requiring further research is the amount and what type

of choices/control

provided to students and its effects on locus of control. "Although many learning and
instructional theories include the idea that individuals may benefit from having learner control,
these theories

differ in terms of what types of control should be given to students" (Blooffi, 1976

Ca:roll, 1963; Merrill, 1983; Reigeluth
2001

& Stein, 1983; Rogers, 1969 as cited by Klein & Keller,

,p. 144-145). In order to further explore this aspect of choice, any future studies

should

continue to identify and define specific aspects of choice, using them individually and in

combination, to determine the critical features that influence locus of control (Klein & Keller,

2001). One suggestion as to how to conduct this fype of study is to conduct research utilizing
control over specific instructional strategies and/or tasks rather than intellectual skills (Klein &
Ke11er,2001). "Instead of allowing students to have control over all instructional strategy
options, future research could allow students to control only certain options to determine the
impact of this type of control" (Klein & Keller,20A1, p. 145-146). By clarifuirg the parameters

of learner control within specific instructional tasks, one can address the importance of the
different levels of decision-making and ultimately the effect upon locus of control (Carrier &

Williams, 1988). Thus the relevancy of the third primary question guiding this project: Are there
instructional strategies that exist (and if not, can they be developed) that will not only meet the
leaming needs of the individual student but also influence existing perceptions of control?
The sixth area to be explored further is the significance of age as it relates to choice and locus

of control. While studies do exist which have explored the relevancy of age, most of the studies
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thus far conducted have utilized adults, college, Jr. High/Middle School, and elementary/Primary
students as their samples; few have attempted to use students at the high school level as

participants. As

a

result of the research conducted for this literature review, it has been

determined that there exists an opporfunity to conduct further studies that will add to the body

of

research including what effect does choice have on self-determination and locus of control on

high school students. The effect(s) of choice on locus of control in specific content areas is the
seventh and final area in need of further research. Of those studies that do exist which attempt to

explore choice within a specific content area, Math is the primary content area utilized. In order
to thoroughly determine the effects of choice on locus of control, additional content areas must
be incorporated. Finally, the instruments utilized to examine a possible relationship between

choice and locus of control have thus far proven to be inadequate. Of the studies that have been
conducted utilizing these instruments, the results have been, as a whole, contradictory and thus

inconclusive. As such, the opportunity exists to develop an instrument that will effectively and
accurately determine the effects of choice on locus of control.
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Description of Process

A seemingly limitless affay of educational theories, methodologies, and strategies exist within
the field of education which have been developed under the premise of encouraging a greater
degree and frequency of student engagement in the learning process and academic achievement.

Whether traditional (e.g. direct instruction) or unconventional (..g.. open classroom) in nature,

all have claimed, at some juncture, to be the most effective an#or beneficial for students and
thus, the field of education. As of this writing, the educational initiative receiving the most
attention within the Falcon School District is differentiation.

At its core, differentiation is based upon the concept of providing, within a classroom setting,
a multitude of uniquely different instructional strategies that

will

meet the specific individual

learning needs of the sfudent. Having an academic understanding of differentiation (but very

little actual applicable classroom experience), it was decided that to expand upon this prior
knowledge would be beneficial in order to develop and deliver more effective instructional
strategies to students and increase the potential for greater academic achievement. However,

while being advertised by the district leadership as the solution to low test scores and poor
academic performance by an increasing number of the district's student population, little formal

training has been provided to the faculty that would make available the knowledge needed to
develop and implement effective and appropriate instructional strategies utilizing differentiation.
Due to the lack of time and commitment in educating the faculty, many educators either chose to
forego differentiation entirely and remain committed to familiar "traditional" methods (e.g.

direct instruction), or to develop and implement instructional strategies based upon hislher owrl

individual interpretation of differentiation. The result: a rather haphazard and ineffective display
of differentiation, that while present, exists more in name than in actual practice. Yet even if
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implemented perfectly, it is rather difficult to believe that one, all-encompassing instructional
strategy has been developed that

will once and for all solve the age-old question of how to

provide appropriate and effective educational opportunities so that all students will achieve
academic succ.ess. While to the outside observer, education is often viewed as rather simplistic

(often summed up by the quotation: "those who can, do; those who cannot, teach"), the
profession is nothing if not complex. In almost every instance a multitude of variables are
present, often in varying degrees that heavily influence the success or failure of not only

instruction, but also learning.
Although having only taught in a classroom setting for four years, it is my observation that an
increasing number of the current student population possesses a strong sense of entitlement.
Whether appearing in the form of student expectations (e.g. outrage at the fact that late

homework cannot be tumed in for full credit) or the immediacy and frnality of assigning blame

for failure to something/someone other than themselves, personal observations would seem to
suggest that individual accountability is on the decline. While conceming in and of itself what is

more pressing, ffid ultimately of more interest, is the cause of this sense of entitlement. A host

of possible causes have been put forth, debated, ffid examined. However, the one that has
received the least amount of attention, at least from a review of the existing literature, is that

of

locus of control.

A number of definitions pertaining to the term locus of control exist; yet for the purposes of
o'a
generahzed expectance for internal or
this project and resulting discussion will be defined as

external control of reinforcements" (Likona, 1971, p. 102) with "Internal control" referring to an

"individual's belief that an event or outcome is contingent on his or her own behavior or on
relatively permanent characteristics such as ability" and "external control" as an individual's
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belief "that an event is caused by factors beyond the individual's control (e.g., luck, task

difficulty, powerful others)" (Likona, 1971, p. 102). While not based on any specific researchbased data, a number of assumptions were formulated that ultimately led to the topic chosen, and

thus the content included within this project. The first of these assumptions was that locus

control (specifically an external orientation) is at least partially responsible for the sense

of

of

entitlement and lack of accountability currently observed within students. Thus the first two
primary questions were formulated. The first being how does locus of control develop, where
does

it exists (and in what capacity) within the classroom,

as

well

as

to what degree does it

influences learning? The second, assuming that it [locus of control] is prevalent/does influence
learning, how can it, in turn, be influenced within a classroom environment?

It was then assumed that if the observed sense of entitlement and lack of accountability, both
viewed as being affected by an external locus of control, were at least in part responsible for a
decline in student achievement and engagernent, then an instructional strategy that caused
students to question hislher perceived locus of control (with the end result being a transition from
an external to an internal orientation) would not be only of interest, but also perhaps hold the key

to finally answering the age old question of how to provide appropriate and effective educational
opportunities so that all students will achieve academic success. Hence the third and final
primary question guiding this project was developed: are there instructional strategies that exist
(aod if not, can they be developed) that

will not only meetthe learning needs of the individual

student but also influence existing perceptions of control? Following the formulation of these

assumptions and questions, the interest in the potential benefits of differentiation became much
more pronounced.

l-
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Interest in Choice
Yet it wasn't differentiation as a whole that was of interest; rather it was the element of choice
and specifically the type of choice(s) interwoven within the methodology and instructional
strategies that'were the most attractive. The reason being is that

it was felt that providing

a

specific type of choice, in this case procedural choice (e.g. choice of assignments, methods of
completion, etc.), to students within the classroom would have the greatest possible effect on

individual locus of control and thus cause a transition from an external to an internal orientation,
This would then result in a decrease of the students' sense of entitlement and lack of
accountability, and thus increase a student's internal locus of control orientation; in turn,

positively affecting other factors, such as engagement, sense of achievement and academic
success. However, although appearing as a rather simple solution to a problem that has eluded
the field of education for over a century, determining the effects of choice on locus of control as

well as locating the evidence to support the previously discussed assumptions became much
more difficult and complex than initially anticipated. The problem was not that the evidence
regarding the effects of choice within the field of education was difficult to locate; rather it was
the fact that not only was the evidence inconclusive as to the effects of choice as an instructional
strategy, but also that very little evidence reflecting the specific effects of choice (procedural or
otherwise) on locus of control actually exists.

Of the evidence that was located, much of it suggests that perceived control over events

within learning tasks, as identified by the opportunity to make choices, can not only positively
inJluence learning and enhance academic performance (Carrier & Williams, 1988) but also
generate a greater sense of an internal locus of control. As an example of the evidence found

suggesting the benefits of choice upon locus of control, De Charms (1972) found that "stud.ents

t

t
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in classrooms that present opportunities for making choices were likely to believe that they,
rather than the teacher or other external sources, had control of their learning" (Fisher, 1974, p.

3). The findings of a second study by Brophy (1983) also suggests the benefits of choice within
the classroom.stating that

"if

being allowed to choose becomes associated with satisffing and

successful task performance, students may perceive that effort or hard work

will make

a

difference and that they do possess the ability to succeed" (Brophy, 1983, as cited by Carrier &

Williams, 1988, p. 30a).
It was at this juncture that the formulation of one of the primary guiding questions of this
project was also developed and proposed: are there instructional strategies that exist (and if not,
can they be developed) that

will not only meet the learning needs of the individual student but

also influence existing perceptions of control? During the course of conducting research for this

project, it was discovered that not only were the results regardiog the effects of choice on locus
of control rather limited and inconclusive, but also that the effects of choice as an instructional
strategy was a much hroader topic that initially realized. In an attempt to prove the validity

of

the assumptions regarding choice discussed above, as the interest was not in choice itself, but
rather choice as contained within the procedures and strategies utilized in the classroom, it was
decided to change the focus of the research and seek out data pertaining to procedural choice

specifically (often used interchangeably with the term procedural autonomy within the existing

literature). As discussed in the Literature Review, Stephanou, et al (200a) defines procedural
autonomy as offering students choices in the use of different avenues through which to present
ideas.

Although the focus and thus topic of the project was now nirrrowed, it was quickly realized
that a return to a broader search of the findings pertaining to choice as a whole was needed. The
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reason being is that it was quickly discovered that a very limited number of studies have been

conducted which have produced results dealing specifically with procedural choice. In fact,
most of the research that does exist focuses upon choice as one all-encompassing topic, much

of

which is conflicting in nature and/or does not directly address the effects of choice at all, whether
procedural or other. Perhaps what was even more remarkable, and ultimately the most
conserning, was that of all the studies reviewed regarding choice, none were found to contain a
measurement tool (i.e. a curriculum containing specific instructional strategies incorporating
choice) that was used to generate the data presented. A review of the existing literature and

findings regarding choice, in turn, led to the following additional question: if choice is a
component of differentiation, and differentiation is currently being advertised as the best means

by which to improve student achievement, how then can differentiation be effectively
implemented and encouraged when the findings contained within the existing literature are

inconclusive and there exists no known curriculum to serve as a point of reference? A further
review of the research did locate two studies which made an attempt to provide an answer this
question. A study conducted by Warrg and Lindvall (1984) suggested that one of the problems
that arise when teachers attempt to implement choice in the classroom is the discovery that the
presence of choice does not benefit all students.

To combat this problem, and increase the prohability of the successful implementation of a
learning environment that incorporates choice, Wang and Lindvall (1984) offer the suggestion
that "possessing a knowledge of individual differences in students' cognitive style can be

potentially useful in the enhancement of educational decision-making and the design of
instructional processes that are more responsive to those differences" (Wang & Lindvall, 1984,

p. 189). Skager (1979) also offered the following answer: "Instructional strategies... should ...
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maximize the probability that each student feels a sense of accomplishment. Teachers... should
not choose (strategies) which insure that only a few students feel competent" (Skager, 1979,p.

530). While valid comments, both studies fall short of answering the two overall questions
posed above appearing more as suggestions rather than actual solutions.

A more in-depth

examination of the existing literature, while at one point produced a semblance of a measurement

tool (in this case a questionnaire), also revealed an additional element of interest that is worth
noting here: that most of the data generated and conclusions reached regarding the effects of
choice (procedural or other) upon a multitude of variables, including locus of control, were
conducted using elementary an#or college age subjects; very little research has been conducted

utilizing high school students as the sample upon which to examine the effects of choice.

Purpose of Project

It was at this juncture that it was realizedthat what the field of education was lacking, and
what was to ultimately provide the opportunity for this project, was not an additional research
study regarding the effects of procedural choice on locus of control, but rather a specific
measurement tool, in this case a curriculum containing procedural choice based, autonomy

supportive instructional strategies, developed from an analysis of the current research findings.
Through its development, one could examine the effects of procedural choice upon not only
locus of control but also other variables within an actual, real-life classroom setting among
students at the high school

level. Not only could this tool be used in an examination capacity,

but it could also be used as a readily applicable, relevant curriculum and/or serve as a concrete
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example of how instructional strategies based upon procedural choice could be incorporated

within a curriculum.
It was determined that the first step in designing a curriculum that incorporated procedural
choice was to

.conduct

a much more comprehensive review of the existing literature; specifically

with regards to all aspects of choice as an instructional strategy. The rationale behind this
decision was to not only verify that there is no existing curriculum, but also to gather as much

information as possible regarding the effects of choice/the methods by which choice was applied
in an educational/research setting as well as provide further evidence that will legitimize the
project as a valuable contribution to the field of education. During the same time the literature
review was being formulated, a second evaluation took place of the existing curriculum currently
being utilized by Falcon High School; specifically in the areaof U"S. History. The reason: to
determine if an instructional structure already exist within the current curriculum that would

allow for the incorporation of choice (and in particular procedural choice). As one of the
primary purposes of this project is to provide a detailed and practical curriculum to educators
which can be readily applied in the classroom/used as a measurement tool for future research
studies, it was determined that the utilization of Falcon High School's existing curriculum, and in

particular the district approved curriculum maps and unit plans as well as textbook, would be the
most beneficial as well as serve as the framework through which to develop a procedural choice
based curriculum.

As discussed briefly above, an initial review of the existing literature regarding the effects of
choice as an instructional strategy, while producing inconclusive results, did produce a common
theme: that choice in and of itself is not as important as the type of choice offered to students.

What student's perceive as being highly valuable is probably not the mere act of choosing, but
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instead the perceived value of the options as they relate to the participants' self and personal

goals. The options offered to students should differ markedly in order to appeal to the greatest
number of students, so that the individual chooser finds at least one of them to be more relevant,
interesting, or. important. These options must also contain a high degree of authenticity, be

highly challenging, and diverse in their design. While no specific examples of these option
choices were identified during this initial literature review, this data did provide a point

of

reference by which to begin to develop the choice based instructional strategies that would
comprise the curriculum (Appendix A (found within Volume I) and Appendixes B-N (found

within Volume II).
Yet it was felt that the development of a curriculum containing procedural choice based
instructional strategies, while valuable, would be inadequate. An initial review of the existing
literature (e.g.; Assor, Kaplan, & Roth,2002; Deci & Ryan, 1996; Goudas & Biddle, 1995;
Palmer, 2005) found that "a variety of methods can be used in classrooms to enhance student
autonomy such as optional study material or several tasks to choose from, so that th*y can select
tasks consistent with their goals and interests" (Debnath, Tandon,
a number

ffid Pointer,

2007 ,

p. 821). In

of cases, students' perceptions regarding classroom instruction have been influenced

by the nature and degree of task variety. As such, while the incorporation of procedural choice
was the primary goal, the curriculum was also to be designed in such a way as to include

instructional strategies that would also appeal to the different intelligences (as identified by
Howard Gardner) of the student(s). The rationale behind this decision was the assumption that
the presence of choice alone would not allow for an accurate evaluation of the effect

of

procedural choice on various elements that influence learning, in particular locus of control.

With one of the primary questions/assumptions of this project being that locus of control
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influences learning and in turn can be influenced within the classroom environment, it was
determined that the instructional strategies to be developed using procedural choice must also be

attractivelof interest to the student as well. In other words, the options/choices provided must
not only permit students to explore ideas in ways that allow students to use their own unique
methods of problem solving to make meaningful conclusions, but

will

also affect his/her existing

perceptions of locus of control.

The analysis of the U.S. History curriculum crrrrently being utilized by Falcon High School,

while containing a instructional structure consisting of variety of suggested activities designed to
appeal to different learning styles (e.g. primary sources, visual interpretations, etc.), revealed no

specific choice-based instructional strategies. In fact, at no point during the evaluation of the
curriculum was it even suggested that choice (regardless of type) be utilized during the
development and/or delivery of instruction. As such it was determined that, while containing
some basic instructional strategies that were designed to appeal to a specific learning style, the

current curriculum lacked a strucfure that was conducive to choice. However, not all
components of the curriculum were deemed inadequate. A review of the subject's content itself
revealed depth and detail and as such, it was decided that the textbook, content, ffid
supplemental materials contained within, when modified, would sen/e as the foundation upon

which the choice based curriculum would be developed.

It was at this juncture that the development of the actual choice based curriculum, found
within Appendix A (Volume I) and Appendixes B-N (Volume II) was initiated. As discussed
previously, u review of the existing literature regarding the effects of choice were inconclusive,
specifically with regards to locus of control. Part of the reason for this conclusion were a
number of studies which presented evidence suggesting that traditional instructional strategies
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curriculum contained within this project to not only design and develop a variety of procedural
choice based instructional strategies that would appeal to a variety of learning styles/intelligences

but also to utilize and incorporate traditional elements of instruction. The reason: the belief that
most students.would be familiar with a traditional format of instruction and have developed
strategies to operate within this structure, even

if it

does not appeal to their primary

intelligence/learning style. However, as this structure, while familiar, does not appeal to all
learning styles/intelligences, other opportunities for learning/instructional strategies were also
developed and incorporated and can be found throughout the curriculum. As discussed

previously, the primary focus of this project is not just the development of a realistic, readily
applicable curriculum containing choice based instructional strategies nor simply a measurement

tool to be used for future research. Rather it is also designed to utilize those instructional
strategies, both choice based and traditional instructor led (*.g. direct instruction), that

will not

only examine, but also challenge existing perceptions of locus of control with the end result
being the furthering of an internal locus of control. In the process it is also hoped that, while not

providing an answer, it will provide a greater focus upon two of the primary questions upon
which this project is based, The first being, how does locus of control develop, where does it
exists (ard in what capacity) within the classroom, as well as to what degree it influences

learning? The second, assuming that it [locus of control] is prevalent/does influence learning,
how can it, in turn, be influenced within a classroom environment?
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Curriculum and Examples of Content
While the specifics of this curriculum are discussed in greater detail within Appendix A
(Volume I) and Appendixes B through N (Volume II), a brief description of a few of the
instructional strategies contained within are worth mentioning here. One such instructional
strategy developed deals specifically with the acquisition of information (*.g. notes). In order to
appeal to a variety of learning intelligences and generate authentic learning as well as encourage
an internal locus of control orientation, students are first and foremost not required to record

information in any specific format. In addition, students are afforded the individual choice of
either acquiring the information via a reading guide containing both lower and higher order

thinking questions developed utilizing Bloorn's taxonomy or lecture (discussed in greater detail
under the section of this paper entitled , Methodoloy of Finat Product). It should be noted that

while the reading guide is the more autonomy supportive of the two options presented here, both
options allow for choice in the learning process as well as encourage, though in varying degrees,
the development of an internal locus of control.

A second example of an instructional strategy developed utilizing procedural choice found
within this curriculum is the scenario based activities. Within these activities are three options or
tasks, each designed to appeal to the individual learning style and/or primary intelligence of the

student. While it is fully understood that there exist more than three learning styles in any given
classroom, it was deterrnined that limiting each activity to three primary tasks and developing
each to appeal to multiple intelligences/learning sfyles, would not only

still maintain a defined

structure to the activity but also provide for procedural choice. Take for example the activity

entitled, Is the U.S. to Blame for Pearl Harbor?, which is found within the lesson entitle d, The
Holocaust and America Enters the War (24 3 &.24 4) found within Appendix
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B. The first task

asks students to read two primary source documents, both designed to appeal to those students

whose intelligence is Logical-Mathematical and/or Linguistic. Students are then asked to
compose an opinion brief that answers the primary question of: Is the U.S. to blame forthe
attack on Pearl Harbor?, a question designed to appeal to those students who possess the

intelligence of intrapersonal. The second task also involves the composition of a written
response, but also contains an opinion piece and is designed in such a way as to appeal to those

intelligences of logical-mathematical, linguistic, interpersonal, and intrapersonal.
The third and final task requires students to answer the same primary question of whether or
not the U.S. was to blame for the attack on Pearl Harbor as the previous two tasks, yet the format

of communicating hisfleer opinion has changed. Within this task, students are asked to create a

political cartoon that has been designed to appeal to those students whose primary intelligence is
spatial and/or bodily-kinesthetic. While this activity does not contain instructional strategies

which appeal to those students classified as having a musical or naturalist intelligence, it's
structure does provides one with a concrete example of how an activity can be designed to
incorporate a number of procedural choice based instructional strategies that

will

appeal to a

multitude of learning styles/intelligences. While these are only two exarnples, both are felt to
accurately represent not only the overall design of the curriculum, but also the result of the
detailed analysis of the existing literature as well as the rationale behind and care given to those
choice based instructional strategies that were developed. As such, it was felt that upon

completion of the curriculum, the end result/goal was achieved: apractical curriculum that
includes choice-based instructional strategies that appeal to the student's primary learning style
and/or intelligence while at the same time encouraging the development of an internal locus

control. At the same time, it was also felt that one of the primary questions, that of are there
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instructional strategies that exist (and if not, can they be developed) that will not only meet the
learning needs of the individual student but also influence existing perceptions of control, was

partially answered.

Evaluation ond Application of Curriculum
Upon completion of the initial draft of the curriculum, composed of three units of U.S.

History (e.g. The Great Depression, World War II, and the early Cold War years), it was
submitted for analysis and evaluation to three classroom instructors who currently teach U.S.

History and one administrator at Falcon High School. It should be noted that prior to submitting
the curriculum for evaluation, all evaluators were given a brief presentation, approximately ten

minutes in length regarding the definition of both procedural choice and locus of control, the
purpose of not only the curriculum but also the project overall, a sample of how procedural
choice had been incorporated within the curriculum, and an explanation as to the role of the
evaluator and task to be completed (e.g. assess presence, degree, and quality of choice present

within the curriculum). Evaluators were then given two weeks to complete their evaluation and
provide feedback that would be used to revise and/or improve the curriculum and the
instructional strategies contained within in order to allow for its use in a classroom setting and
ease

of application.

Much of the feedback received was positive, requiring little revision of the initial draft of the

curriculum. Of the feedback that did provide an opportunity for revision, most dealt with

a

concern regarding pacing, specifically the amount of information/number of activities contained

within each lesson, rather than the design of the instructional strategies themselves contained
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within. As the pace at which the curriculum would be utilized and/or applied in the classroom

will vary by instructor, no changes were

made to the number of elements that composed each

lesson. However, as feedback was received that voiced concern over the abundance of choice, in
particular "thqt sometimes too much choice may create confusion, taking an "easy way out" (and
do lower point value assignments), lower motivation (to do just the bare essentials to pass) and

lacking real interest in what they are doing)"(Johnson, feedback response, January 9, 2009),
modifications were made to a number of activities an#or lesson plans that incorporated more
structure and/or limited choice strategies.

Following the revision period, it was determined that the curriculum would be implemented
within an actual classroom environment in order to more accurately

assess the

quality of the

curriculum as a whole as well as its potential benefits to the field of education/as an assessment

tool for future research into the effects of choice on locus of control. At the same time, it was
felt that through its implementation, the potential of answering two of the primary questions of
this project, whether or not locus of control can be influenced within a classroom environment
and whether or not instructional strategies exists which

individual students

as

well

as

will both

meet the learning needs

of

influence existing perceptions of control would be greatly

increased. Three l lth Grade U.S. History classes comprised of a total of seventy-one students
were selected as the sample to test the curriculum and the strategies contained within. Prior to its

implementation, however, students of all three classes were informed of the curriculum as well
as

provided with detailed consent forms to be signed and returned by both themselves and their

parents; containing information regarding the curriculum's purpose, structure, and potential

impact upon students. While this project was not developed as a formal research project
designed to collect and analyze data, the fact that

it did call for
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the providing of feedback by

students as to its usefulnessieffectiveness as a learning tool within the classroom required prior
consent.

The curriculum was implemented over an eight week period during the second semester

of

the 2008 -2009 academic year. At the end of the eight week period, students were asked to

provide feedback in the form of an anonymous written response to fwo questions. The first of
these questions asked students to consider all of the instructional strategies and/or activities that

incorporated procedural choice and select those,

if

any, that they felt had the greatest degree

of

choice and/or found the most interesting and explain why. The second question asked students

to explain whether or not the presence of procedural choice within the units, as contained within
the activities, method of acqui.ing the information/notes, and questions posed on exams, caused
the development oflagreater frequency of a feeling of individual control with regards to learning
and thus a greater sense of internal locus of control.

While

a discussion

of the feedback received is contained within the section of this paper

entitled, Critical Assessment, a brief comment as to how it affected the overall final design and
structure of the curriculum is warranted. Following a review of the feedback, it was determined
that no additional revisions of the curriculum were necessary. The reason for this decision was
that of those students surveyed (sixty-five of the seventy-one students which comprised the three
classes) the vast majority, specifically eighty-nine percent, felt that at least one of the choicebased instructional strategies was of personal interest and/or appealed to hisArer individual

learning style/intelligence. In addition, seventy-five percent of the students who chose to

provide feedback felt that the curriculum as a whole had resulted in a greater sense of individual
control over learning, and thus a greater orientation toward an internal locus of control. Since
the curriculum, and thus the choice based instructional strategies contained within, were not
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examined within the confines of a formal research study, its effectiveness and/or value to the

field of education cannot be fully or accurately assessed. Yet, as a review of the feedback
seemed to suggest that an internal locus

of control could be influenced within a classroom

environment, as well as that instructional strategies do exist which can both meet the learning
needs of students and influence existing perceptions of control,

it was felt that answers to the two

primary questions mentioned above were, at least in part, achieved. At the same time, the
feedback received was also felt to strongly support the value/merit of the curriculum not only as
a measurement

tool for future research studies into the effects of choice on locus of control, but

also as a practical, readily applicable instructional strategy. As such, it was decided that the

curriculum was in need of no further revision.
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Methodology of Final Product

A review of the existing literature regarding the effects of choice within the field of
education and specifically upon the element of locus of control, while producing inconclusive
results, does suggest that allowing learners the freedom to make simple choices within traditional

psychological learning tasks has been shown to enhance perfornance (Carrier & Williams,

1988). De Charms (1972) found that "students in classrooms that present opportunities for
making choices were likely to believe that they, rather than the teacher or other external sources,
had control of their learning" (Fisher, !974, p.
an additional benefit of providing choice

3). Brophy (1983) goes even further, suggesting

within the classroom, stating that "if being allowed to

choose becomes associated with satisfuing and successful task performance, students may

perceive that effort or hard work will make a difference and that they do possess the ability to
succeed" (Brophy, 1983, as cited by Carrier & Williams, 1988, p. 30a). The goal of producing
independent thinkers won't be achieved unless the schools provide children with the kind

of

experience in making decisions that they need to become self-regulating creative problem-

solvers" (Lickona,1971, p. 5). To put it simply, the more students feel in command of their
learning and felt active and excited about it, the more they fuIfill their learning potential.

The conclusions reached by these research studies serve as an example; providing not only
the

justification for this project, but also the foundation upon which this project is built. The

primary component of this project, found within Appendix A (found within Volume I) and
Appendixes B-N (found ruithin Volume II), is a curriculum that has been developed utilizing
procedural choice that may not only serve as a measurement tool for any future research sfudies
designed to examine the effects of choice on locus of control, but is also relevant and practical;

easily modified and readily applicable in any U.S. History high school classroom. Each of the
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strategies/activities that have been designed utilizing procedural choice in order to not only
appeal to and meet the individual learning needs of the variety of learning styles and/or

intelligences that exist within the modern classroom, but also encourage a greater orientation

toward an internal locus of control. It should be noted that although the incorporation of
procedural choice is the primary focus and element of these units which comprise the

curriculum, traditional instructional strategies have also been incorporated and utilized. The
reasoning behind this decision to incorporate both methodologies (often viewed as being polar
opposites) is that, taken as a whole, the existing data regarding the effects of choice on variables

which affect learning are inconclusive. As such, with the intent of this curriculum not only to
serve as a possible measurement tool for future research, but also as a practical and readily

applicable curriculum that can be easily implemented in any classroom, both methodologies
were included, though in varying degrees.

In addition, each lesson was also developed with ample flexibility to accommodate those
students with special needs. Each lesson contains instructional strategies an#or activities that

allow for the full inclusion of the greatest number of learning styles, intelligences, and/or needs.
In order to provide an explanation as to the how and why these instructional strategies were
created as well as to minimize the possibility of any confusion regarding how these strategies can
be applied in the classroom, a description of a number of the specific instructional strategies

contained within the individual lessons, units, and thus the overall curriculurn
and discussed here.

will

be presented

It should be noted that procedural choice has been incorporated within this

curriculum to a much greater extent than will be discussed at this juncture. However, the
instructional strategies that are presented here have been selected as it is felt that they provide the
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reader with the most thorough understanding and accurate representation of a curriculum that

utilizes procedural choice based instructional strategies.

Instructional Strateg,, : Reading Guides
Few would argue that a course designed to teach U.S. History contains a great deal

information. As such,

a rather .large

of

portion of any lesson an#or unit must be allotted to its

acquisition. While the most frequently used method to acquire information has traditionally been
direct instruction (i.e. lecture), other instructional strategies were developed and included within
this curriculum which utilize procedural choice. One such strategy developed were the reading
guides discussed previously. The purpose of the reading guides is two-fold: to provide students

with guiding questions that, through their use, will allow students to not only acquire specific
information needed to understand a selected section of text he/she is reading, but also to
encourage the development of reading comprehension skills; or in other words the ability to

mentally pose appropriate questions in order to not only locate information within a given
section of text but also to more easily and fully understand the major point/theme(s). The
questions posed on the reading guides are comprised of both higher and lower order thinking
questions created viathe use of Bloom's Taxonomy. It should be emphasized that all reading
guides contained within this curriculum are of an original creation; nore are of those type or

format contained within the supplemental resources provided by the textbook publisher. The
reason being that an evaluation of these guided reading resources located an over-abundance

lower-level thinking questions; thus being viewed as being inadequate and offering little
challenge academically to students at the high school level.
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At the same time, all reading guides were also developed to be flexible; able to be utilized in

a

variety of configurations such as a primary means of instruction as well as in support of other
instructional strategies. AII reading guides were also designed to appeal to variety of
intelligences as well, with Linguistic, Interpersonal, and/or Intrapersonal being the most

prominent. A review of the entire curriculum will reveal that these reading guides, while the
most numerous of all instructional strategies contained within, serve as an effective conduit for
the implementation of procedural choice. For example, in a number of lesson plans contained

within this curriculum (e.g. The New Deal Coalition (23 4) found within Appendix A), the
reading guide serves as one of two procedural choices by which students could acquire

information in order to achieve a historical understanding of the topic. In this application,
students are provided with the individual procedural choice of either completing the reading

guide or recording lecture notes delivered via PowerPoint in order to acquire the information
needed to develop a more comprehensive understanding of the topic.

In other applications, while the reading guide serves as the primary means by which to
acquire information, the method through which it is utilized contains a high degree of procedural

choice. For example within the lesson entitled, Causes of the Great Depression (22

f

, found

within Appendix A, the reading guide is divided into segments and used in association with a list
of procedural choices from which a member of the class chooses amethod of completion for
each specific segment (e.g. partner of choice, individually, odd numbered questions/even

numbered questions, etc.). The rationale for the use of the reading guide in this capacity is that,

with most reading guides being divided into three to four, four-question sections, a variety of
procedural choices can be utilized and thus increase the likelihood of appealing to more than one

learning style. For example, if a student chooses the method of completion that requires a
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partner of choice, the learning needs of those students' whose primary intelligence is
interpersonal and/or linguistic will be met.

If a student chooses the independent method of

completion, those students' whose primary intelligence is intrapersonal will most likely meet
his/her individual leaming needs. While the utilization of the reading guide in this capacity does

limit the degree of individual procedural choice, especially among those students who are not
given the opportunity to choose the method of completion, the fact still remains that the reading
guide caters to the learning needs of multiple intelligences.

While the effectiveness of the reading guide as an instructional strategy is discussed in more
detail within the Critical Assessment section of this paper, it is worth mentioning at this point
and time thatthe use of the reading guides was the most frequently chosen instructional strategy

(when provided as an option) and ultimately listed as the instructional strategy having the
greatest degree of choice and/or found the most interesting by students. However, while viewed
as beneficial by the

majority of students, it is also acknowledged that the reading guides may not

be the best suited for all students; in particular those with special needs, specifically in the area

of reading comprehension and writing composition. As such, a set of all answers to the
questions posed on the reading guides and/or notes have also been included within each lesson,

often being found in more than one format that can also be easily modified to meet the needs of
the student(s). For example, enclosed within those lessons which utilize the reading guide as the

primary means of acquiring information, one will find not only a copy of the reading guide
containing all the required information, but also a second set of notes which also contain all of
the required information. This second set of notes has been purposely formatted with a uniquely

different visual orientation that also allows for modification iflwhen necessa^ry. While few
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specific examples exist within this curriculum that have been modified to appeal to students with
special needs, one that is found within is worth mentioning here.

Instructional Strarcgt : Team Information Acquisition
Although reading guides are the most numerous instructional strategy found within the
curriculum, other choice-based instructional strategies were also developed in order to provide
students with yet another avenue by which to acquire knowledge of U.S. History and thus

demonstrate how procedural choice can be effectively implemented. One such instructional
strategy, designed for the acquisition of information, found within Appendix A under the lesson

entitled, The First New Deal (23 2), allows the students themselves the procedural choice

of

determining what information will comprise his/her notes, and thus the notes of the entire class.

Working as a group of three, students are asked to complete three uniquely different
procedures/activities, each designed to appeal to a different learning style and/or intelligence.
The first of these proceduresiactivities, designed to appeal to lhose students whose primary

intelligence is spatial, requires the creation of a visual symbol that would accurately represent a
govemment program/agency contained within the first New Deal and its primary purpose. The
second, designed to appeal to those students whose primary intelligence is that of interpersonal

and/or intrapersonal, requires the composition of a written sunmary that

will

discuss how the

program/agency addresses the causes of the Great Depression. The third and final

procedure/activity, designed to appeal to those students whose primary intelligence is that of

Linguistic, requires the reading of a section of text and composing a set of content-specific notes.
Following the completion of these three procedures/activities each group, as a cohesive unit,
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would present their set of notes orally in front of the class. This final procedure/activity being
designed to appeal, though it could be argued in a minimalist sense, to those students whose

primary intelligence is that of bodily-kinesthetic. While the end result will be the same for each
and every gropp (e.g. a common set of notes), what is of significance is that each member of the

group is provided with the opportunity to choose which procedure/activity he/she wished to

complete/finds the most appealing (thus the presence of procedural choice). In addition, the
template via which each student will transcribe the information presented has been designed with

inclusivity in mind. Specifically, this template is structured in such a way as to accornmodate
those students with writing compositional needs, allowing for the "filling-in" of the information
when presented/provided. While this specific instructional strategy and/or activity is not found

within other lessons contained within this curriculum, it does serve

as an example

of how the

variety of information acquisition instructional strategies can be modified to
accofirmodate/appeal to students with special needs.

Instructional Strategl,t : Scenario Based Activities

While procedural choice has been incorporated, in varying degrees, within a variety of
instructional strategies designed for the acquisition of information, it has also been implemented

within a number of other instructional strategies found throughout this curriculum

as

well.

One

such instructional strategy within which procedural choice may be found are the scenario based

activities. These activities serve two primary purposes. First and foremost, they are designed to
provide students with an opportunity to both apply as well as demonstrate an understanding of

newly acquired information via what, in most cases, are three procedural choices/tasks. The
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second purpose of these scenario based activities is to allow the instructor to evaluate the depth
and breadth of understanding possessed by the sfudents as

it relates to the information and

knowledge acquired and/or discussed at an earlier juncture.
Through the use of descriptive situational based scenarios that often require situational
placement in a relevant time period, assumption of a particular occupation/specialty, and/or as an

experilspecialist in modern times evaluating the historical events/policies of the past, students are
provided with a series of choices through which to both apply and demonstrate an understanding
of newly acquired knowledge; with the finished product often serving as an evaluationtool for
the instructor. While these scenario based activities are found throughout the curriculum, two
are worth noting here as they are

felt to serve, perhaps better than any other, as an example of

how procedural choice has been incorporated within this particular instructional strategy. The

first of these is the activity entitled, The Great Depression: Could It HappenAgain?, contained
within the lesson plan entitled, Causes of the Depression (22

l) that is found within Appendix

A.

In most cases, the scenario based activities incorporate both factual and fictional elements; often
containing specific information/data which will allow students additional background knowledge
needed to confidently select, and ultimately complete, the chosen task. In the case of the activity

entitled, The Great Depressfon.' Could It Hoppen Again?, students are provided with a brief, yet
detailed history regarding the significant events that caused/contributed to the economic crisis of

2008. While designed to both inform and educate students

as to the causes

of the current

economic crisis, this scenario, more importantly, has been structured in such a way as to allow
students the opportunity to also draw comparisons between the causes of the current economic

crisis of 2008/2009 and the causes of the Great Depression (having been presented to/discussed
by students at an earlier date). Having begun as a factual synopsis, the scenario concludes with
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the request that students assume the role of a writer/columnist who has been asked to both
summarizes the causes of the Great Depression and compare/contrast it to the economic crisis

currently unfolding in the United States.
Possessingboth a new-found understanding of the causes of the Great Depression, and the
causes of/events that occurred during the economic crisis of 2008, students are then asked to

choose one of three tasks to complete. As mentioned previously, each of the tasks afforded to
students has been developed to appeal to a particular learning style and/or intelligence. In the
case of this particular activity the first task, providing students the opportunity to sompose an

editorial which compares/contrasts the causes of the Great Depression with those that led to the
economic crisis of 2008, has been developed to appeal to those students whose primary

intelligence(s) are logical-mathematic, linguistic, and/or interpersonal. The second task,
requiring the creation of a brochure that discusses four of the five causes of the Great
Depression) has been designed to appeal to those students whose primary intelligence(s) are
spatial an#or bodily-kinesthetic. Finally, perhaps serving as the most obvious example

of

procedural choice, the third and final task (labeled as a "Wildcard") has been designed to appeal

to each and every learning style and or intelligence, allowing students to develop, and thus
choose, the task through which they

will demonstrate an understanding of the five causes of the

Great Depression.

A

second element/feature found within this activity are the designations found attached to

each task (e.g. gold, silver, and bronze). While not incorporated to appeal to any one specific

learning style or intelligence, these classifications have been included in order to provide
students with an additional aspect of choice; in this case indicating the degree of

difficulty for

each task in order to appeal to students who operate at various intellectual capacities/in varying
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degrees. In addition, these designations have also been included to encourage the development

of additional skills and abitities, other than those that are already an individual strength that will
ultimately be transferable and utilized outside of the classroom. In addition, these classifications
have also been included in an attempt to encourage the development of an internal orientation
regarding locus of control. By providing students with the incentive to choose a task that is more

difficult, it is believed that students, upon completion of the task, will feel a sense of
accomplishment which will, in turn, challenge existing perceptions of locus of control, resulting

in what is hoped is a greater internal locus of control orientation. While this component of these
scenario based activities are secondary to the incorporation of procedural choice, its inclusion
was decided upon as the effect of procedural choice on locus of control is the prernise for this

project and may provide an answer to two of the primary questions of this project as well;
specifically question number two, assuming that it fiocus of control] is prevalent/does influence
learning, how can it, in turn, be influenced within a classroom environment, ffid question number
three, are there instructional strategies that exist (and if not, can they be developed) that

will not

only meet the leaming needs of the individual student but also influence existing perceptions of
control?

One other scenario based instructional strategy worth discussing here as

it too clearly

illustrates that this curriculum is based upon the incorporation of procedural choice, is the

activity entitled, The History Channel Presents: Franklin Delano Roosevelt that is contained
within the lesson.Roosevelt Takes Office (23

l)

found within Appendix

A.

The scenario included

within, like that of the scenario based activity described previously, contains both factual and
fictional elements, all designed to provide students with

a perspective

from which to not only

make amore informed choice, but also to complete the activity itself. The objective of this
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activity is the creation of a mini-project comprised of five phases or tasks that, upon completion,

will clearly and accurately summ arizethe early life and political

career of Franklin Delano

Roosevelt. In order to complete this activity/fulfill this objective, students are first and foremost
organized into teams of six; each member of which has, preferably, a uniquely different learning

style/primary intelligence. The team is then asked to choose among themselves which team
member will assume which of six roles for the duration of the activity (e.g. Director/team leader,

Contributing historian/writer, Storyboard Artist, Actor/assistant). The presence of procedural
choice is clearly evident within this activity as each phase/task has been created to appeal to a

specific learning styleiintelligence. For example, the role of director/team leader was designed
to appeal to those individual students whose primary intelligence is interpersonal and/or
intrapersonal. The role of actor/assistant was designed to appeal to those individual students
whose primary intelligence is bodily-kinesthetic.

In addition to each role being designed to appeal to a specific learning style/intelligence, so
too are the responsibilities/tasks of that role. For example, as the role of Synopsisiscript Writer
was designed to appeal to those students whose primary intelligence was that of linguistic, the

responsibility/task of this role then is to compose a script that informs and inspires the audiellce,
is interesting, grabs the attention of the viewer, and contains the "highlights" of the early career

of FDR. Following the discussion and selection of roles and responsibilities, each team is asked
to complete five phases that, when complete, will constitute the fuIfillment of the mini-

projecVactivity. The decision regarding which student(s) will complete which task(s) has
already been determined via the choice of roles as each phase/task has been designed to
correspond with a specific role.

BO

While

a number

of scenario-based instructional strategies are found within this curriculum,

this activity in particular, perhaps more so than the previously discussed scenario-based activity,
clearly reflects the presence of procedural choice as well as how it can be effectively
incorporated. .In addition, this instructional strategy/activity also clearly indicates how
procedural choice can be utilized in such a way as to challenge existing individual perceptions
regarding locus of control. By allowing students to make the procedural choice regarding the

role and task to be completed, students are able to make choices that, assuming he/she is aware

of his/her primary intelligence, will, increase the possibility of success and in turn, effect locus of
control in such a way as to shift one's perception from an external orientation to an internal

orientation. While many would argue that this belief is without merit as it is not based on any
formal research study nor thorough analysis of the resulting data/findings, a review of the
existing literature on the effects of choice on locus of control would suggest some degree of

validity. Yet,

as this

project is not designed in such a way as to conduct a formal research study,

this belief will, for the time being, have to exist in its present form and thus be subject to open
critici sm/iriterpretati on.

Instructional Strategt : Expansion Activity
One final instructional strategy is also worth mentioning here as it too, like those discussed

previously, serves a clear example of how procedural choice can be incorporated within

a

curriculum. However, before discussing this strategy in detail, it is worth a brief explanation

as

to the reason for its creation. A brief review of the average high school U.S. History textbook,

while extensive in the topics presented, lacks depth in regards to the detail of the topic discussed.
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In most cases, textbooks provide sfudents with a brief "snapshot" of the event, person, time
period, etc.; often selected due to its deemed importance by the author(s) and publisher. In order
to utilize existing resources more effectively, many school districts and educators are left with

two choices: altempt to cover all content contained within the textbook, or select only those
portions of U.S. History viewed as being significant and disregard the rest. Regardless of which
option is chosen, the result is the same: students lacking historical context, being deprived of the
opportunity to fully understand and appreciate historical events as well as being unaware of
other, often more significant events and/or people that exist in History. Falcon High School is no
exception to this trend. While recently revising its curriculum maps at the high school level from
one that taught Colonization (1600s) through the Presentto one that nowteaches amore

specified time period of U.S. History (Reconstruction (1865) through Present), the amount

of

material to be taught is still too large to present in adequate detail. This, then, is the justification

for the final instructional strategy, hereby referred to as expansion activities.
As with the three previous instructional strategies discussed, the expansion activities were
developed to utilize procedural choice in the most effective and efficient manner. Within each
these activities, are three to four articles and/or primary sources that either provide students

of

with

additional information (i.e. more detail/"depth") regarding a topic mentioned in the textbook, or
present information about other events that occurred/people and/or groups that existed during the

time period being discussed within the text. While the topics and articles within each activity are
diverse and chosen to appeal to the largest number of students, so too are the tasks that are
assigned to each

article. A brief discussion about the contents one of these activities, specif,rcally

the activity entitled, The Early War in the Pacific (contained within the lesson entitled, The Early

Battles &

Lif, on the Home Front

(25 2 & 25 3) found within Appendix B), is of value as it
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clearly demonstrate how procedural choice has been utilized. Within this activity are three
articles, each pertaining to a different event/battle that occurred during the first year of World

War

II.

While other early events/battles of the Pacific War exist, these three were chosen not

only due to their significance/impact during the first year of the

wil, but also because they

clearly illustrate the strength of the military threat posed to the United States by Japan. Perhaps
most importantly, these three events/battles were selected for this activity as they are the most
diverse, increasing the likelihood of appealing to the greatest number of students. Yet while the
reason for the inclusion of articles dealing with these three events/battles is important, what is

more significant is the fact that students are allowed to choose which of the three articles to read
and corresponding tasks to complete.

At the end of each article are four to five questions, both higher and lower order thinking
questions developed from Bloom's Taxonoffry, that have been designed to not only encourage
the development of more refined reading comprehension skills, but also a greater understanding

of the event/battle itself. While the design of each question is worthy of notation, it is the
presence of the procedural choice found within the last question of each article that is

of

particular significance. Each article, while unique in topic, also contains a culminating question
that is designed to appeal to a different learning style/intelligence. For example, the first article,
entitled, Doolittle Raid on Japan, contains a final question that requires students to compose a
factual based editorial that has been designed to appeal to the primary intelligences, in varying
degrees, of logical-mathematical, Iinguistic, interpersonal, and/or intrapersonal. The second

article, entitled, The Battle of Coral Sea, contains a final question that requires students to create
a

political cartoon that has been designed to appeal the primary intelligences, again in varying

degrees, of spatial and/or bodily-kinesthetic. Finally the third article, entitled The Battle
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of

Wake

Island, contains a final question that requires students to compose a journal entry designed to
appeal to the primary intelligence of intrapersonal. While recognized as not appealing to every

intelligence and/or learning style, this activity does clearly incorporate a great deal of procedural
choice; allowing students to not only choose which article to read, but also which corresponding

activity/task to complete.
The procedural choice based instructional strategies and/or activities discussed in detait above
represent only a small fraction of those that have been included

withinthis curriculum. Yet,

although the majority of the instructional strategies and/or activities included within this

curriculum do incorporate procedural choice, the degree of choice varies. [n fact, not every
instructional strategy an#or activity contains procedural choice. The reason for this variation is
that, as discussed previously, a review of the existing literature reveals that the effects of choice,
procedural or otherwise, as an instructional strategy are inconclusive and/or non-existent;

specifically with regards to data pertaining to the degree to which choice was utilized within the
measurement

tool. With the inadequacies of the existing literature, the instructional

strategies

and/or activities developed for the curriculum contained within this proj ect were intentionally
developed to contain varying degrees of procedural choice within both their scope and sequence.

In addition, many of these same strategies and/or activities were also developed to be not only

flexible and able to be modified iflwhen necessary, but also authentic; able to be readily
implemented within existing classrooms. Finally, adaptability was also factor in the
development of these procedural choice based instructional strategies and/or activities in order to

allow for use in association with other, what are often referred to as "traditional" instructional
strategies, such as direct instruction. With the successful incorporation within this curriculum
these characteristics, the most significant objective, and thus the foundation that provides
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justification for this project, has, it is felt, been achieved: the development of a curriculum that
can be utilized not only as a measurement tool designed to examine the effects of procedural

choice on locus of control, but also as a readily applicable curriculum. At the same time, it is
also felt that the instructional strategies/activities contained within again provide an answer, at
least in part, to two of the primary questions that have guided the development of this project:

that locus of control can be influenced within a classroom environment and that instructional
strategies can be developed that not only meet the learning needs of individual students, but also

influence existing perceptions of locus of control.
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Critical Assessment of the Im

and Oualitv of the Final Product

While it is felt that this curriculum, as a whole, accomplishes both the objective for which it
was created and, at least in part, answers the primary questions guiding its development, an
assessment of its strengths and weaknesses are warranted as this

will provide awareness and

insight to those who would attempt to utilize this curriculum within futwe research studies
designed to examine the effects of procedural choice on locus of control as well as other

variables if chosen to be evaluated. It is hoped that with a more comprehensive understanding

of

the measurement tool, a more appropriate, and thus effective, study will be developed and
conducted which will generate data that

will finally produce

an answer to not only the effects

of

procedural choice on locus of control, but also the three primary questions that have guided this
projects inception: The first being, how does locus of control develop, where does it exists (and

in what capacity) within the classroom, as well as to what degree it influences learning? The
second, assuming that

it [locus of control] is prevalent/does influence learning, how can it, in

turn, be influenced within a classroom environment? The third, are there instructional strategies
that exist (and if not, can they be developed) that will not only meet the learning needs of the

individual student but also influence existing perceptions of control?
One of the most obvious strengths of this project is the curriculum itself; specifically the
amount and degree of procedural choice foun,C in the instructional strategies an#or activities
contained within. As discussed previously, all of the components of the curriculum were
developed utilizing the conclusions reached and/or data produced following a comprehensive

literature review of existing research on the subject. Vallerand, et al (1989) suggests that in
order to support the fuithering of an internal locus of control the offering of choice, minimization

of controls, and making available information that is needed for decision making and for

T
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performing the target task should be made available. "Fisher, Blackwell, Garcia, and Greene
(1975) found that children allowed to choose the difficulty levels of arithmetic problems versus
those with no choice adopted more internal and stable attributions during the course

of

instruction" (Carrier & Williams, 1988, p. 291). While also included within the literature
review, these two statements are worth mentioning again here as they serve as an example of the
type of data and/or conclusions utilized in the creation of the instructional strategies and/or

activities developed for and thus found within this project.
In addition to being developed utilizing the data generated and conclusions reached from the
existing literature, the procedural choice based instructional strategies and/or activities contained

within the curriculum of this project have all been designed to appeal to a variety of individual
learning styles and intelligences. While a number of these instructional strategies and/or

activities have been discussed previously in order to illustrate this fact, one additional example is
worth mentioning here as it too demonstrates the care taken and thought given to the
incorporation of procedural choice in the most effective method possible while at the same time
appealing to the unique learning needs/intelligences of the student population to which it is
presented. The scenario based activity entitled, Jtoosevelt's Critics, contained within the lesson
The SecondNew

Deal (23 3) found inAppendix A, was developed to provide students withthe

opportunity to not only acquire a more in-depth understanding of the various
opinions/perspectives that existed among individuals and/or groups of how to end the Great
Depression, but also to allow students to demonstrate an understanding of the subject.
Roosevelt's Critics is first and foremost a student driven group activity that contains a high
degree of procedural choice. Students are organized into tearns of four; each member of which
has, preferably, a uniquely different learning styleiprimary intelligence. The team is then asked
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to choose among themselves which team member will assume which of four roles for the
duration of the activity (e.g. Reporter, Huey Long, Father Charles Coughlin, or Dr. Francis
Townsend).

The presence of procedural choice is clearly evident within this activity as the roles have been
created to appeal to a specific learning style/intelligence. For exarnple, the role of reporter was
designed to appeal to those individual(s) whose primary intelligence is either linguistic,

interpersonal or intrapersonal, as it requires the individual student to not only create five

interview questions and then "interview" Long, Coughlin, and Townsend using the five
questions, but also to compose an editorialized review of the responses received as well as

explaining which proposal, if ntry, is a legitimate threat to Roosevelt and the New Deal. The
roles of Long, Coughlin, and Townsend were designed to appeal to the same intelligences as that

of the reporter, but also include tasks that will appeal to those individual(s) whose primary
intelligence is spatial or bodily-kinesthetic. Specifically, the three tasks for those students who
choose these roles involve the synopsis of the major points of the chosen individual, the

presentation of these selected points to the reporter (as well as respond to the reporter's
questions), and the choice of one of two tasks: one involving the composition of a speech and the
second involving the creation of an informative brochure, both of which are designed to

"sell"

the program to the American public. While the degree of procedural choice is measurable, as
students are provided choice within a pre-determined structure, this instructional strategy

still

serves as an example of the how the curriculum not only effectively incorporates procedural

choice, but also is structured in such a way as to appeal to the wide variety of leaming styles and
intelligences that are found in the modern classroom.
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V/ith the ability to appeal to the strength of the individual student, comes not only a degree of
differentiation, but also the increased effectiveness of procedural choice within diverse learning

corlmunities as well. Learning styles and intelligences are not confined to only one group of
students; rather they apply across the spectrum. As such, of those instructional strategies and/or

activities discussed in this paper, and thus contained within the curriculum found in Appendix A,

all have been designed to not only appeal to but also to be flexible and adaptable to the variety of
learning styles and intelligences, as well as special needs, found in a modern classroom. It
should be noted that while specific instructional strategies and/or activities have not been

included within this curriculum that are designed for use with students identified as having
special needs, it is believed that those that have been included will prove effective or can be
easily modified to more adequately meet the learning needs of students with specific special

needs. For example, many of the scenario based activities contain a procedural choice that does
not require a written composition or reading comprehension; often a significant challenge for
many students with special needs. Other activities also contain what is identified as a

"Wildcard" choice that allows students to complete the activity via a chosen task/method that
best accofilmodates the student's individual learning needs.

An additional strength of this curriculum and its contents, while mentioned previously, is
my belief that it can be utilized not only within a controlled environment as a measwement tool

within a research study, but also within a existing classroom environment, in combination with
existing curriculum and/or textbook materials, with little to no modification. I believe that a
measurement tool that could be utilized in both a controlled, testing environment as well as

within an actual classroom environment would provide

a

higher degree of legitimacy to any data

produced and/or conclusions reached. In order to examine whether or not this belief was valid,
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the curriculum was presentedto three colleagues who teachU.S. History at Falcon High School
as

well

as one

administration at the same location. Each was asked to evaluate the curriculum

regarding potential strengths, weaknesses, degree of procedural choice, and practicality within a
classroom environment (refer to Appendix O for the specific curriculum evaluation feedback
response

form). A brief review of the evaluators' responses are included here

as

I believe that

the feedback received confirms not only the assumption that the curriculum as well as its

instructional strategies and/or activities contained within do contain a high degree of procedural
choice and are both practical and suitable for use in a classroom environment, but also that the

learning styles and intelligences contained within will effect locus of control/will cause a
movement toward an internal locus of control orientation.

Comments arud Feedback Regarding Strengths of Curriculum

When asked to assess the curriculum and instructional strategies and/or activities contained

within for value, one evaluator stated that, "the detailed design allows for the specific content
knowledge to be presented in a manner that will allow for a variety of learning modalities"
(Kennedy, feedback response, January 5, 2009). Others found that "the lessons, activities, and
assessments are creative and to the point, many

different learning styles are employed and should

effectively give the student an understanding of the objectives and standards addressed"
(Burnside, feedback response, January 30,2009) and that "having a choice of assignments to
complete can/will instill ownership in one's own education and not 'one shoe fits all' scenario"
(Johnson, feedback response, January 9,2009). V/ith regards to the practical application and
usefulness of the curriculum

within a U.S. History course, one evaluator stated that "the ways in
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which the strategies are incorporated into the lesson are beneficial because they are flexible
enough to help meet student learning needs through a variety of differentiated instructional

techniques..." (Kennedy, feedback response, January 5, 2009), while another went so far as to
state,

"if asked to teach this curriculum, I would not see a need to make changes. I truly

believe

that the curriculum is solid, research based and practical" (Burnside, feedback response, January

30,2009). Based upon this feedback, I believe that the validity of this curriculum and the
procedural choice based instructional strategies and/or activities contained within was confirmed
and

will

serve not only as an effective measurement tool to any future research studies designed

to examine the effects of procedural choice, but also as a realistic, readily applicable curriculum

in a current classroom environment.
Yet while the feedback received from the evaluators lends a high degree of validity to this
curriculum and the instructional strategies and/or activities contained within, it is the feedback
received from the students themselves, in the classrooms in which this eurriculum was
implemented, that provide the most insight and validity to the overall quality of the curriculum
and its potential contribution to not only the field of education but the assumption that

it will

serve as an effective measurement tool in future research studies designed to evaluate the efflects

of procedural choice. As discussed previously, the curriculum was implemented in three 1lft
Grade U.S" History classrooms comprised of a total of seventy-one students over the course

of

eight weeks. Following the completion of the unit exam for the third and final unit, students
were asked to provide feedback to two questions, both of which were designed to gather data as

to the validity and legitimacy of the curriculum and the procedural choice based instructional
strategies an#or activities contained within as well as whether or not these same instructional
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strategies and/or activities affected the students' existing perceptions of locus of control,

specifically whether or not an internal locus of control orientation was developed/encouraged.
As previously mentioned, an analysis of the feedback provided by students revealed that
eighty nine percent of the students surveyed (sixfy-five of the seventy-one students which
comprised the three classes) felt that at least one of the instructional strategies and/or activities
contained within the curriculum appealed to his/her individual learning style and/or primary

intelligence, with the reading guides and information acquisition instructional strategies/activities
the most popular. In addition, of those same students surveyed, seventy five percent also felt that
the instructional strategies and/or activities contained within the curriculum did cause them to
feel more in control over his/lrer learning within the course; thus leading to a greater internal
locus of control orientation. The response of one student symbolizes the response received from
many students regarding the interest in and effect that procedural choice based instructional
strategies an#or activities had on perceptions of locus of control:
because

"I liked the three choices,

I feel that I am much better at writing than I am at art (my handwriting aside). They [the

procedural choices] gave an option so you could choose your strength and so you couldn't blame

your inability to do the task at hand for your grade" (student feedback response, May 9, 2009).
This feedback, along with that of the evaluators mentioned above, provides a high degree of
legitimacy and specific evidence as to the value and quality of the curriculum and the procedural
choice based instructional strategies and/or activities contained within as well as the potential

contribution this project has to the field of education. At the same time, this evidence also
provides legitimate justification for the use of this curriculum as a measurementtool in any
future research conducted to examine the effects of procedural choice on locus of control.
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Limitations and Considerations
Yet while evidence exists which suggests the strengths/benefits and quality of not only the
curriculum and instructional strategies contained within, but also the project as a whole (as well
as justification for its creation) a brief discussion as to its potential limitations are also

warranted. Only by evaluating both the benefits and drawbacks, can a more complete and
thorough assessment as to the impact of this project upon the field of education be reached. It
could be argued that one of the strengths of this curriculum is the fact that not only was it

actually implemented within an authentic educational setting for which it was developed as well
as evaluated by

two distinctly different groups each possessing

a unique perspective,

but also

that a review of the feedback provided does produce data that appears to strongly suggest that the
procedural choices contained within the curriculum do have an effect on perceived locus

of

control, and thus cause a greater sense of an internal locus of control orientation. Yet an equally
plausible counter-argument could also be presented, which is thus the first limitation: that the
procedural choice based curriculum, while implemented in one of the environments forwhich it

would be applicable, it was not employed, and thus evaluated, in the capacity for which it was

originally developed: as a measurement tool designed to examine the effect of procedural choice
on locus of control in a controlled resea"rch environment. Unless evaluated in a formal, research
based environment in which the variables are controlled, a truly accurate assessment as to the

validity of this curriculum as a measurement tool to be used to determine the effects of
procedural choice on locus of control cannot be determined. In addition, as the data produced
regarding the curriculum's effectiveness on locus of control was generated using an in-formal,
opinion-based question and answer methodology, a critical evaluation of the true effectiveness

this procedural based curriculum, specifically as it relates to the effect(s) on locus of control, is
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of

absent. As a result, any data generated through informal means carurot be deemed as valid, only
inferred.

A

second potential limitation of this curriculum corresponds with the first: although this

curriculum cohsists of a variety of instructional strategies an#or activities that incorporate
procedural choice in varying degrees in order to appeal to the greatest number of learning styles

an#or intelligences, there does exist the possibility that it does not contain the appropriate type
or quantity of procedural choices to achieve a significant effect on locus of control. Reeve et al
(2003) found little if any correlation between choice and locus of control, especially if choices
are uninteresting.

If the choices available to participants were simply option choices, then they

would do little to affect the participants' experience of locus of control. In addition, "If the act of
selecting among options itself increases perceived control, then the increment is inadequate in
size to influence future judgments of performance" (Tafarodi, Milne,

& Smith,

1999, p. 1a1a).

While anumber of the procedural choice based instructional strategies an#or activities were
discussed previously within this paper, others exist within the curriculum that do not contain the
same degree of choice. In fact, a number of these same instructional strategies and/or activities

contain a high degree of instructor control, and appeal to fewer leaming styles/intelligences

which, in turn, could potentially limit the effect(s) of procedural choice on locus of control. In
this respect, it could be argued that the types of procedural choices contained within the
instructional strategies an#or activities may not be procedural choices at all. By its definition,
procedural choice provides students with authentic, meaningful, and self-directed opportunities
to explore ideas/topics of interest by selecting a method of completion that allows each student to
use hislher own unique problem solving abilities to draw and present meaningful conclusions.

As a number of the instructional strategies an#or activities include a limited number of choices,
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one could argue that, while choice is present,

it is not genuine procedural choice. An additional

point to consider that corresponds with this point is the fact that, while this curriculum has been
suggested to be easily modified to appeal to students with special needs, very few instructional

strategy andio.r activity modifications have been included. Finally, there exists the real

possibility that this curriculum does not contain the appropriate type and/or quantity of
procedural choices to achieve a significant, measureable effect(s) on locus of control and may

well result in this curriculum being deemed both inappropriate and thus ineffective, not only as a
readily accepted measurement tool in future research studies, but also to the field of education as
a whole.

The presence of the designations (e.g. gold, silver, and bronze) discussed earlier in this paper,

while included to not only encourage the development of additional skills and/or abilities, but
also to appeal to those students who operate at various intellectual capacities and in varying
degrees as an additional choice when making the decision of which task to select, may also be a

limitation. As the tasks containing these designations provide the opportunity to earn additional
points, the real possibility exists that students will base his/her procedwal choice not on interest
in the task itself, nor the degree of difficultyichallenge contained within, nor even the
opportunity to use hisiher own learning style/intelligence, but rather simply on the potential
points to be earned. The feedback provided by a student in one of the three U.S. History classes
supports this assumption. While the procedural choice based instructional strategies "give you
better control over your grade because of the point system...I don't think it helps with learning
because you're only going to pick something you know you can do, not something you are

unsure

of'

(student feedback response, May 5, 2009).
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At the same time, another view of these designations must also

be considered as an additional

limitatiof,, ffi they may communicate to students that the bronze labeled task is the easiest and
thus, requires the least amount of effort on the part of the student. If this is indeed the case, then
the procedural.based instructional strategies and/or activities that contain these designations are

not procedural at all, but rather manipulative in nature. The feedback provided by one of the
evaluators (Mr. Alan Johnson) confirms the existence of this potential limitation: "sometimes too
much choice may create confusion; taking an "easy way out" (and do lower point value
assignments), lower motivation (to do just the bare essentials to pass) and lacking real interest in
what they are doing. What then has been learned (other than minimal performance is
acceptable)?" (Johnson, feedback response, January 9, 2009).

While

a number

of potential limitations have been discussed that focus upon the procedural

choice based instructional strategies and/or activities specifically and thus their potential

effect(s)/lack of effect(s) on locus of control, a brief discussion as to other external factors that
could, in varying degrees, limit the effectiveness of these same strategies an#or the curriculum
as a whole is also warranted. One of these external factors is the level of instructor control in the

classroom. As discussed in the literature review, a number of studies have presented data that

would seem to suggest that the amount of control contained within the classroom environment

will have an effect upon a student's perceptions regarding locus of control. In other words,

the

more controlling the instructor, both in the applicatior/follow-through of classroom expectations
as

well

student

as the type

of instructional strategies and/or activities, the greater the likelihood that the

will develop

an external orientation regarding locus

of control. At the same time, the less

controlling the instructor, both in the application/follow-through of classroom expectations as

well as the type of instructional strategies an#or activities, the greater the likelihood that the
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student

will develop

an internal orientation regarding locus of

control. Assuming these

assumptions are coffect, then one could argue that the utilization of this procedural choice based

curriculum, regardless of how well developed, will have liule effect, if any, on a student's locus
of control in

a.

classroom environment that contains a high degree of instructor control. As a

result this curriculum, then, is one dimensional; being applicable only as a curriculum and/or
measurement tool in a classroom environment/controlled testing environment that contains a low

level of instructor control.

A second external factor that must be considered in any discussion regarding the effects of
this curriculum and the instructional strategies and/or activities on locus of control is the
personality of the individual student (e.g.degree of prior knowledge regarding content, selfawareness of strengthsilimitations, previous experiences with choice, existing views of locus

of

control, etc.). Again one of the evaluators, Mr. Johnson, presents a legitimate argument
contained within his comments/questions regarding the potential limitation of this curriculum as

it relates to the degree of prior content knowledge possessed by the student stating, "Is there a
'mastery level'of understanding and competency of the content? Students will do'orrly'what is
necessary to pass- is there foundational knowledge (i.e. the basics of economics, war, etc.) to
create the understanding and maybe enable the student to exert the effort towards a higher point

level question/assignment?" (Johnson, feedback response, January 9, 2009). The degree of

individual self-awareness, as it relates to the strengths and limitations of skill sets as well as an
understanding of preferred leaming style and/or primary intelligence,

will

also directly in{luence

the effectiveness of this curriculum and the instructional strategies and/or activities contained

within. If
he/she

students are unaware of his/her preferred learning style and/or primary intelligence,

will

be unable to make the procedural choice that
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will result in the greatest potential for

success academically, which in turn

will limit the likelihood that existing perceptions of locus of

control, regardless of internal or external orientation, will be affected and/or challenged.

At the

same time, the extent to

which students have been previously exposed to procedural

choice within a classroom setting must also be considered. As with self-awareness of learning
style and/or primary intelligence,

if students have no knowledge of andior

exposure to procedural

choice, have had no experience utilizing procedural choice as a means through which to
complete a task, nor witness the effects of its use, then its incorporation in the classroom

will

have little, if any, effect on students'existing locus of control. Finally, the student's existing
perceptions/understanding of locus of control must also be taken into account. As a result of the

composition and structure of the curriculum, the more internal the existing perception of locus of
control, the more effective the procedural choice based instructional strategies and/or activities

will be. The more external the existing perception of locus of control, while

assumed to move

toward a more internal orientation in the long term, the less effective, at least initially, these
same procedural choice based instructional strategies and/or activities

will

be.

Two additional external factors that could very well limit the effectiveness of this curriculum
are gender and age. As discussed in the literature review, a number of studies have drawn

conclusions that suggest that the older the student, the more likely the presence of an internal
locus of control orientation. At the same time, females at higher grade levels are more likely to
possess an internal locus of control than males; although the opposite is true in earlier grade

levels. While the perceived causes of these findings are numerous and vary widely, one cannot
discount the possibility that the level of eff,ectiveness of the procedural choice based instructional
strategies and/or activities contained

within this curriculum on locus of control will be influenced

by both gender and age. At the same time, however, it should be noted that these limitations
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may actually be of liule relevance as there exists little data that has utilized high school students
as the sample

by which to evaluate the effects of procedural choice on locus of control.

Finally, the last extemal factor that must be considered in any discussion regarding the
potential effectiveness of this curriculum is the cultural identity and parental influences upon the
student's existing perceptions/opinions of both procedural choice and locus of control,

specifically individual orientation. As also discussed in the literature review, different cultures
react differently to choice (Katz

& Assor,2007). Take the positive value

associated with choice

in Western societies for example. Western societies often have highly desirable values (e.g.
freedom) and thus any kind of choice associated with these important values often view choice
as

beneficial even when it does not relate to personal interests and goals. At the same time,

parental influences must also be taken into account. As Mr. Johnson points out within the
section of the Curriculum Evaluation Feedback Response Form entitled, Potential Sources

of

Failure (i.e. Weakness), "of what involvement have their (the student's) parents instilled a work
ethic and responsibility to complete assignments and to challenge themselves to accomplish the
best that they are capable and able?"(Johnson, feedback response, January 9, 2009)

It is assumed, perhaps incorrectly, that if

a parent has encouraged the development

of

independence and what was commonly referred to dr-ring the early 20th Century as

individualism, defined as the belief that no matter how humble a person's origins, he/she could
rise in society and go as far as their talents and ambition took them, as well as the development

of a specific skill set (e.g. accountability, responsibility, cause and effect orientation, etc.), then a
curriculum containing procedural choice, while being beneficial, would have little effect in
refining the existing intemal locus of control orientation. If, on the other hand, a parent has
encouraged the development of dependence, a belief in luck, and what was coilrmonly referred to
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during the early 20tr Century as naturalism, defined as the idea that some people failed in life
simply because they were caught up in circumstances beyond their control, then a curriculum
containing procedural choice may prove beneficial in encouraging the development of an internal
Iocus of control orientation.

The discussion of the external factors just described brings to the forefront what is perhaps the
greatest limitation of this curriculum and thus the procedural choice based instructional strategies

andlor activities contained within: that of the great unknown. While a great deal of knowledge
and insight were acquired regarding procedural choice and locus of control via the extensive

literature review, the fact still remains that this curriculum is speculative in nature. Outside of its
implementation and rather informal evaluation within three classrooms of 1 l th grade students at
Falcon High School, this curriculum remains in a purely experimental state. As it has not been

formally evaluated in a controlled, research based setting, the effects of the curriculum and its
components on the external factors discussed above are unknown. As such, there exists no

tangible evidence to support this curriculum as a legitimate measurement tool by which to
examine the effects of procedural choice on locus of control.

While clearly identifiable concerns and/or limitations exist about and within this curriculum,
many of which are significant, few can deny that it was developed utilizing the data generated
and conclusions reached that are found

within the existing literature on the subject. In fact, when

one considers that this curriculum? upon implementation, produced informal data suggesting that

procedural choice did indeed have an effect on locus of control; specifically the encouragement

of an orientation toward an internal locus of control, the quality of the curriculum and thus the
project as a whole becomes evident. Thus the purpose for which the curriculum was originally
developed, as a measurement tool to be utilized in the examination of procedural choice as well
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as readily applicable, relevant curriculum,

would seem to have been achieved. In addition, the

three primary questions which guided this project's development also appear to, at least in part,
be answered.

Whereas these findings and assumptions can be considered nothing

if not preliminary,

the

fact still remains that the potential contribution of this project and the curriculum contained

within to the field of education would appear to be significant. If nothing else, the procedural
choice based instructional strategies and/or activities contained within the curriculum serve as a

point of reference from which to develop a legitimate and appropriate measurement tool that will
be both accepted in its use and precise in its application; utilized in such a manner as to not only

provide concrete evidence as to the effects of procedural choice upon locus of control, but
perhaps even answer the ever elusive question of how one can

identiff

and develop effective

instructional strategies that, when implemented, will provide educational opporfunities that will
lead to the academic success of all students at the high school level.

{
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ection on Research

This project represents the culmination of seven years of formal training in the field of
education as well as the knowledge and experience gained from four years of actual classroom

instruction. Its contents represent not only the countless hours of research, analysis,
development, and evaluation that were undertaken, but also, it is believed, the care given,

thought applied, and rationale afforded to its development. Yet before a discussion regarding the

applicability and relevance of this project as it relates to leadership can be presented, a brief
synopsis as to the process by which this project was developed is warranted.

While an emphasis on leadership was a requirement, this project's inception was initially
based more on personal interest than necessity. The philosophical debate of choice versus

destiny has always held a degree of fascination. Whether based upon theological beliefs or

views/opinions developed from everyday experiences, it is my opinion that one's perception(s)

of control have always been believed to heavily influence one's decisions and actions. This
perception of control exists in all facets of daily life; education is no exception. Yet how it
develops, where it exists (and in what capacity), as well as to what degree it influences learning
were all questions of particular interest. Assuming that it is prevalent/does influence learning,

how can it, in furn, be influenced within a classroom environment? Are there instructional
strategies that exist (and

if not, can they

be developed) that

will not only meet the learning

needs

of the individual student but also influence existing perceptions of control? These were all
questions in need of answering that ultimately laid the foundation upon which this leadership

application project was built.
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While the philosophical debate of choice versus destiny as it exists within the field of
education was a topic of primary interest, the goal and purpose of the project originated out

of

the desire to meet the educational challenges facing the Social Studies Department at Falcon

High School. .With anumber of educational initiatives such as Differentiation and RTI
(Response To Intervention) receiving an ever increasing amount of attention within Falcon

School District 49, the curriculum (outdated) was in need of considerable revision. It was felt a

significant opportunity presented itself that would not only allow for the acquisition of valuable
experiences and expertise in the areas of lesson planning, instructional strategies, as well as
leadership, but would also benefit the members of the Social Studies Department at Falcon High
School and ultirnately the Falcon School District as a whole. While the development of this

project and its contents has been challenging, it is felt that the motives behind its inception and
creation have been validated. The overall experience of this project can be summarized with the
use of the following key adjectives: insightful, trying, and invaluable.

This project has been insightful inthe fact that a great deal of information was analyzed and
evaluated that resulted in not only an expansion of knowledge regarding the topics of procedural
choice, locus of control, and differentiation, but also the development of the belief and
understanding that instructional strategies can be utilized in a much more effective and efficient
mErnner than

previously realized. While lesson planning and the effective use of instructional

strategies was considered a pre-existing strength, this process has resulted in the

acknowledgement that a great deal more can be learne-d and that by expanding one's instructional

"tool box", overall effectiveness

as an educator can be advanced. This project has also been

insightful in that it has lead to the realization that, while the field of education has made great
advancements in determining the individual learning needs of students, a great deal more is
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still

unknown about the learning process; specifically the factors that, and the degree to which, each
influence student learning. While a number of these variables have been identified and studied
in-depth in formal research settingsistudies, a significant number of others, specifically
procedural choice and locus of control, have not. Of the data produced and/or conclusions
reached regarding the effects of procedural choice as an instructional strategy, as well as choice
as a whole, most has been

inconclusive. In fact, as mentioned throughout this paper, very little

evidence was located which attempted to identifo the effect(s) of procedural choice on locus

of

control. Having located a number of studies that found that instructors who utilize choice in the
classroom do so based upon individual opinions/beliefs rather than actual evidence, as well as

having been unable to locate a specific measurement tool and/or curriculum that was developed

utilizing procedural choice, it became readily apparent that much of the curriculum, specifically
the instructional strategies andlor activities contained within, currently being utilized by
educators is based on inconclusive evidence and/or simply opinion. While the amount of insight
achieved has been, by and large, beneficial, it has also produced a much more alarming and
concerning view of the field of education at the same time.

In addition to being charactenzed as insightful, the process of completing this project has
also been

trying. As mentioned previously, the amount of literature regarding the effects of

procedural choice on locus of control was minimal. Of the literature that was located, the

findings contained within were inconclusive. At the same time, having very little data/evidence
and no examples/references upon which to base the curriculum and the instructional strategies

and/or activities contained within this project, its development became one of best judgment;
based almost exclusively upon conclusions reached following the analysis and/or evaluation

of

existing literature and previous experience in the classroom. Having a personality that is very

f
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much concrete sequential and of a low risk tolerance, not having the availability of a point

of

reference has been, at times, quite trying. Yet while a challenge, the lack of an example has
proven to be an unforeseen benefit as well.
Due to the absence of a model to serve as a reference upon which to develop this curriculum,
the process of completing this project has encouraged "expansive" thinking. The resulting
experience has been invaluable in that it has led to the development of additional instructional
strategies and/or activities that

will

appeal to a much larger variety of learning styles and/or

intelligences. With class sizes at Falcon High School expected to be between thi.ty and thirtyfive students for the 2009 -2010 school'year, having not only the additional resources, but also
the ability and knowledge to implement a larger variety of instructional strategies and/or

activities that will appeal to a much more diverse student population containing a variety of
learning styles, intelligences, special needs, and linguistic needs, will prove invaluable. At the
same time,

it is felt that the development of this curriculum did not only prove invaluable for

personal and professional growth, but

will also prove invaluable to other educators and the freld

of education as a whole.
The justification for such a claim can be found

within the feedback provided by both the

evaluators as well as the students themselves. While weaknesses were identified within this

curriculum, by and large the procedural choice based instructional strategies and7or activities
contained within were viewed as being well-designed, appropriate, and useful; all indications as
to the value of this project to the field of education, With the incorporation of differentiated

instruction, RTI, and ILP development and implementation receiving significant attention at both
Falcon High School and within Falcon School District 49 as a whole, this curriculum, due in
large part to the fact that it was developed for immediate implementation within the
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classroom/adaptability within existing curriculum,

will prove invaluable

and allow for the easiest

implementation of/transition to these initiatives. Perhaps as the most explicit evidence as to the
value of this project is the feedback provided by students, as students

will

be the one group

having the most exposed to this curriculum as well as the primary group for which this
curriculum was developed. While not formally examined within a controlled research study, the

majority of the feedback received from students implied a greater orientation toward an internal
locus of control. Initial indications would also seem to suggest that this project will prove an

invaluable resource for both purposes for which it was developed: as a useful measurement tool

for any future research conducted to determine the effects of procedural choice upon locus of
control as well as a practical, readily applicable curriculum in the classroom. Yet unless the
Falcon School District 49 community, including classroom teachers, administration, district
leadership, school board members, and parents, are made aware of the existence of this

curriculum and educated upon its potential benefits to not only students but also the successful
implementation of those initiatives mentioned above, the true value of this project will not be

realized. Thus the leadership aspect and opportunity afforded by this project.

Opportunities

for

Leader ship

Serving as Department Chair for the Social Studies Department at Falcon High School for the
last two years has provided for ample opportunity to hoth utilize and demonstrate leadership. As
Department Chair, the opportunity to be involved with the implementation of educational

initiatives and programs such as common assessments, Differentiation, and RTI as well

as

providing feedback after implementation has allowed for the establishment of credibility and
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leadership within not only the Social Studies Department, but also the administration of Falcon

High School as well as members of the district's leadership team. As such, the presentation of
this curriculum and the request to evaluate its contents was met with greater acceptance and
willingness than may have not existed otherwise. The feedback provided by the evaluators and
the resulting discussion/collaboration produced the additional opporfunity to further demonstrate
a degree of expertise and leadership with regards to procedural choice and locus of control, as

well as the existing literature within the field of education. This, in turn, allowed for the
increased possibility of communicating to others the potential benefits of the curriculum and its
suggested use. As such, much of the leadership knowledge acquired via both previous

experiences as well as the course work at Augsburg College was able to be utilized and, in fact,

did result in at least two of the evaluators utilizing portions of the curriculum within their own
classrooms, While student feedback was not gathered following the implementation of the
instructional strategies and/or activities in these classroom environments, the fact that they were
employed serves as an example of the application of successful leadership.

A second opportunity to utilize and demonstrate leadership
as a

as

it pertains to this project

skill that will contribute to personal and professional growth, has been

as

well

as a member of the

district curriculum plaruring and textbook adoption committee. Over the course of the previous
two years, the responsibility of this committee has been to determine the structure of all courses
taught in the fie1d of Social Studies (K-12), the development of all common curriculummaps and

unit plans for each coruse, as well

as

provide recofirmendations regarding the adoption of new

textbooks and materials. What has been unique, but also a tremendous benefit, is that this
Leadership Application Project was developed at the same time as the curriculum planning

committee was creating the common curriculum maps and unit plans as well as previewing
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textbooks and materials for adoption. Combined with the required fulfillment of the RTI
program, the obligations associated with IEP's, and the emphasis placed on differentiation by the

district, the opportunity to incorporate procedural choice based instructional strategies an#or
activities within these coilunon curriculum maps and unit plans became readily apparent and

justified. As such,

as additional knowledge and understanding was acquired via the collection

of

data for the formulation of the literature review and as more of the curriculum was developed, a

more active role was able to be assumed within the committee.

While the instructional strategies an#or activities of the curriculum contained within this
project were not presented to nor evaluated in the same capacity as that requested of the
evaluators at Falcon High School, they were offered as suggested instructional strategies and
made available for review to the committee members for consideration during the development

of the curriculum maps and unitplans. As more knowledge was acquired regarding the
legitimacy and usefulness of the instructional strategies an#or activities contained within the
curriculum, much of which was generated via a review of the feedback provided by the
evaluators and personal reflection of the overall effectiveness of specific procedural choice based

instructional strategies and/or activities among students when implemented in the classroom, this
information was cofilmunicated to members of the committee. The reason: to provide data that
would allow for the most complete and accurate "picture" as to the value and effectiveness of the
procedural choice based instructional strategies an#or activities in order for them to be utilized,

if applicable, in the creation of

the most effective curriculum maps and unit plans for the district.

At the same time, committee members were also informed

as to how these same strategies and/or

activities would meet the district leadership's requirement of differentiation as well as the
challenges many educators face with regards to meeting RTI, ILPs and IEP requirements. As
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more knowledge, skill, and thus confidence developed regarding this project, the more a
leadership role was assumed within the committee regarding the development of the curriculum
maps and unit plans as well as during the preview and evaluation of potential textbooks and

materials. This leadership role was not only assumed at the committee level, but the skills
developed and/or refined within that organization were also utilized to further the effectiveness

of the leadership position of Department Chair withinthe Social Studies Department at Falcon

High School. Having utilized the knowledge acquired via the development of this project, in
particular during the formulation of the literature review and the curriculum itself as well as
having the opportunity to implement those leadership techniques/skills developed through the

formal education received via Augsburg within the Social Studies Department and district level
curriculum planning committee, a great deal of personal and professional growth has occurred.

New Found Awareness and Knowledge

While already possessing a great deal of knowledge and being conscious of the fact that all
students have different leaming needs and/or styles, this project has resulted in a new found
awareness of not only the multitude of factors that influence student learning, but also the

challenges educators face in developing effective instructional strategies and/or activities that

will

meet the learning needs of a diverse student population. In addition, the topic and structure

of this project has resulted in a tremendous amount of knowledge gained not only with regards to
the topic of procedural choice and locus of control, but also how procedural choice can be

utilized as an instructional methodology. As such, it is feltthat, as an additional benefit of this
project, the three primary questions that have guided the development of this project have, at
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least in part, been answered. While

it remains unclear how locus of control develops, where it

exists (and in what capacity) within the classroom, and the degree to which locus of control
influences learning remains relatively unclear/unanswered, the completion of this project has
shown that it is prevalent/does influence learning and can indeed be influenced within a
classroom environment. At the same time, the curriculum contained within this project also
presents evidence that there are indeed instructional strategies that not only exist, but can be

developed that

will not only

meet the learning needs of the individual student, but also influence

existing perceptions of control.
While this newly acquired knowledge is visible within this project in the form of a curriculum
based upon procedural choice that has proven to appeal to a variety of learning styles and/or

intelligences, it has also allowed for the development of what could be considered an area of
expertise. With particular emphasis being placed upon differentiation not only within Falcon
School District 49 but the field of education as a whole, and the fact that procedural choice

would appear to be an avenue by which to further differentiation, possessing

a knowledge

of this

topic, and its application, has allowed a tremendous opportunity for leadership. While currently
serving in a leadership capacity as both Department Chair of the Social Studies Department at
Falcon High School and as a member of the district curriculum planning committee, this project
has allowed for not only the refinement of existing leadership qualities, but also the development

of an entirely new set of leadership attributes that have only enhanced my effectiveness as a
leader. This project, while many may argue as being imperfect, is still felt to contain benefits
that far outweigh the drawbacks. The most obvious benefit: a project that has not only resulted
in a great deal of personal and professional growth for its creator, but also one that will make a
significant contribution to the formulation of an answer to the now no longer elusive question of
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how can one can identify and develop effective instructional strategies that, when implemented,

will provide educational opportunities that will

lead to the academic success of all students.
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Appendix A

Curriculum: The Great Ilepression Begins &
Roosevelt and the l{ew Deal

CA{.}SES OT T'F][E GREAT DEPRESSXO]N
Standards
This lesson fulfills the following CO state history standards:
I ) I . 1 : Students know the general chronological order of events and people in
history.
2) 4.2: Students understand how economic factors have influenced historical

3)

events.
5.1: Students understand how democratic ideas and institutions in the United
States have developed, changed, an#or been maintained.

0biec tives
At the conclusion of this lesson, students will be able to:
I

.

2.

Evaluate investment practices found in the 1920s stock market.
Evaluate the causes of the Great Depression.

Outline
I.

[.
III.
IV.
V.

u.
VII.
VIII

Ix.
X.
XI.

Section

Bellwork: "Economic growth can never be maintained in the long
term; a recession and/or depression is inevitable. Agree/disagree,
why?"(S min)
Discussion: Economic Hardship (5 min)
Activify: The Great Depression Begins: 1929-l932Nideo: Causes
of Depression (15 min)
Reading Guide: Causes of Depression (10 min)
Discussion: Causes of Depression (10 min)
Reading Guide: Causes of Depression (10 min)
Discussion: Causes of Depression (10 min)
Activity: Causes of the Depression (20 min)
Reading Guide: Causes of Depression (10 min)
Discussion: Causes of the Depression (20 min)
Exit Ticket: "ln your opinion, what was the greatest contributing
cause of the Great Depression?" (5 min)

II

following situation to students: "The U.S. econorny is currently in its 4tr month
of what most economists are calling a severe recession. Suppose that one or both of your
parents lost their jobs today. What would you do? How would you be affected?" Pose
the following questions to students to generate discussion:
1)
If your family did not have the ability to get financial help from anyone
else (family, bank loans, etc.), what would you do?
2)
What would you give up first?
Pose the

A1

What would be some actions you could take to cut back on your
expenditures?
How would you help your family survive?
In your opinion, how easy would it be to take these actions?

3)

4)
s)

Section III

Inform students that they will now complete a brief overview of the causes of the Great
Depression. However, students will be provided with the opportunity to decide the
method of acquiring this overview. Students will be given the option of either watching
short video that identifies and explains the causes of the Great Depression and
completing a t/, page set of composed notes (student generated) or completing a short
handout that discusses the causes and cycle of the Great Depression entitled, The Great
Depression Begins, I 929- I 932.

a

Sectign IY
Reading Guide will be completed in incremental sections (students will complete reading
guide in 3-4 question sections then discussed).

A student will choose from a list of five completion options (see 22.1 PP) for each
section (this selection will be removed from the list and may not be chosen again during
the completion of this reading guide).

Pose the

follo*i.tg questions during discussion of reading guide:

1) After question #1: Of the 3 campaign

2)
3)

issues describe in the question above,
which, in your opinion, was the primary issue that led to Hoover being elected
president? Why?
After uestion #5 : In your opinion, if you were an investor dtring the late
l92A' s would you be more likely to practice margin or speculation when
investing in the stock market? Why?
After question #14: Look back over all of the causes of the great depression.
In your opinion, which of these causes do you feel was the greatest
contributing factor to the depression? Why?

Resources of Lesson:

l)
2)

3)

Appleby, J., Brinkley, A., Broussard, A., McPherson, J., & Ritchie, D. (2003).
The American Vision. Glencoe, McGraw-Hill.
Appleby, Brinkley, Broussard, McPherson, and Ritchie. (2003). Unit 7
Resources: Boom and Bust: 1920-1941. Glencoe, McGraw-Hill.
United States History Video Collection: The Great Depression & The New
Deal (vol. l8). (1996). Schlessinger Video Productions.
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CATJSES OF ]TTflE DEPR]ESSION
Date

Period

Name:

Directiqns: Read pages 656-660 in your textbook. Locate the information
found wiihin to answer the questions below. Use complete sentences in your
response.
1.Identifu and describe 3 campaign issues that led to Herbert Hoover's elestion to the
presidency in 1928.
I

)

2)

Prohibition (Hoover was a "Dry
Religi ous Values (Hoover a Quaker. Americans still Anti-Catholic

13) Economic Pros

nt

(

ublicans took credit fbr economic

"

times"

2. Define bull market:
long period of risin*u stock prices

FIRST CAUSE OF GREAT DEPRESSION: II{YESTMENT PRACTICES AND
STOCK MARI(BT CRASH
3. Describe these 2 investment
Practices.

makin-u small cash down paym ent (Sl k) to bu

amt. of stock (S I 0k

rth) ($9k !g{Egr_g as loan fium a broker

If stock market

rose and value of stock went u

investor could sell stock fbi

plq{t

if market dropped. broker would request repa
holder r,vould ltave to
practice

o_f-

, back

full amt. of

ent (m

n call)

& stoc(

I

margin mqde investo rS VCIY sensitive to arrv fall in stock nces

w/o

to co.

A3

and

investiug in success of market as a Wt ole, not
In

indi"idua@
or future

investors had made investments based on co.

1920s: investors bo
msel

stock sim

to make mon

, didn't care about co.l

4. What were the 2 events which contributed to the stock market crash of 1929.
k Thursda : Brokers made margi n calls which caused massive sell off of
tock (investors didn"t want to pay margins
caused market to decline drasticall
demand
l)

as more stock sold (su

than bou

BI k Tuesda : stock market crashes: looses $10-$15 billion in value in I
wt
out ma on of investors finelrl4lly

SECOI{D CAUSE OF GREAT DEPRESSION: BANKS/BANKING PRACTICES
5. Identify and describe 2 ways the market crash weakened the nation's banks. Why did
these two ways have such a devastating effect on banks?
I

to stock s peculators

banks had lent mo

12) banks had invested depositors' money in stock market. (
rns than they could get for conventional loans
When stock market

tial

f-or h

defaulted on

Result #1: banks lost $$$ and now couldn't afford to give out new loans
Result #2: wlo new loans, consumers couldn't borrow $$$ and invest id
llor11y (i.e. buying goods
Result #3: econonr

enters recessionl

6. How did bank closures affect everyday citizens?
1920s: Fed. Gov't

didn't insure bank deposits (no FDIC

If bank closed,

plg_lqqe! their money (i.e. savings

I

t
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er

7

. How did bank closures contribute

to the Great Depression?

le lost confidence in banks and withdrew all their

With no new loans"
ney (Eank runs

Most banks didn't kee all investors' $$$ and only ke t enou h to cover smal
thdrawal
When

Ie w'ithdrew

Less banks

: less mo

all $$$. banks ran out of $$$ and were forced to close
to lendlinvest

circulatin rn econom

Result: less

THIRD CAUSE OF GREAT DEPRESSION: O VERPRO DUCTION
8.In your owrl words, explain what overproduction is and how it affects an economy.
Most Americans didn't make

to

all

1920s: Big increase in efficiency {32%1" but income only rose 8
earned 30% of income
Rich controlled most of the $$$ (SoA of
Result: most fanrilies bou ht onl those

needed tbr survival

ucts t

9. Define installm ent ulan. How did this plan further contribute to the depression?
Most Americans bought goods (i.e. cars) by putting only a small down
remainder in smaller monthly installnrent
v,ment and then
- people be
pu rchases

to reach

int of onl bein able to

of

Result: no new plrrchases: build

y off debt no new

nctsl

10. Why would a slowdown in retail manufacturing have a major effect on the economy?

All orders fbr

used to make t'inal

roduct ctrt

Result: not only did rnanufacturiug u'orker lo SE ob" but also all worker who
Lrc
t irrto final
ade materials that w'ere
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FOURTH CAUSE OFGREAT DEPFfiSSIO N: DROP IN EXPORTS
1

1. How did the Hawley-Smoot

Am. tariffb made im

Tariff contribute to the depression?
ive for most

s too ex

p_eqpl,e

to buy

Foreign companies, b/c of dro in sales to America. did not have mon
qqg 1o luy American good

nor

FIFTH CAUSE OF GREAT DEPRESSION: FEDERAL RESER VE MISTAKES
12. A fourth cause of the Great Depression was failures by the Federal Reserve Boards
failure to raise interest rates helped cause the depression.

By keeping interest rates low, Fed encouraged banks to make risk loans.
lower rate means ruore people takin-u loans
Low rates made businesses think econom was still rowtn u
nction (i.e. su

-result: businesses increased
ry4s decreasing

- When

sion hit corn

ies had to la

co
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off

). even thou

e amt.

demand

of workers to cud

CAIJSTS OF TIjI]E DTPRESSXOIN
Period

Name:

Date

Diiections: Read pages 656-660 in your textbook. Locate the information
found within to answer the questions below. Use complete sentences in your
response.

l.Identify

and describe 3 campaign issues that led to Herbert Hoover's election to the

presidency in 1,928?

2. Define bull market:

OFG REAT DEPRESSION: INVESTMENT PRACTICES &
FIRST CA
STOCH MARIGT CRASH
3. Describe these two investment practices:

1)

marqin:

2)

speculation:

A7

4. Identify *d describe what occurred on the 2 days which resulted in the stock market
crash of 1929.

SECOND CAUSE OF GREAT DEPRESSIO]\: BANKS/BANKTNG_ PMCTIC-E$
5. Identify and descrihe 2 ways the market crash weakened the nation's banks. Why did
these two ways have such a devastating effect on banks?

6. How did bank closures affect everyday citizens?

7. How did bank closures contribute to the Great Depression?

A8

CTION

THIRD CAUSE OF GREAT DEPRESSION: OVERP

8. In your own words, explain what over-production is and how it effects and economy.

9. Define installment

p.Lfln. How did this plan further contribute to the depression?

10. Why would a slowdown in retail manufacturing have amajor effect on the economy?

FOURTH CAUS
11.

OF GREAT DEPRESSION: I}

P

IN BXPORTS

How did the Hawley-Smoot Tariff further contribute to the depression?

A9

FIFTH CA

OF GREAT DEPRESSI N: FAILURE OF FEDERAL RESERVE,

12. Identify and describe the 2 ways the Federal Reserve Board's failure to raise interest
rates helped cause the depression.

Al0

Causes of the Depression
3 campai

ISSUCS

that led to Herbert Hoover 's election to the

dencv in

t928:
1) Prohibition (Hoover was a "Dry")
2) Religious Values (Hoover was Quaker, Americans still antiCatholic)
3) Economic Prosperity (Republicans took credit for economic "good
times")

hull market: A I ong period of rising stock prices
Margin: making a small cash down payment
-

If

stock market rose, you could sell your stock and make money.

- If market dropped, a broker could come to collect (called margin
call) and investor would be forced to pay back the fuIl amount of the
loan.
- Practice of margin made investors very sensitive to any fall in stock
prices (a11 the stocks sold at once).

speculation: forc ing prices up without regard to a company's earnings and
profits.
- Past: investors had make their investments based on company
profits or future sales prospects.
- Now: investors simply investing to make money, disregarding
investment in the companies themselves.

2 events which contributed to

stock market crash of 1929:

1) Black Monday
Brokers made margin calls causing investors to rapidly sell
stock (didn't want to repay margins)
Caused market to decline and price of stock to drop rapidly

A1

1

2) Black Tuesday
- stock market lost between $ 10 to $ 15 billion in value in a day
2 ways the market cr4sh-.Weakened the nation's banks.
1) Many banks had lent money to stock speculators
2) Many banks had invested depositors' money in the stock market,
hoping for higher returns than they could get for conventional loans

- When stock values collapsed, speculators defaulted on loans
- Banks lost money and now couldn't afford to give new loans

With less money to lend, consumers couldn't borrow as much
and invest it in the economy (buying goods, capital, etc.)
- Result: economy enters recession.

How did bauk closures affect everyday citizens?
-Fed. gov't didn't insure bank deposits.
- If a bank closed, people lost their savings.
- Result: people lost confidence in the country's banking system and
withdrew all their money.

How did bank closures contribute to the Great Depression?
- Most banks don't hold onto all their investors' money
- Only keep enough to cover occasional withdrawals.
- With all the closed accounts, banks didn't have enough money to
keep operating closed
OV

CAUSC

on-wh

- Most Americans didn't make enough to buy up the goods they
produced.
- While efficiency rose 32o/o during the '20s, income only rose 8%.
- Rich controlled most of the income (5% earned 30% of the nation's
income)
- Result: families had little expendable income.

AIZ

installment plan: putting only a small amount down and then paying the
rest in smaller monthly installments.
- Some buyers reached the point of only being able to pay off debt and not
able to make any new purchases (Ied to low consumption).
ufacturing a maior effect on the econ

A slowd own in

-how?

- orders for all the goods used to make item would be cut as well
- not only would manufacturing worker lose job, but also all workers who
made materials to be put into final product.

Hawl ev-Smoot Tariff
- Tariffs made imports extremely expensive, making them out
reach for many Americans.

of

- Foreign companies, because of lack-luster sales, did not have the
money nor the desire to buy American exports2 ways the Federal Reserve Board
cause the depression:

,S

failure to raise interest rates heloed

1) By keeping rates low, it encouraged member banks to make risky
loans

2) Low interest rates made business leaders think the economy was
still expanding

-

Made business invest in greater production when there
wasn't anyone to buy the goods.
When depression finally hit, companies had to lay off
workers to cut costs.
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itHUE GRIEA]I DEPRESSIOIN: COIJLD n.]t
IIAPPEIN AGAT}NT
Scenario

Fall 2006: The housing market, having grown at a record pace since late
1998, shows signs of slowing down. The number of houses being sold
begins to decrease. The stock market, having experiences a Bull market
since 2002, reaches an all time high: 14,000 points!
Sprine 2007: The hous ing market "bubble" bursts: the sale of new homes
and existing homes falls rapidly.

April 2008: The housing market is in freefall: the sale of new and existing
homes has fallen over 50% since 2007 . The number of home foreclosures
have skyrocketed (1 in 4 homes are now affected) and continues to increase.
The giant Wall Street investment firm Bear Stearns collapses.

July 2008: A large commercial bank in California, IndyMac, experiences
bank runs and is forced to shut down.
September 2008: The stock market begins to lose value. A second large
Wall Street investment firm, Liemann Brothers, collapses.

Octoher 2008: The Stock Market falls drasticall y, losing over 5,000 points
(roughly 36% of its value by the middle of the month (fi3 % Trillion dollars
worth of value disappears) and wipes out the retirement accounts of millions
of Americans...7 of the 9 largest investment firms collapse, including AIG,
Merrill Lynch, Wachovia, and Washirugton Mutual, and must be taken over
by the Federal government or sold to other companies... The credit market
"freezes", resulting in a virtual complete stop in the distribution of new
loatrs.... The Federal Government gives a $950 Billion dollar "bailout"
package to the remaining banks to keep them from failing and free up credit
for new loans (assuming partial ownership of country's banksfoanking
system in the process) .. Domestic production has begun to slow. . . The
national unemployment rate is quickly increasing.,. To make matters worse,
the effects of the U.S. economic crisis have begun to spread to the rest of the
world....
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and economic experts agree the lJnited States is in a recession.
The only remaining question is: how long and how bad will this get? You
are an economic consultant forJ P. Morgan Chase,'one of the only banks to
survive the current economic crisis. While most economists are surprised by
the development of this economic crisis, you are not. For some time now
you have been increasingly concerned by the risky investment practices on
Wall Street and large banking firms, on ever increasing number of
Americans in severe credit card debt, and a demand among the nation's
business sector to increase efficiency; many of the same factors that
contributed to the Great Depression of the 1930s.

All financial

In order to make people aware of these disturbing trends (and what could
happen if the e conomy do es not fix itself and soon), you have written an
article far The Economist which both summarizes the causes of the Great
Depression and compare/contrast it to the economic crisis currently
unfolding in the United States. You are determined to do whatever you can
to prevent history from repeating itself. America survived one Great
Depression, but it will not survive another...

Task
Complete

I of the following

3 tasks:

Task # 1 (GO LD)
Using your newly acquired knowledge as to the causes of the Great
Depression, compose an editorial (qinimurR 1 page) which compares and
*orrtru=ts the causes of the Great Depression and the causes of the economic
crisis today. Discuss the following topics within your article:

o
r
.
r

5 causes of Great Depression
Causes of economic crisis today
Your opinion of the role/influence of corporate greed and little
goverrlment oversight in the current economic crisis
Your opinion of whether "history will repeat itself' with the
current economic crisis

Task #2 (SIL VER)
Design and create an easy-to-understand, vi sually appealing brochure that
clearly and accurately illustrates four of the five causes of the Great
Depression. Include the following within your brochure:
l) School appropriate, images for each cause of the Great Depression
2) A short paragraph (minimum 5 sentences) that

415

.
.

States what cause you illustrated
How and why this was a cause of the Great Depression

3) Color
4) Detail
T

#

ildcard

RONZE

Design and create a project (i.e. political cartoon, song lyrics, puppet show,
etc.) that will clearly and accurately identiff and explainthe 5 causes of the
Great Depression.

Rgmember: The choice of task is yours. However, keep in mind the
following advice: the more difficult the task, the higher the potential reward.
The scale below denotes the possible point bonus:
1) Gold: +3
2) Silver: +1.5
3) Bronze: +0

Time: 20 Minutes

Points: 20
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RUBRXC: CAUSES OF

lf[-{f GREAT

DEPRtrSStrOIN
3-

4-

2-

1

CATEGORY Above $tandards Meets Standards Approaching Standards Below Standards Score
The position statement The position statement A position statement is Present, There is no position
Position
statement.
but does not make the the
a clear, strong provides a clear
Statement provides
author's position clear.
statement of the
statement of the
author's position on the authols position on

Evidence
and
Examples

Accuracy

topic.

the topic.

All of the evidence and
examples are sPecific,
relevant and
explanations are given
that show how each
piece of evldence
supports the autho/s
position.

Most of the evidence
and examples are
specific, relevant and
explanations are given
that show how each
piece of evidence
supports the authols
position.

At least one of the Pieces of
evidence and examples is
relevant and has an exPlanation
that shows how that Piece of
evidence supports the authot's

Evidence and
examples are NOT
relevant AND/OR are
not explained.

position.

Most supportive facts and
All supportive facts and Almost all supportive
statistics are reported facts and statistics are statistics are reported

Most supportive facts
and statistics were

inaccurately repoiled.

accurately.

reported accurately.

accurately.

Glosing
paragraph

The conclusion is
strong and leaves the
reader solidty
understanding the
writer's position.
Effective restatement
of the position
statement begins the
closing paragraph.

The conclusion is
recognizable. The

The author's position is restated There is no conclusion
- the paperjust ends.
within the closing ParagraPh,

Grammar &
Spelling

Author makes no
errors in grammar or

Author makes 1-2
errors in grammar or
spelling that distract
the reader from the

spelling that distract
the reader from the
content.

but not near the beginning.
author's position is
restated within the first
two sentences of the
closing paragraph.

Author makes 3-4 errors in
grammar or spelling that
distract the reader from the
content.

content.

DA
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Author makes more
than 4 errors in
grammar or spelling
that distract the reader
from the content.

RIJtsRNC: CATJSES OT TFilE GREAT
DEPRESSIO}N
CATEGORY

Attractiveness &
Organization

4

3

2

1

The cartoon has

The cartoon has
attractive formatting
and well-organized
information.

The cartoon has
well-organized
information.

The cartoon's
formatting and
organization of

exceptionally
attractive formatting
and well-organized
information.

material are
confusing to the
reader.

Graphics go well
Graphics go well
with the text and
with the text, but
there is a good mlx there are so many
of text and graphics. that they distract
from the text.

with the text, but
there are too few
and the brochure

Graphics do not go
with the
acmmpanying text
or appear to be

seems "text-heavy".

randomly chosen.

Content Accuracy

Al[ elements in the
All elements in the
cartoon are accurate cadoon are accurate
and easily
and understood
understood.

1 of the elements in Neither element in
the caftoon are
the cartoon"
accurate. Cartoon
Cartoon confusing.
somewhat confusing

Writing Mechanics

Capitalization and
punctuation are
correct throughout
the cartoon.

There are 1-Z

Graphics/Pictures

Writing Grammar

Capitalization and
punctuation are
correct throughout
the cartoon after
feedback from an

Graphics go well

There are several
capitalization or
punctuation errors in
the cadoon even

adult.

capitalization andlor
punctuation errors in
the cartoon even
after feedback from
an adult.

There are no

There are no

There are 1-Z

There are several

grammatical
mistakes in the
caftoon.

grammatical
mistakes in the
cartoon after

grammatical
mistakes in the
caftoon even after
feedback from an
adult.

grammatical
mistakes in the
cartoon even after
feedback from an
adult.

feedback from an
adult.

t2(o-
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after feedback from
an adult.

LMT DIJRI]NG T'T{E DEPRTSSNO]N &
HOOVER RESPONDS
Standards
This lesson fulfills the following CO state history standards:
1) 1.1: Students know the general chronological order of events and people in
history.
2) 4.2: Students understand how economic factors have influenced historical events.
3) 5.1: Students understand how democratic ideas and institutions in the United
States have developed, changed, and/or been maintained.

0biectives
At the conclusion of this lesson, students will be able to:
1) Describe how the Great Depression affected American families.
2) Discuss how artists portrayed the effects of the Depression.
3) Evaluate President Hoover's attempts to revive the economy.
4) Analyze the limitations of Hoover's recovery plans.

0utline

I.
II.
II1.
ru.
V.
VI.
V[.
II

Sqction

uestions to students:
slide : ln your opinion, should hobos have been prosecuted in court
for their actions (i.e. "riding the rails")? Why/why not?

Pose the
1

Section

Bellwork: "The Government has a duty to assist the American
people in a time of economic crisis. Agree/disagree, why?" (5
min)
PP Lecture: Life During Depression (20 min)
Activity: The Great Depression: An Artists Interpretation/What
Once Was is Now Lost (20 min)
Reading Guide: Hoover Responds (15 min)
Discussion: Hoover Responds (20 min)
Exit Ticket: "In what ways did the Great Depression affect
American families?" (5 min)
Homework: Finish Activity andlor Reading Guide (If needed)

III

Instruct students to choose between the two scenarios/activities (student choice).

Al9

IV
Provide the following options to students for completion of the Reading Guide:
1) Front/back of room
2) Left/Right side of room
3) Gender

Allow

1 student

to select option for completion.

Section V

following questions to students during discussion:
1) After question #3: If you were Pres. Hoover, would you have approved an
increase in gov't spending? Relief programs? Both? Why/why not? Explain
your answer.
2) After question #7: In your opinion, was the calling in of the army to clearthe
veterans a use of "excessive force"? Why/why not? Explain your answer.

Pose the

Eesources:

1) Appleby, J., Brinkley, A., Broussard, A., McPherson,
The American

Vision. Glencoe, McGraw-Hill.
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J.,

& Ritchie, D.(2003).

HOOVTR RESPOINDS
Period

Name:

Date

Directions: Read pages 668-672 in your textbook. Locate the information
found within to answer the questions below. Use complete sentences in your
response.

1.

What were two ways Pres. Hoover tried to "re-start" the economy?

2.

Why was Pres. Hoover so reluctant to increase government spending for public
works projects to help workers and the economy?

3.

Identify and describe the two organizations set up by Hoover to help rescue banks
and ultimately, put more money into the economy.

4.

Why did Pres. Hoover oppose the federal government's participation in relief
programs?

{

I
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5.

How did farmers attempt to end their hardship during the depression?

6.

Wbo was the "bonus army"? Why was it created?

1

.

8"

In your own words, summarize what happened to the "Bonus Army" upon
reaching Washington, D.C.

What were 2 positive contributions Pres. Hoover made to U.S. History?
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F{OOVER R]ESPOINDS
Period

Name:

Date

Directions: Read pages 668-612 tn your textbook. Locate the information
found within to answer the questions below. Use complete sentences in your
response.

l.

What were two ways Pres. Hoover tried to 'ore-start" the economy?

2. Why was Pres. Hoover so reluctant

to increase government spending for public
works projects to help workers and the economy?

3.

Identify and describe the two organizations set up by Hoover to help rescue banks
and ultimately, put more money into the economy.

4.

\lrhy did Pres. Hoover oppose the federal government's participation in relief
programs?

5.

How did farmers attempt to end their hardship during the depression?
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6. Who was the "bonus army"? Why was it created?

7.

In your own words, summarize what happened to the "Bonus Army" upon
reaching Washington, D.C.

8.

What were 2 positive contributions Pres. Hoover made to U.S" History?
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THf GREA'lf DEPRESSIOIN;

AIN ARTISTS

X]NITTRPR]EITATNOIN
Scenario

It is amazing how quickly the prosperity of a people can vanish in the blink
of an eye. Having once been a world-renowned artist whose paintings had
been compared to the likes of DeVinci, Monet, and Levitan, you are now
broke, hungry, and unable to pay your bills. The year is 193 1. It is the
height of the Great Depression. For the first time in more than 6 months,
you have finally found a j ob having been hired by the Washirugton Post to
create visual interpretations/scenes of what life is like during the Great
Depression. While the money you receive from the job will not be enough
to feed your family through the winter, you would be a fool to pass it up.

Task (BROI'{ZE)
Create an accurate and visually attractive illustration that depicts daily life
during the I 93 0s/Great Depression.

Your illustration must include:
1) A clear and accurate portrayal of how life would appear (a day-inthe-life-of) during the Great Depression
2) Clearly and accurately communicate the emotional state of
America (e.9. bleak, hopeless, etc.)
3) Color (optional)
4) Detail
Remember: You will not be graded on your artistic talent; instead you will
be graded on the accuracy and clarity with which you meet the above 4
criteria. The artistic works ofthe 1930s used realism as the foundation for
their paintings. Your drawing should be created in the same way!
The scale below denotes the possible point bonus:
1) Gold: +3
2) Silver: +1.5
3) Bronze: +0

Time: 15 minutes

Points: 20
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Political Cartoon: Rubric
CATEGORY

Attractiveness &
Organization

Graphics/Pictures

Content Accuracy

Writing Mechanics

Writing Grammar

4

3

2

I

The cartoon has

The cartoon has

exceptionally
attractive formatting
and well-organized
information.

attractive formatting
and well-organized
information.

The cartoon has
well-organized
information.

The cadoon's
formatting and
organization of
material are
confusing to the
reader,

Graphics go well

Graphics go well

Graphics go well
with the text, but
there are too few
and the brochure
seems "text-heavy"

Graphias do not go
with the
accompanying text
or appear to be
randomly chosen.

1 of the elements in
the cartoon are

Neither element in
the cartoon.
Cartoon confusing

with the text and
there is a good mix

with the text, but
there are so many
of text and graphics. that they distract
from the text,

All elements in the

All elements in the
cartoon are accurate cartoon are accurate
and easily
and understood
understood.

Capitalization and
punctuation are
correct throughout
the cartoon.

Capitalization and
punctuation are
correct throughout
the cartoon after
feedback from an

accurate. Cartoon
somewhat confusing

There are several
There are 1-2
capitalization andlor capitalization or
punctuation errors in punctuation errors in
the cadoon even
the cartoon even

adult.

after feedback from
an adult.

after feedback from
an adult.

There are no

There are no

There are 1-2

grammatical
mistakes in the
cartoon.

grammatical
mistakes in the
cartoon after
feedback from an
adult.

grammatical
mistakes in the
cartoon even after
feedback from an
adult.

There are several
grammatical
mistakes in the
carloon even after
feedback from an
adult.

/?0
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WHAT O]NCE WAS, XS INOW X,OST"."
Scenario
They said it would only last a couple of months... They said the economy
would come back.... But what was only supposed to last a couple of months
has now turned in to years; and there is no end in sight.
Four years ogo, you were a wealthy entrepreneur who had everything: a
house, two cars, and all the luxuries a person could want. But now... now
you are lucky if you even get a bowl of watered down soup every other day.
You are one of millions of Americans who lost everything in the stock
market crash of '29. Your house is gone (having been foreclosed upon by
the bank in the summer of 1930). Your cars are gone; (sold to pay off your
debt) and virtually every possession you own sold, one by one, in order to
afford to buy food for your family.

But the money has run out. I.{ow you wander the streets on a daily basis
looking for work (any work) you can find. You have become accustomed to
"sleeping under the stars" since you have no place to call home. When you
aren't looking for work, you are rummaging through dumpsters looking for
any bits of food or clothing you can find. This is not how you pictured life
would be. This is America! You are an American! Americans do not live
like this !
Task (BROIiZE)
Assume one of the following roles:
1) A WWI Veteran who has just returned home after the failure by
the Bonus Army to get the bonus bill passed
2) A farmer who has left the Midwest to escape the Dust Bowl and is
headed to Califomia to make a better life
3) A mother of three small children whose husband has been gone for
6 months looking for work on the East Coast
4) A once-wealthy stockbroker who has lost everything in the stock
market crash who is now working as a street sweeper for the cify
of New Orleans
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Compose a journal entry (minimum }lSpage) from the point of view of one
of these people. Include the following in your entry:
1) Describe what you see (the landscape, cityscape, perceptions of
society, etc.)
2) How you feel emotionallylhow do you feel about your position in
life at this time
3) What your plans, hopes/dreams, and fears are for the future

journal entry! Be as descriptive and detailed as
possible! Explain your fears, frustrations, disappointments, and hopes.
Remember: This is

a

The scale below denotes the possible point bonus:
1) Gold: +3
2) Silver: +1.5
3) Bronze: +0

Time: 15 minutes

Points: 20

t
I
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R{JtsRnC: WF{AT O}dCE WAS nS NOW LOST
CATEGORY

Content
Accuracy

4

2

ls

1

The letter contains at The letter contains 3- The letter contains 1- The letter contains
no accurate facts
2 accurate facts
4 arcurate facts
least 5 accurate
about the topic.
about the topic.
facts about the topic. about the topic.

All sentences are
complete and wellconstructed (no
fragments, no runons). Paragraphing
is generally done

Sentences &
Parag raphs

Many sentence

Most sentences are
complete and well-

fragments or run-on

constructed.
Paragraphing needs
some work.

sentences OR
paragraphing needs
lots of work.

well.

Format

Complies with altthe Complies with almost Complies with
all the requirements several of the
requirements for a
requirements for a
for a journal.
Journal.
journal.

Ideas

ldeas were
expressed in a clear expressed in a pretty
clear manner, but the
and organized
fashion. lt was easy organziation could
to figure out what the have been better.
letter was about.
ldeas were

The letter seemed to
ldeas were
be a collection of
somewhat
organized, but were unrelated sentences.
not very clear. lt took It was very difficult to
figure out what the
more than one
reading to figure out letter was about.
what the letter was
about.
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Complies with less
than 75% of the
requirements for a
journal.

ROOSTVETT TA]KES OTTICT
Standards
This lesson fulfiIls the following CO state History standards:
1) . 1.1: Students know the general chronological order of events and people in
history.
2) 4.2: Students understand how economic factors have influenced historical

3)

events.
5.1: Students understand how democratic ideas and institutions in the United
States have developed, changed, andlor been maintained.

0biectives:
At the conclusion of this lesson, students will be able to:
1) Evaluate President Hoover's actions during the early years of the Great
Depression.

2) Discuss Franklin Roosevelt's early political career.
3) Explain the worsening situation in the U.S. banking

system in the early 1930s.

0utline
Bellwork: "Complete the Dffiring Viewpoinfs on page 669.
Answer the two questions in the box entitled, Learning Fram
History." (5 min)
Activity: HooverA/erge of Collapse (20 min)
Mini-Project: The History Channel Presents: FDR (65 min)
Exit Ticket: "In what way was the banking system getting worse
when Roosevelt took office?" (IF TIME)
Hmwk: Read pp. 682-688

I
II.

m
ru
V.
Section II

Instruct students to choose between the two scenarios/activities (student choice).
Section III
Groups will be determined by instructor.
Suggestion: Allow

I

student from each group to go to library to get
re search durin g activity.

resources/prop s/conduct more

A.30

Resourcesi

1)

Appleby, J., Brinkley, A., Broussard, A., McPherson, J., & Ritchie, D.
(2003). The American Vision. Glencoe, McGraw-Hill.
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AN4IERICA: OIN TF{E VERGE OF

COttAPSET
Scenario
Rarely have the American people questioned the actions of their govemment
during times of national crisis. The actions undertaken by the Federal
goverrrment during World War I, the Red Scare, and even the enforcement
of the Volstead Act were all tolerated and accepted even if they were rather
excessive and threatened civil rights in the minds of many Americans. Until
1932,the American public had always had a tolerance for goverrlment action
if the end result was the safety and security of the country and its people.
But the actions of the President Hoover and the Army against the Bonus
Army changed all that.
The members of the Bonus Army were not immigrants or Communists.
They were not Anarchists or even members of Organized Crime. Instead
they were loyal Americans, veterans of the Great War who had risked their
lives in order to defend Democracy and the American way of life. In the
surrmer of 1932 they came to Washington, D.C. to seek payment for their
service to their country. They left running for their very lives; forced from
the city by the same Army in which they once served.

Task
Complete

1.

of the following? tasks:

Task # I (S IL\IER)
Compose an editorialized essay @inimum Y, page) that discusses your
opinion to the following question: Did President Hoover and the military
use excessiveforce to remove the members of the Bonus Army? Include the

following within your editorial:
1) Discuss why the Bonus Army was created and its goal
2) The actions of the Bonus Army while in Washington, D.C.
3) Hoover's response to and view of the Bonus Army
4) The Army's actions to remove the Bonus Army and the
justification given
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5) Do you agree/disagree with the President's decision to remove the
Bonus Army? Why?
6) In your opinion, did the Army use excessive force to remove the
Bonus Army?
Task #2 (W I ldcard) GRONZE )
Design and create a mini-project (e.g a brochure, political cartoon, T-shirt
design, etc.) that clearly and accurately identifies and describes your opinion
toward the following question: Did President Hoover and the military use
excessive force to remove the members of the Bonus Army? Include the
following within your mini-proj ect:
1) The Bonus Army (its creation and purpose)
2) The efforts/policies undertaken by Hoover to help end the
Great Depression
3) Your opinion of whether or not you support Hoover's
actions and why.
The scale below denotes the possible point bonus:
1) Gold: +3
2) Silver: +1.5
3) Bronze: *0

Time: 15 Minutes

Points: 20
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RUtsRnC: POtXTnCAt CARTOOIN
CATEGORY

Attractiveness &
Organization

Graphics/Pictures

Content Accuracy

Writing Mechanics

hlriting

-

Grammar

4

3

2

1

The cartoon has
exceptionally
attractive formatting
and well-organized
information.

The cartoon has
attractive formatting
and well-organized

The cartoon has
well-organized
information.

The cartoon's
formatting and
organization of
material are
confusing to the
reader.

Graphics go well
with the text and
there is a good mix
of text and graphics

Graphics go well
with the text, but
there are so many
that they distract
from the text.

information.

All elements in the
cartoon are accurate cartoon are accurate
and understood
and easily
understood"

All elements in the

Capitalization and
punctuation are
correct throughout
the cadoon.

Capitalization and
punctuation are
correct throughout
the cartoon after
feedback from an

Graphics go well
with the text, but
there are too few
and the brochure
seems "text-heavy"

1 of the elements in
the cartoon are

accurate. Cartoon

Graphics do not go

with the
accompanying text
or appear to be
randomly chosen.

Neither element in
the cartoon.
Cartoon confusing.

somewhat confusing

There are several
There are 1-2
capitalization and/or capitalizatlon or
punctuation errors in

adult.

punctuation errors in
the cartoon even
after feedback from
an adult.

There are no

There are no

There are 1-2

There are several

grammatical
mistakes in the
cartoon.

grammatical
mistakes in the

grammatical
mistakes in the
cartoon even after
feedback from an
adult.

grammatical
mistakes in the
cailoon even after
feedback from an
adult.

cartoon afler
feedback from an
adult.
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the cartoon even
after feedback from
an adult.

RIIERIC: EDXTORIAX-,

4-

3-

2-

1

CATEGORY Above Standards Meets Standards Approaching Standards Below Standards Score

Position
Statement

Evidence
and
ESamples

The position statement
provides a clear, strong
statement of the
author's position on the

The position statement A position statement is present, There is no position
provides a clear
statement.
bul does not make the the
statement of the
author's position clear.

topic.

the topic.

All of the evidence and
examples are specific,
relevant and
explanations are given
that show how each

Most of the evidence
and examples are
specific, relevant and
explanations are given
that show how each
piece of evldence
supports the author's
position.

piece of evidence
supports the authot's
position.

Accuracy

Closing
paragraph

Grammar &
Spelling

autho/s position on

At least one of the pieces of

Evidence and
examples are NOT
relevant and has an explanation relevant AND/OR are
not explained.
that shows how that piece of
evidence supports the authods
position.

evidence and examples is

Most supportive facts and
All supportive facts and Almost all supportive
facts and statistics are statistics are reported
statistics are reported

Most supportive facts
and statistics were
inarcurately reported.

accurately.

reported accurately.

accurately.

The conclusion is
strong and leaves the
reader solidly

The conclusion is
recognizable. The

The author's position is restated There is no conclusion
- the paperjust ends.
within the closing paragraph,
but not near the beginning.

understanding the
writer's position.
Effective restatement
of the position
statement begins the
closing paragraph.

restated within the first
two sentences of the
closing paragraph.

Author makes no
errors in grammar or
spelling that distract
the reader from the

Author makes 1-l
erors in grammar or
spelling that distract
the reader from the

content.

content.

autho/s position is

Author makes 3-4 errors in
grammar or spetling that
distract the reader from the
content.

/24
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Author makes more
than 4 errors in
grammar or spelling
that distract the reader
from the content.

President Hoover: Helping or Hurting America's
Recovery?
Scenario
The Great Depression began as a small leak from the stock market. Now
that leak has become a tidal wave. Hundreds of banks have closed; taking
the entire life savings of thousands of Americans with them. Businesses are
laying off workers by the tens of thousands. lJnemployment has reached an
all time high and appears poised to go even higher. Yet the topic of
discussion among the unemployed is not of finding another job; it is instead
centered around one central question: "Why doesn't President Hoover do
anything to help us?"

You are a free-lance writer who has been hired by the Wall Street Journal lo
write an editorial that voices support for or opposition to Hoover and his
actions regarding economic recovery.

Task (GO LD)
Compose an editorial essay (minir4um 213 page) that answers the following
questions:
1) What is President Hoover's view of government involvement in
the economy?
2) What actions/policies has President Hoover takerVimplemented to
help the economy recover? (Identiff and describe 3)
3) In your opinion, was President Hoover justified (i.e. did he take
appropriate steps) in his actions/policies regarding the economy?
Why/why not?
4) If President Hoover had implemented more policies to help the
economy and citizens, would the effects of the Depression have
been less? Why/why not?
5) Do you support or oppose strong government involvement in the
economy? Explain your answer.

The scale below denotes the possible point bonus:
1) Gold: +3
2) Silver: +1.5
3) Bronze: *0

Time: 15 Minutes

Points: 20
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R{.].BRIC: lPRESnDEiNlt HOOVER

4-

3-

2-

1-

CATEGORY Above Standards Meets Standards Approaching Standards Below Standards Score

Position
Statement

Evidence
and
Examples

The position statement The position statement A position statement is present, There is no position
provides a clear, strong provides a clear
but does not make the the
statement.
author's position clear.
statement of the
statement of the
author's position on the author's position on
topic.

the topic.

All of the evidence and
examples are specific,
relevant and
explanations are given
that show how each
piece of evidence

Most of the evidence
and examples are
specific, relevant and
explanations are given
that show how each
piece of evidence
supports lhe autho/s
position.

supports the author's
position.

Accuracy

At least one of the pieces of

Evidence and
examples are NOT
evidence and examples is
relevant and has an explanation relevant AND/OR are
not explained.
that shows how that piece of
evidence supports the authofs
position.

All supportive facts and Almost all supportive Most supportive facts and
statlstics are reported facts and statistics are statistics are reported
reporled accurately.
accurately.
accurately.

The conclusion is
strong and leaves the

The conclusion is

reader solidly
understanding the
write/s position.
Effective restatement
of the position
statement begins the
closing paragraph.

but not near the beginning.
author's position is
restated within the first
two sentences of the
closing paragraph.

Grammar &
Spelling

Author makes no
errors in grammar or
the reader from the

Author makes 1-2
errors in grammar or
spelling that distract
the reader from the

content.

content.

spelling that distract

inaccurately repoiled.

The author's position is restated There is no conclusion
- the paperjust ends.
within the closing paragraph,

Closing
paragraph

recognizable. The

Most supportive facts
and statistics were

Author makes 3-4 enors in
grammar or spelling that
distract the reader from the
content.
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Author makes more
than 4 errors in
grammar or spelling
that distract the reader
from the content.

The History Chnnnel PRESEI{TS: FRAt{KtmN
DEX,Ai{O ROOSEVTLT
Scenario

You are an award winning writer, director, and producer who has worked
with the likes of Kate Beckinsale, George Clooney, and Vanessa Hodgens.
Last week, The History Channel announced that it would be creating a new
weekly series entitled, "The American Presidents: Who is #l?", a series that
will rank the American Presidents from the least effective to the most
effective based on their impact on [J.S. History. The History Charunel has
offered the opportunity to write, direct, and produce the documentary on
FDR to the five largest production studios in the country. Once filmed, the
executives at The History Channel will preview each documentary and
choose the most historically accurate, entertaining, and moving of the five to
play on the network.
However, unlike the other directors who have agreed to participate, you are
the only Oscar winning director (I,{apoleon Dynamite 2: Reveruge of Pedro)
and thus, believe that you are the most qualified person for this project. But
where does one begin?

Task
In order to successfully complete this project, you will need to complete the
following 5 tasks:
Ehase #l(Research)

As every famous director knows, the first step to creating a great
historically-based documentary is research. Using the information found on
pages 678-681 in your textbook, compose a biographical historically

accurateSynopsis@1page)abouttheearly1ifeandcareerof
President Franklin Delano Roosevelt. Your synopsis will need to contain
information about the following topics:
1) Roosevelt's Family Background
2) FDR's Early Political Career
3) FDR as Governor of New York
4) Roosevelt's nomination and inauguration as President
5) Reactions in the banking sector that occurred duringlafter
Roosevelt' s inauguration
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To help make your synopsis as historically accurate as possible, here are
some questions to help you get started:
1) What kind of childhood did Roosevelt have growing up?
2) How did he become interested in politics?
3) What were the most important events that occurred during his early
political career?
4) What did he do as governor of New York?
5) What happened between the time Roosevelt was elected president
and his inauguration?
Phase #2(Sqript)

Once your background research has been completed (i.e. synopsis), it is time
to write your script. Your script should be:
1) A minirnum of 2/3 page in length
2) A summary of 4 of thp 5 major topics included in your synopsis
(refer back to phase # 1)
3 ) Written so as to be read by u narrator

Remember: The script is the most important element in any
film/documentary. Your goal is to compose a script that both informs and
inspires the audience, is interesting, grabs the attention of the viewer, and
contains the "highlights" of the early career of FDR.

Phase #3 (Storyhoard$)
Once your synopsis and script have been written, it is time to "visualize"
your documentary. Design and create a brief storyboard that outlines 3 of
the S_major scenes/topics that you will eventually shoot for your
documentary.
Each storyboard drawing MUST contain:
1) A detailed illustration of what the audience will see (visual),
2) The portion of your script that the audience will hear (i.e. narrator
will read).
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Phase #4(Pro ps and Set Co

ruction)

Once your storyboards have been created, you can now begin creating the
props/materials you will need for the filming of your documentary. The
good news for you: since this is a documentary, and documentaries use a
great deal of actual historical film footage, your props will be minimal.
Requirements:
1) Create a minimum of four props/items for 2 of the. 3 storyboard
scenes you will film for your documentary. These may include
anything from clothinB, to background scenes, to fake mustaches,
and everything in between.
2) Include color (if necessary)

3) Detail
Phase 5

(Fil mins)

Perform OI{E scene for your documentary. This scene should include all
the components you have created (script, props, and actor(s) for your
documentary. Requirements:
1) 1 actor minimum
2) 2-3 minutes in length (minimum)
3) [Jse of script and all elements created during phases 2,3, and 4

of

Roles for projecli
Within your group, determine who will fuIfill each of the following roles:
1) Dirqctgr/Team leader: Responsible for ensuring that all phases
of this project are completed on time and within budget. Will
assist team members who need it.
2) Cgntributine Historian/Writer: Responsible for ensuring that
the synopsis and script contain and explain (in detail) all of the

3)

required topics.
SJ+opsis/Script Writer: Responsible for composing a script that
both informs and inspires the audience, is interesting, grabs the
attention of the viewer, and contains the "highlights" of the early
career of FDR.
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4) Storvbgard Artist: Responsible for creating the storyboards that
will both accurately communicate the scenes that will be filmed as
well as correspond with the information found in the script.
5) Props l{anager: Responsible for the development and creation of
the materials that will be used during the filming of the
.

documentary.

6) Actor/A.ssistant: Serves as the main actor in the film

as

well

as

assists any of the previous 5 individuals when needed.

Keep in mind that each of you will be grading each other at the
conclusion of this project so: W-ORK TOGETHER

TEAM
Remember: Time is limited. You must WORK AS
finish in time to film your documentary . STAY ON TASK!

if you are to

Time designated for proiect

Time to complete phases 1-4:

50 Minutes

Set up + Filming:

3 Minutes Per Group

Total Points: 40

f

t
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Rubric: History Channel Presents: Roosevelt (Writing)

4CATEGORY

Position
Statement

Glosing
paragraph

Grammar &
Spelling

1

the topic.

All of the evidence and Most of the evidence
examples are specific, and examples are
relevant and
specific, relevant and
explanations are given explanations are given
that show how each
that show how each
piece of evidence
piece of evidence
supporls the author's
supports the author's
position.

Accuracy

2-

The position statement The position statement A position statement is present, There is no position
provides a clear, strong provides a clear
but does not make the the
statement.
statement of the
statement of the
author's position clear.
author's position on the authods position on
topic.

Evidence
and
Examples

3-

Above Standards Meets Standards Approaching Standards Below Standards Score

At least one of the pieces of
evidence and examples is
relevant and has an explanation
that shows how that piece of
evidence supports the author's

Evidence and
examples are NOT
relevant AND/OR are
not explained.

position.

position.

All supportive facts and Almost all supportive Most supportive facts and
facts and statistics are statistics are reported
statistics are reported

Most supportive facts
and statistics were
inaccurately reported.

accurately.

reported accurately.

accurately.

The conclusion is
strong and leaves the
reader solidly
understanding the
writer's position.
Effective restatement
of the position
statement begins the
closing paragraph.

The conclusion is
recognizable. The

The authods position is restated There is no conclusion
within the closing paragraph,
-the paperjust ends.
but not near the beginning.

Author makes no
errors in grammar or
spelling that distract
the reader from the
content.

autho/s position is
restated within the first
two sentences of the
closing paragraph.

Author makes 1-2
errors in grammar or
spelling that distract
the reader from the

Author makes 3-4 errors in
grammar or spelling that
distract the reader from the
content.

content.
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Author makes more
than 4 errors in
grammar or spelling
that distract the reader
from the content.

Rubric: History Channel Presents: Roosevelt (Ilrawing)
CATEGORY

Attractiveness &
Organization

Graphics/Pictures

Content Accuracy

4

3

2

1

The cartoon has

The cartoon has
attractive formatting
and well-organized

The cartoon has
well-organized

The cartoon's
formatting and
organization of

exceptionally
attractive formatting
and well-organized
information.

Graphics go well
with the text and
there is a good mix
of text and graphics.

Writing Grammar

Graphics go well
with the text, but
there are so many
that they distract
from the text.

All elements in the
All elements in the
caftoon are accurate cartoon are
accurate and
and easily
understood.

information.

material are
confusing to the
reader.

information.

understood

There are no
grammatical
mistakes in the
cartoon.

lls
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Graphics go well
with the text, but
there are too few
and the brochure
seems "text-heavy"

Graphics do not go

with the
accompanying text
or appear to be
randomly chosen.

1 of the elements in Neither element in
the cartoon. Cartoon
the cadoon are
confusing.
accurate. Cartoon
somewhat confusing

There are 1-2

There are several

grammatical
mistakes in the
cartoon even after
feedback from an
adult.

grammatical
mistakes in the
cartoon even after

feedback from an
adult.

Group Participation
Category

5

3

Group
Participation Group
member fully member
in

completion
of task

participated
in completion
of task

participated
in completion
of task, but
need a
reminder
from other
group
members to
stay on task

ls

T

t

444

I

0

Group
member
contributed
minimally to
the
completion
of the task
and needed
more than 1
reminder
from other
group
members to
stay on task

Group
member did
not
particip atel
contribute to
the
completion
of the task
even with
constant
reminders
from other
group
members.

T'F{T TIRST }NEW

DTAL

Stand ards
This lesson fulfills the following CO state History standards:
1) 1 .1 : Students know the general chronological order of events and people in
history.
2) 4.2: Students understand how economic factors have influenced historical

3)

4)

events.
4.3: Students understand the historical development and know the
characteristics of various economic systems.
5. 1 : Students know how various systems of government have developed and

functioned throughout history.

Obiectives
At the conclusion of this lesson, students will be able to:
1) Analyze the programs of the First New Deal and how they impacted the Great

2)
3)

Depression.
Determine the composition of Roosevelt's advisors
Discuss why New Dealers believed that sometimes the government needs to
regulate industry and labor.

O_utline

I.
II.
III.
ry.
V.
VI.
Vil.
Vm.
IX.
Section

Bellwork: "If you were President during the Great Depression,
what is one method you would implement to try and improve the
economy?" (2-3 min)
Lecture: The First New Deal (15 min)
Cooperative Learning Groups: The First New Deal (15 min)
Student Lead Lecture: The First New Deal (15 min)
Activity: New Deal Programs (20 min)
Student Lead Lecture: The First New Deal (15 min)
Lecture: The First New Deal (5 min)
Exit Ticket: "Why did the New Dealers believe that the
govemment needed to regulate industry and labor?" (2-3 min)
Hmwk: Read pp. 682-688

II & III

The information (i.e. notes) for these particular notes will be broken up into 2 sections.
The first portion of notes will be given to students via direct instruction (lecture);
specifically the notes regarding FDR's advisors
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The second portion of the notes will be created and taught by students via cooperative
learning groups. Students will be given a handout in which they will be required to filI in
the missing information. Students will be divided into groups of 3, each being instructed
to choose a particular agency and create:
1) Complete the fill-in-blank set of notes that accurately describe that agency and
program
2) . An illustration that accurately represents the particular agency and program
3) An analysis of how your agency and program addresses the 5 causes of the
Great Depression and what impact their group feels the agency and program
had on an economy in a depression (whether positive or negative)
Students will be given 15 minutes to complete the 3 requirements above" At the
conclusion of the 15 minutes, each group will present the notes, symbol, and analysis to
the class.

As students are verbally "teaching" the material, the instructor will type the group's notes
into the computer and project them on the screen.
Section V

Inform students that they will have a choice with regards to the next activity. They may
either:

l)
2)
3)

Complete the required task on the handout entitled, The Programs of the First
New Deal. (GOLD)
Read and complete the primary source document entitled, Reaction to the
New Deal (SILVER)
Watch a brief video segment regarding the programs implemented by FDR to
encourage economic growth (known as the "Alphabet Soup" agencies) and
complete a video guide (BRONZE)

Section VII
The final portion of these notes

will

be provided to students via lecture.

Resouf,ces of Lesson:

1)

2)

Appleby, Brinkley, Broussard, McPherson, and Ritchie. (2003). Unit 7
Resources: Boom and Bust: 1920-1941. Glencoe, McGraw-Hill.
United States History Video Collection: The Great Depression & The New
Deal (vol. 18). (1996). Schlessinger Video Productions.
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AEf,NJCTf,S ANJD PBO@BASilS Of,"THf,
l=,NJf,UWDf,Ah
Task:

1) Complete the section of notes that describe your group's
Agency lact and program (its puqpose, impact/effects on the economy)

2) create_'

-

KT,l:'

ji;:['[_:-;

t

act
Purpose of your agencylact
Include color and detail

3) Compose a brief summary (pinimum tA page) that explains:
- How your agency addresses/attempts to fix the causes
of the Great Depression
Your group's opinion of whether or not the program
helped to end the Great Depression
- Your group's opinion of whether or not the program
would help end the current economic recession
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TFffi FNRST NEW DEAL
Roosevelt
had nb plan of recovery when he took office
approach to gov't: experiment to see what works

w/ each other-whv?
chose advisors who dis
- wanted many different points of view
- Ieft final decision on policies to FDR
3 main groups of advisors

- all reflected progressive ideas

* gov't involvement

in economy

1) "New Nationalists"
- believed business & gov't should work together to manage econ.
(regulate wages, prices, etc.)

2) "Anti-business"
- blamed business leaders for depression
- wanted gov't to run key parts of econ. (i... public utilities)

3) "New Freedom"
- believed gov't had to restore competition in econ. by breaking up
big businesses
- wanted competition to set prices, wages, etc.

Effects of 1" New Deal
1) Programs did not restore prosperiry

2) Reflect FDR's willingness to experiment/openness to new ideas

3) Spirit of Americans restored (hope and optimism)
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,

Asencies/Prosrams of I't New Deal
Emersency Bankins.Relief Act

-

required Fed gov't to issue licenses to financially sound banks

Chats": radio talks to public designed to inform them of what Pres. is
"Fires
trying to accomplish

-

result: deposits > withdraws, restoring confidence in banking system

and Exchan

Commission (SEC}

Created to:
- regulated stock market
- prevented fraud

Glass-Steagall Act

1)

separated cornmercial banking

UoT investment banking commercial banking:

- handle everyday transactions (deposits, cash checks, loan money, etc.)

- corrmercial banks not allowed to risk depositors money in stock market

2) Est. Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC)
- provided gov't Ins. for bank deposits up to a certain amt. ($100k)
- FDIC

:

huge increase in confidence in banking system

Auricu-ltural Adi ustment Adqrin. (AAA)
FDR belief: prices low b/c supply high
- paid farmers not to raise certain crops and livestock
results:
1)

2)
3)

Food prices rose as did farmer income (positive)
Only commercial farmers (raised 1 crop) benefited; not small farmers
(raised many crops) (negative)
Many tenant farmers (most A.A.) became homeless and jobless when their
land taken out of production (negative)
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It{ational Industrial Recoverv Act
Codes of fair competition:
1) suspended anti-trust laws
2) set prices of goods & est. min. wage

3) Iimited factories to 2 shifts per day (limit production)
4) shqrtened worker hours (create Add'ljobs)
dra

1)

2)

of codes:
small co. complained codes favored large co.
price fixing limited competition & made efficient co. unable to gain market
share

3) codes gave workers right to form unions
4) Codes difficult to enforce

and bargain for wages

Home Owner's Lo an Corn. ffiOLC)
created to help homeowners who were behind in payments pay mortgages
bad effect: only made loans to homeowners who were

good effect: helped refinance

Farm Credit

still employed

I in 5 mortgages in U.S.

dmin (FCA)

- created to help farmers refinance mortgages
good effect: helped push interest rates lower, allowing farmers to refi and keep
land

-

bad effect: helped less efficient farmers keep land by
efficient businesses in economy

-

program slowed econ recovery, but did help poor people keep land

limiting loans to more

FDR did not want to give money to unemployed; wanted people to work for money

Civilian Conservation Co rns. (CCC)
Combined FDR's love of nature and conservation w/ need to help unemployed
offered young men $30/month to work for National Forestry Service (plant trees,
fight forest fires, and build reservoirs)

Bublic Works 44mip (PWA)

A.50

Offered contracts to construction companies to build/improve highways, dams, sewer
systems,

&

schools

Helped break down racial barriers by insisting that contractors hire A.A.

Civil Works.Administrftion (CWA)
- Hired workers directly and put them on fed gov't payroll

- built/improved airports, roads, schools
shut down b/c FDR:
1) didn't want people getting used to gov't giving them jobs
2) CWA was spending too much money

As1

AGEI{CNESIPR.OGR.AMS OF THE FIR.ST I{EW DEAX-

Relief Act
required fed gov't to issue

"Fireside Chats":
result: deposits > withdraws, restoring confidence in
( S EC)
Created to:
- regulated
- prevented

Act

Glass-

1)

banking

banking from

separated

commercial banking:
- handle

- cofirmercial banks not allowed to

(FDrc)

2)
- orovided
I-

- FDIC greatly increased

(AAA)
- Roosevelt belief: prices low because
- paid farmers not to
results:
1) Food prices
2) Only
farmers
3) Many

as did farmer income (positive)

farmers (who raised 1 crop) benefited; not smal1
(negative)
(most
farmers
African American) became
and ---.----------------.--- when their land taken out of production

(negative)

Act
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Codes of fair competition:
suspended

l)

laws

2)
_
3) limited factories to
4) shortened worker hours (create additional
&

set prices of

est.

jobs)

drawbackq of codes:
1) small companies complained codes favored large companies
limited competition & made efficient companies
2)
unable to gain
and
3) codes gave workers right to

4) Codes diffrcult to enforce
(HOLC)
created to

bad effect: only made loans to
good effect: helped refinance 1 in 5 mortgages in U.S.

ffCA)
- created to help

-

refinance mortgages

good effect: helped push interest

rates

, allowing farmers to keep land

-badeffect:helpedlessefficientfarmerskeeplandby1imiting-to

-

but did help

program slowed

Roosevelt did not want to

(CCC)
Combined FDR's love of nature and conservation w/ need to help unemployed
offered young men

$

/month to work for National Forestry Service

mwA)
companies to build/improve

Offered contracts to
sewer systems,

&

As3

Helped break down

barriers by insisting that contractors hire

( CW A)

- Hired workers directly and put them on fed gov't payroll
- built/improved airports, roads, schools
shut down because FDR
1)

2)
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AGE}{CNES/IJRCGRAh4S OF TE{E FNRST i{EW DEAN-

Act

required fed gov't to issue

-

"Firesid e Chats":
result: deposits > withdraws, restoring confidence in

SE

Created to:
- regulated
- prevented

Act

Glass-

1) separated

banking

banking from

commercial banking:
- handle

- commercial banks not
allowed to

(FDrC)

2)
- provided

- FDIC greatly increased

(tuL{)
- Roosevelt belief: prices low
because
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- paid farmers not to
results:
1) Food prices

as did farmer incorne (positive)

farmers (who raised I crop) benefited; not small
(negative)

2) Only
farmers

farmers (most African American) became
when their land taken out of production

3) Many
and

(negative)

Act
Codes of fair competition:
1) suspended
2) set prices of

laws

&

est.

3) limited factories to
4) shortened worker hours (create additional jobs)
drawbacks of codes:
1) small companies complained codes favored large
companies

limited competition & made efficient

2)

companies unable to gain

3)

codes gave workers right to

4) Codes difficult to enforce

L
created to

bad effect: only made loans to
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and

good effect: helped refinance

I in 5 mortgages in U.S.

ffCA)
refinance mortgages

- created to help

allowing farmers

good effect: helped push interest rates
to keep land

bad effect: helped less efficient farmers keep land by limiting
to

but did help

program slowed

Roosevelt did not want to

C CC)
Combined FDR's love of nature and conservation w/ need to help
unemployed
offered young men
Service

$_/month

to work for National Forestry

(PWA)
es to

Offered contracts to
sewer systems,

Helped break down

build/improve

&

barriers by insisting that contractors hire

(CWA)

As7

- Hired workers directly and put them on fed gov't payroll

- built/improved
shut down because FDR
)
2)
1
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PROGRAN4S OF TF{E lST INEW DEAL: COT-TLD
ITF{EY PROVT EFTECT'NVT']TODAYT
Scenario
We all thought it would work. The Emergency "Bailout" packnge, a $700
Billion dollar injection of funds into the economy designed to stabilize the
banking system and free up credit, was supposed to fix the problems. But it
has failed. Credit remains difficult to come by for most Americans,
unemployment continues to rise, home foreclosures remain at record levels,
and the stock market refuses to rise. With the U.S. economy showing little
sign of improving and his approval rating already below 50aA, President
Obama is growing desperate for something, anything, that will get the
economy headed in the right direction.
Since the President has exhausted virtually all the economic stimulus options
proposed by his economic advisors, he has come to the conclusion that the
only way to save the Il.S. economy is to "think outside the box". In an
attempt to find an effective economic plan, the President has tumed his
attention to History. Specifically, what did the lJnited States do during the
Great Depression to get the economy back on track?

You are a well known and respected Economics professor at East Carolina
IJniversity (Go Pirates!) who has been hired by President Obama to evaluate
Roosevelt's 1" New Deal in an attempt to the identifo, describe, and
effectiveness what you feel were the 4 most effective programs implemented
by the govefirment during the 1" New Deal. The President is desperate to
jumpstart the economy. He has already decided that if your analysis shows
that even 1 New Deal program could work in the U.S., he will implement it
without hesitation.
Task (GO LD}
Complete the followingZ phases:
Phase # 1

Using the information found in your notes and pp. 682-688 in your textbook,

compoSeaJ}economichistorybrief@page)forthePresident
which summarizes what you fbel are the 4 most effective programs

As9

established by FDR during the 1" New Deal to help the economy. Answer
the following questions within your analysis:
1) What was the first lr{ew Deal and what was it designed to do?
2) Identiff and describe what you feel are the 4 programs contained
within the First Ne Deal that began to improve the economy in the
mid 1930s.
3) In what ways did each program prove successful (i... prove
effective)?
4) In what ways was each program a failure (i.e. proved ineffective)?
5) The lJnited States currently has rising unemployment, rising
inflatior, o stagnant stock market, and a housing market crisis. In
your opinion, could any of the programs you outlined above solve
one or more of the economic problems that currently exist in the
United States? Why/why not?
Phase #2

Compose a brief editoriahzed closing paragraph (minimum Vopage) that
addresses the following questions:
1) In your opinion, did the programs of the 1" New Deal
violate American economic freedoms (i.e. laissez-faire,
capitalism, etc.) Why/why not?
2) If implemented today by the current administration, would
the programs be viewed by the American people as a
goverrrment take-over of the economy or as welcomed
assistance? Explain your answer.

The scale below denotes the possible point bonus:
1) Gold: +3
2) Silver: +1.5
3) Bronze: *0

Time: 20 Minutes

Points: 20
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Rubric: The 1*t Jrlew Deal (essay)

{
2Below Standards Score
Standards
Approaching
Standards
Meets
CATEGORY Above Standards

4-

Position
Statement

The position statement The position statement A position statement is present, There is no position
statement.
but does not make the the
provides a clear, strong provides a clear
author's position clear.
statement of the
statement of the
author's position on the autho/s position on
topic.

Evidence
and
Examples

Glosing
paragraph

Grammar &
Spelling

the topic.

All of the evidence and Most of the evidence
examples are specific, and examples are
specific, relevant and
relevant and
explanations are given explanations are given
that show how each
that show how each
piece of evidence
piece of evidence
supports the authot's
supports the authot's
position.

Accuracy

3-

At least one of the pieces of
evidence and examples is

Evidence and

examples are NOT
relevant and has an explanation relevant AND/OR are
not explained.
that shows how that piece of
evidence supports the authot's
position.

position.

All supportive facls and Almost all supportive Most supportive facts and
facts and statistics are statistics are reported
statistics are reported
accurately.

Most supportive facts
and statistics were
inaccurately reported.

accurately.

reported accurately.

The conclusion is

The author's position is restated There is no conclusion
The conclusion is
- the paperjust ends.
within the closing paragraPh,
recognizable. The
but not near the beginning.
author's position is
restated within the first
two sentences of the

strong and leaves the
reader solidly
understanding the
writer's position.
Effective restatement
of the position
statement begins the
closing paragraph"

closing paragraph.

Author makes no
errors in grammar or
spelling that distract
the reader from the

Author makes '1-2
errors in grammar or
spelling that distract
the reader from the

content.

content.

Author makes 3-4 errors in
grammar or spelling that
distract the reader from the
content.

120

4.61

Author makes more
than 4 errors in
grammar or spelling
that distract the reader
from the content.

Heaction to the l{ew l}eal
Task (SILYER)
Complete the following? phases:
Phase # 1

Read the primary source document entitled, Reaction to the New DeaL

Phase #2

Complete questions 1-3 on the reverse of the handout on a separate
sheet of paper.

In addition, compose a brief editorial (l4inimum Yz page) that answers
the following questions :
1) If you were a business owner, would you support or oppose the
New Deal? Why/why not?
2) Should the goverrrment nationalize or "takeover" businesses in
times of economic crisis?
3) How much involvement should the government have in the
dealings of companies during and economic crisis?
The scale below denotes the possible point bonus:
1) Gold: +3
2) Silver: +1.5
3) Bronze: *0

Time: 20 Minutes

Points: 20
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Rubric: The l*t ]t{ew Deal (Primary Source/Editorial)

4-

3-

2-

1

CATEGORY Above Standards Meets Standards Approaching $tandards Below Standards Score
The position statement The position statement A position statement is present, There is no position
Position
statement.
but does not make the the
strong provides a clear
Statement provides a ofclear,
autho/s position clear.
statement of the
the
statement
autho/s position on the author's position on
the topic.
topic.

Most of the evidence
and examples are
specific, relevant and
explanations are given
that show how each
piece of evidence
supports the authods
position.

At least one of the pieces of
evidence and examples is
relevant and has an explanation
that shows how that piece of
evidence supports the authot's
position.

Evidence
and
Examples

All of the evidence and
examples are specific,
relevant and
explanations are given
that show how each
piece of evidence
supports the author's
position.

Accuracy

All supportive facts and Almost all supportive Most supportive facts and
facts and statistics are statistics are reported
statistics are repofted
accurately.

Evidence and

examples are NOT
relevant AND/OR are
not explained.

Most supportive facts
and statistics were
inaccurately reported.

accurately.

reported accurately.

Closing
paragraph

The conclusion is

The author's position is restated There is no conclusion
The conclusion is
- the paper just ends.
within the closing paragraph,
recognizable. The
position
beginning.
is
but not near the
author's
restated within the first
two sentences of the
closing paragraph.

Grammar &
Spelling

Author makes no
errors in grammar or

strong and leaves the
reader solidly
understanding the
writer's position.
Effective restatement
of the position
statement begins the
closing paragraph.

spelting that distract

spelling that distract

Author makes 3-4 errors in
grammar or spelling that
distract the reader from the

the reader from the

the reader from the

content.

content.

content.

Author makes 1-2
errors in grammar or

120
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Author makes more
than 4 errors in
grammar or spelling
that distract the reader
from the content.

TF{E STCO]ND INEW

DEAN-,

Standards
This lesson fulfills the following CO state History standards:
l) 1.1: Students know the general chronological order of events and people in
history.
2) 4.2: Students understand how economic factors have influenced historical

3)

events.
5.2: Students know various systems of government have developed and

functioned throughout history.

Obiectives
At the conclusion of this lesson, students will be able to:
1) Describe the political challenges Roosevelt faced in the mid-1930s.

2) Evaluate the significance of the Social Security

Act.

Outline
I.

II.
m.

ru.

v.

u.
VII.
VIII.

tx.
Section

Bellwork: "In your opinion, is FDR's strategy of implementing
multiple new goveffrment relief agencies/programs an effective
way of ending a depression? Why/why not?" (5 min)
Reading Guide: The Second New Deal (#1-3) (5 min)
Discussion: The Second New Deal (#l-3) (7 min)
Reading Guide: The Second New Deal (#4-6) (5 min)
Discussion: The Second New Deal (#4-6) (10 min)
Activity: Roosevelt's Critics (45 min)
Reading Guide/Lecture: The Second New Deal (#l-9) (15 min)
Exit ticket: What were the political challenges faced by Roosevelt
during the mid- I 93 0s?"
Hmwk: Finish Reading Guide + Activity (if needed)

II

Reading Guide will be completed in incremental sections (students
guide in 3-4 question segments then discuss).

A student will choose from

will complete reading

a list of five completion options (see 22.1 PP) for each
(this
selection
will
be
removed from the list and may not be chosen again during
section
the completion of this reading guide),

t

t
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III

Secfion

following questions during discussion (as Diadem on PowerPoint slides):
Lfter#2: If you had been living during the early 1930s, would you have
supported Roosevelt and his New Deal? The right wing opposition? The left
wing opposition? Explain your decision.
Aftqr #6: In your opinion, was Roosevelt really threatened, politically, by Long,
Coughlin, ffid the Townsend Plan? Why/why not? Explain your answer.
After #8: Do you agree or disagree with the ruling in,Scftechter v. United States?
Were the actions taken by Congress and the presidentjustified when you consider
the circumstances? Why/why not? Explain your answer.

Pose the

l)

2)
3)

YII

Fection
Students

will

be given the choice:

1) Completing questions 7-9 independently
2) Acquiring the information via lecture

as a reading guide

Resources:

1)

2)
3)

4)
5)

Appleby, J., Brinkley, A,, Broussard, A., McPherson, J., & Ritchie, D(2003). The Amertcan Vision. Glencoe, McGraw-Hill.
Huey Long: The Man, His Mission, and Legacy (n.d.). Share Our Wealth.
Retrieved November 1 4, 2008, from http://www.huevlong.conil
History Matters (3/3112A0q. "somebody Must be Blamed": Father Coughlin
Speaks to the Nation. Retrieved November 17, 2008, from
http:/ihistorymatters.-qmu.edr-/#S I 1 I /
Social Security Online (212612009). Father Charles E. Coughlin. Retrieved
coush.html
November 14, 2008, from http:i/www.ssa.goY
Plan
The
Townsend
Social Security Online (212612009). Agency History:
Movement. Retrieved November 14, 2008 from
http //wwv. ssa. gov/hi s torv/tolvns 5 htrnl
.

:
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STCOIND INEW DEAN-,
Period

Name:

Date

Di[ectioTrs: Read pages 689-694 in your textbook. Locate the information
found within to answer the questions below. Use complete sentences in your
response.

1. Define deficit spendins:
gov]_t spends more,than

it Earns tLroltgh ta:rgg

2. Identify and describe the main arguments(s) for why the right wing criticized
Roosevelt and the New Deal.
Believed N.D. had,im osed too

N;D. had

lations on

rcLq{Fed govl!@

ex:

qry_q4qe

of {+.!eqjls}ld

3. Identify and describe the main arguments(s) for why the left wing criticized
Roosevelt and the New Deal.

Believed FDR had not gone far
rich to middle'class and poor

4.

to hel

o

wanted shift

of

Who was Huey Long? How did he become a threat to Roosevelt and his
presidency?
Senator from

LA

exqe_uellpubllq

ofpoor & unem

schoo

ho

s

buil

and brid

wealth from rich and

to the

(share

w/

5. Who was Father Coughlin? What did he support that made him a threat to
Roosevelt and his presidency?

Catholic

who had
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impatient and called for

& nationalization o

tar<es on weal

s'

6. [n your owTl words, descrihe the Townsend

Plan. What was the primary goal of

the plan? How was the plan received by Americans?

't to

called for Fed

citizens over

ion each month

60,,a

for

workers outtof labor force to free

itical force lst time ever

mobilized Elderl as le timate
7

.

In your own words, surnmarize the ruling in the Schechter v. United States case.
What effect did this ruling have on Roosevelt and his New Deal?
,

: f,6ns1i1rr1ion did not'allow

to Exec

its

to

NIRA violation of C
:ruling ttrreatened to make null & void N.D. and.its

8.

more Ie slation beforerS.C.

ckl

Result'l,FDR and C
e unconstituti

Identify and describe the two arguments
to organize unions.

(l

for and

right of workers

, there

more

workers

uruotr \n/ages would

1 against) the

econoul
s

forced

es

rices and hire fewer

to char

peop

9.

Identify and describe fwo provisions incl uded in the Wasner Act.
1). Right to
11

unions'w/o interference from busi

ollective

asawholew/em

workers

foi

benefits, etc
IJ

Created National Labor Relations Board:

secret ballots td

termine what workers
Est;

neutral

1,67

urould listen to both sides

10. What was the primary goal

of the Social Security Act?

for elderl and unem

To provide sorire financial'securi

d workersl

11. In your own words, summarize the social security progritm introduced by

Roosevelt. How did it work? What other elements were "built into" the
program?
Workers pqid

um$ into,a fiurd'in:order ts receive benefits.when

leglslation also had small welfare
t chi
families wl

that hel

ensation for

Also contained

d

,le

#disabi

who were looki

Jo

12. What did Roosevelt not anticipate with regards to the social secu_rity program?
,,

-That Congress would,bor:row
payrng i[
2) raising.

frorn SS to

for'other

s

w/o:

l)

ums

for

to

SS

13. What does the author of this text consider to be the

"flaws" of the Social Security

Act?

Didn't help neediest

of soc

l farm and domestic workers most oI

were
14. What was the new principle established by the Social Security Act?

Fed gov 't had responSi bili
unable to

to hel those who, thro

no fault of their own,

15. Currently, the social security program in the United States is in danger of going

bankrupt (too many people using their social security benefits (retirees/elderly),
not enough people paying into the program). In your opinion, can social security
be saved (arrd modified) in order to continue to help people, or is it a failing
program that should be scrapped? Explain your answer.
Answers

will

t
t
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TFilE SECO}ND INEW DEANPeriod

Name:

Date

ns : Read pages 689-694 in your textbook. Locate the information
DI
found within to answer the questions below. Use complete sentences in your

response.

1.

Define deficit spendins:

2. Identify and describe

the main arguments(s) for why the right wing criticized
Roosevelt and the }-lew Deal.

3.

Identifu and describe the main arguments(s) for why the left wing criticized
Roosevelt and the New Deal.

4.

Who was Huey Long? How did he become a threat to Roosevelt and his
presidency?
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5.

Who was Father Coughlin? What did he support that made him a threat to
Roosevelt and his presidency?

6. In your own words, describe the Townsend

Plan. What was the primary goal of

the plan? How was the plan received by Americans?

7

.

8.

In your own words, summarize the ruling in the Schechter v. United States case.
What effect did this ruling have on Roosevelt and his New Deal?

Identify and describe the two arguments (l for and 1 against) the right of workers
to organize unions. Which do you most closely agree with? Why?

A70

g. Identify and describe four provisions included in the Wagner Act.

10. what was the primary goal of the social security Act?

1

1.

In your own words, summarize the social security program introduced by
Roosevelt. How did it work? What other elements were "built into" the
program?

12. What did Roosevelt not anticipate with regards to the social security program?
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13. What does the author of this text consider to be the "flaws" of the Social Security

Act?

14. What was the newprinciple established by the Social Security Act?

15. Currently, the social security program in the United States is in danger of going

bankrupt (too many people using their social security benefits (retirees/elderly),
not enough new people paying into the prograrn). In your opinion, can social
security be saved (and modified) in order to continue to help people, or is it a
failing program that should be scrapped? Explain your answer.
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The Second i\ew Deal
Define deficit
through taxes.

s

d ing: when the

gov't spends more money than it earns

main argum ents(s) for why the risht wing criticized Roosevelt and the New
Deal

1) Believed the New Deal had imposed too many regulations on
business.

2) New Deal had expanded the fed gov't power

at the expense

of

states' rights

main argumen ts(s) for why the left wing criticized Roosevelt
Deal

the New

1) Believed Roosevelt had not gone far enough to help people
(wanted shift of wealth from rich to middle class and poor)
Huey Loqg

- Senator from LA
- Became champion of the downtrodden by improving schools,
hospitals, building roads, and bridges (actions made him popular)
- Supported taking wealth from the rich and giving to the poor
Father Coughlin

- Catholic priest who originally supported the New Deal
- Called for heavy taxes on the wealthy and a nationalization of the
banking system
Townsend Plan

- Goal: fed gov't to pay citizens over age 60 a pension each month
- Designed to take workers out of the labor force to free up jobs for
the unemployed
- Mobil rzed the elderly in a legitimate political force (never done
before)
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,SC

hechter v. United States
- Ruling: Constitution did not allow Congress to delegate its powers to
the executive branch
- NIRA a violation of the Constitution

effect: ruling threatened to derail New Deal and its programs
result: Roosevelt and Congress quickly passed more legislation.
two arguments for & asainst the ri sht of workers to

unl0ns

For: union wages would let workers spend more money, thereby
boosting the economy
Against: high wages forced companies to charge higher prices and
hire fewer people.

Provisi ons

of Wagner Act:

a. The'right to organize unions without interference from
business/employers

b" Collective Ba rsainins: workers bargain as a whole with

c,
d.

employers for wages, benefits, etc.
Created National Labor Relations Board: organized secret
ballots to determine what workers wanted
Est. bindine arbitration: neutral pu.ty would listen to both
sides and decide issues

Primary goal of the Social-$ecqlitv Act:
To provide some financial security for the elderly and
unemployed workers
Social Security program
- Workers paid premiums into a fund in order to receive benefits when
they retired (age 65)
- Contained a small welfare component that helped people with
disabilities, poor families with dependent children.
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- Contained unemployment compensation for people who were
looking for new jobs.
Rooseve lt did not anticipate-what?
- That Congress would borrow money from social security to pay for
other programs without
1) Paying it back
2) Raising payroll deductions enough to pay for benefits

'oflaws" of the Soc ial Securitv Act:

- did not help the neediest people of society: farm and domestic
workers (most of whom were African American).
new

iule established

the Social

S ecurl tv

Act:

Fed gov't had a responsibility to help those who through no
fault of their own, were unable to work
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Rooseveltts Gritics
Scenario
The }rlew Deal initially brought a promise of hope to a defeated and
weakened American public. The New Deal showed so much promise, so
much hope, that few doubted its abiliry to pull the country out of the
Depression. But with each new program of the New Deal failing to show
signs of an economic recovery, hope has begun to fade. Praise for change
has now been replaced by criticism for failure. And this criticism is

growing...
President Roosevelt has made every effort to defend the New Deal, stating
that recovery from an economic depression of this magnitude takes time.
But with millions of Americans unemployed, hungry, and home-less, few
Americans have the patience to wait for results.

You are a political columnist for the lr{ew York Times. You have been asked
by your editor to conduct a question-and-answer session with the three most
popular and vocal opponents of Roosevelt and the New Deal: Huey Long,
Father Charles Coughlin, and Dr. Francis Townsend. Your goal: to evaluate
the legitimacy of each of their proposals to end the Great Depression as well
as determine if any of the three pose a political threat to the Roosevelt
Presidency.

Task
Conduct a brief question-and-answer session that will provide American
citizens with information as to how Long, Coughlin, and Townsend believe
their individual proposals can lead to the end of the depression.

Within your group, choose who will assume the following roles:
1) Reporter
2) Huey Long
3) Father Charles Coughlin
4) Dr. Francis Townsend
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Reporter
Responsible for conducting the question-and-answer session.
Goal: To acquire as much information on each individual's proposal so that
the American people will know what options are availableflrave been
discussed to end the depression.
Complete the following 3 phases:
Phase # 1
Compose and present a minimum of 5 questions (of your own
creation) that you will ask Long, Coughlin, and Townsend regarding
their proposals to end the Depression. Your questions should address
the major themes of each proposal such as:
1. Each individual's belief about how wealth should be distributed in

this country.
2. The role of government in the economy and lives of citizens.
3. How each individual plans to stimulate the economy.
and Answer
hase #2
Pose the questions composed during phase #lto your other group
members. Record their responses on a sheet of notebook paper.

**Note: Your "notes" will serve to help you complete phase #3.
Making them detailed will help make phase #3 easisllt++
Phase #3
Compose an editorialized review (rBinimum I page) in which you:
1. Summarize each proposal based upon the responses you received
from each individual.
2. Identiff and describe which of the 3proposals you believe is the
best in helping end the Depression and why.
3. Your opinion of whether or not any of these 3 proposals are
better/will be more effective than those already being implemented

by FDR.
4. Your opinion of whether or not any of these three individuals pose
a legitimate political threat to FDR's chances at being re-elected as
President.
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Long, Cough lin. and Townsend
Responsible for presenting proposal to reporter and other interviewees.
Goal: "Sell" your proposal so that it is viewed by the reporter as the best
option for ending the depression.
Complete the following 3 phases:
Phase # 1
Summarize the major points of your proposal and be prepared to
present your proposal to the reporter/other individuals (minimum 1/2
page in length & can be bulleted).
Phase #2 (Question and Arrswer Session)
Using your summary proposal as your guide, respond to the questions
posed by the reporter,

**Note: The quality and detail of your response will 'osell" your
proposal. Make it as detailed and informative as possiblsl***<
Phase #3
Choose 1 of the following options to complete:

Option # I
Compose a speech @imgm 1 page) that both identifies and
describes, in detail, your proposal and how it is better than those of the
other 2 individuals and the New Deal.

Option #2
Design and create an informational brochure that both identifies and
describes, in detail, your proposal and how it is betterthan those of the
other 2 individuals and the New Deal. Be sure to include color!

Time to complete Phase # 1: 15 minutes
Time to complete Phase #2: 15 minutes
Time to complete Phase #3:20 minutes

Total Time: 50 Minutes

Points: 40
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Huev l,ong
In a nnlional radio address in February 1934, Huey Long unveiled a plan called "Share
Our Wealth", a program designed to provide a decent standard of living to all Americans
by spreading the nation's wealth among the people. Long proposed capping personal
fortunes at $50 million (roughly $750 million in today's dollars) through a restructured
federal tax code and sharing the resulting revenue with the public through government
benefits.
Share Our Wealth ProPosal

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Cap personal fortunes at $50 million (equivalent to about $750 million today)
Limit annual income to one million dollars each (about $12 million today)
Limit inheritances to five million dollars each (about $60 million today)
Guarantee every family an annual income of $2,000 (or one-third the national
average)
Free college education and vocational training
Old-age pensions for all persons over 60
Veterans benefits and healthcare
A 30 hour work week

A four week vacation for every worker

Long charged that the nation's economic collapse was the result of the vast disparity
between the super-rich and everyone else. A recovery was impossible while 95% of the
nation's wealth was held by only Isyo of the population. In Long's view, this
concentration of money among a handful of wealthy bankers and industrialists restricted
its availabitity for average citizens, who were already struggling with debt and the effects
of a shrinking economy. Because no one could afford to buy goods and services,
businesses were forced to cut their workforces, thus deepening the economic crisis
through a devastating ripple effect.
"'We do not propose to say there shall be no rich men," Long told an audience of millions.
"'W'e do not ask to divide the wealth. We only propose that, when one man gets more than
he and his children and children's children can spend or use in their lifetimes, that then
we shall say that such person has his share."

Long believed that it was morally wrong for the government to allow millions of
Americans to suffer in abject poverty when there existed a surplus of food, clothing, and
shelter. He blamed the mass suffering on a capitalist system nrn amok and feared that
impending civil unrest threatened the democracy. "Greed, avarice and selfishness of the
money masters have seized the control of all these good things," he charged. "They let
the food rot because the hungry cannot buy it; they let the clothes fall to pieces because
the naked cannot buy them; they let the walls fall from the inside of the houses because
they had rather have people walking the streets than to have their greed curbed. So in this
land of plenty, the decay of humanity is at hand because we have too much."
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Father Charles Coughlin
Principles of the Na tional ljnion of Social Justice {1936)
These following shall he the principles of social justice towards whose realization we

must strive:

1.

2.

I believe that every citizen willing to work and capable of working shall receive a
just and living annual wage which will enable him to maintain and educate his
family according to the standards of American decency.
I believe in nationalizing those public necessities which by their very nature are
too important to be held in the control of private individuals. By these I mean
banking, credit and currency, power, light, oil and natural gas and our God-given
natural resources.

3. I believe in upholding the right to private property yet in controlling it for the
public good.

4. I believe inthe abolition
5.

of the privately owned Federal Reserve Banking system
and in the establishment of a Government owned Central Bank.
I believe that one of the chief duties of this Government owned Central Bank is to
maintain the cost of living on an even keel and the repayment of dollar debts with

equal value dollars.
I believe not only in the right of the laboring man to organize in unions but also in
the duty of the Govemment which that laboring man supports to facilitate and to
protect these organizations against the vested interests of wealth and of intellect.
7. I believe in the broadening of the base of taxation founded upon the ownership of
wealth and the capacity to pay.
8. I believe in the simplification of government, and the fuither lifting of crushing
taxation from the slender revenues of the laboring class.
9. I believe that in the event of a war for the defense of our nation and its liberties,
there shall be a conscription of wealth as well as a conscription of men.
10. I believe in preferring the sanctity of human rights to the sanctity of property
rights. I believe that the chief concern of government shall be for the poor
because, as it is
witnessed, the rich have ample means of their own to care for themselves.

6.

Father Charles Coughlin occupied both a strange and a familiar place in American
politics in the 1930s. Politically radical, a passionate democrat, he nevertheless was a
bigot who freely vented mgry, irrational charges and assertions. Strongly egalitarian,
deeply suspicious of elites, a champion of what he saw as the ordinary person's rights,
Coughlin frequently and vigorously attacked capitalism, communisrn, socialism, ffid
dictatorship. By the mid-1930s, his talks took on anasty edge as he combined harsh
attacks on Roosevelt as the tool of international Jewish bankers with praise for the fascist
leaders Benito Mussolini and Adolph Hitler. The "Radio Priest's" relentless anti-elitism
pushed Roosevelt to sharpen his own critiques of elites, ffid in that sense Coughlin had a
powerfirl impact on American politics beyond his immediate radio audience.
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TOWINSEIND PLAIN
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ft{JtsRIC: PHASES #X&2 ffin-n- B[J]f
REPORTER}
4-

3-

2-

1-

]ATEGORY Above Standards Meets Standards Approaching Standards Below Standards Score

Position
Statement

The position statement A position statement is present, There is no position
provides a clear,
but does not make the author's statement.
position clear.
strong statement of
the author's position
on the topic.

Evidence
and
Examples

AII of the evidence and
examples are specific,
relevant and
explanations are given
that show how each
piece of evidence

Most of the evidence and
examples are specific, relevant
and explanations are given that
show how each piece of
evidence suppoils the author's
position.

supporls the author's
position.

Acc

u

racy

Most suppoftive facts and
supportive facts and Almost all supportive
facts and statistics are statistics are reported
statistics are reported
reported accurately.
accurately.
accurately.

/tc
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At least one of the
pieces of evidence and
examples is relevant
and has anexplanation that shows
how that piece of
evidence supports the
author's position.
Most supportive facts
and statistics were
inaccurately reported.

RUtsRIC: PFIASES #tr&z (RIEPORIIER)

CATEGORY

lnterview
Questions

3-

2-

All 5 questions listed
and represent higher
levelthinking.

2-4 questions listed
and represent higher

5 questions listed, but do not
reflect higher level thinking.

Less than 5 questions
listed and do not
reflect higher level
thinking.

All of the information and
examples recorded show
relevance and detail as well as
how each piece of information
supports the question asked.

The information and
examples recorded do
not reflect relevance,
detail, or how the
information presented
supports the question
asked

Above Standards Meets Standards Approaching Standards Below Standards
level thinking.

Gomprehension

Most supportive facts and
All supportive facts and Almost all supportive
facts and statistics are statistics are reported
statistics are reported

Accuracy

1-

4-

accurately.

reported accuratelY.

accurately.

/no
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Most supportive facts
and statistics were
inaccurately reported.

RtJtsRIC: PF{ASE 3 (WRn'fnING}
4-

3-

2-

1-

CATEGORY Above Standards Meets Standards Approaching Standards Below Standards Score

Position
Statement

The position statement The position statement A position statement is present, There is no position
provides a clear, strong provides a clear
but does not make the the
statement.
statement of the
autho/s position clear.
statement of the
authols position on the author's position on
topic.

Evidence
and
Examples

All of the evidence and Most of the evidence
examples are specific, and examples are
relevant and
specific, relevant and
explanations are given explanations are given
that show how each
that show how each
piece of evidence
piece of evidence
supports the autho/s
supports the author's
position.

Accuracy

Glosing
paragraph

At least one of the pieces of
evidence and examples is
relevant and has an explanation
that shows how that piece of
evidence supports the author's

reported accurately.

The conclusion is
strong and leaves the
reader solidly

The conclusion is

Effective restatement
of the position
statement begins the
closing paragraph.

relevant AND/OR are
not explained.

position.

accurately.

understanding the

Evidence and

examples are NOT

position.

All supportive facts and Almost all supportive Most supportive facts and
facts and statistics are statistics are reported
statistics are reported

writeds position.

Grammar &
Spelling

the topic.

accurately.

Most suppodive facts

and statistics were
inaccurately reported.

The authoCs position is restated There is no conclusion
recognizable. The
within the closing paragraph,
- the paper just ends.
authods position is
but not near the beginning.
restated within the first
two sentences of the
closing paragraph.

Author makes no
errors in grammar or
spelling that distract
the reader from the

Author makes 1-2
errors in grammar or
spelling that distract
the reader from the

content.

content.

Author makes 3-4 errors in
grammar or spelling that
distract the reader from the
content.

Author makes more
than 4 errors in
grammar or spelling
that distract the reader
from the content.

/24
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RIJBRIC: ]PFIASE #3 ffiROCF{IJILE}
CATEGORY

Attractiveness &
Organization

GraphicslPictures

4

3

2

1

The bill has

The bill has
attractive formatting

The bill has well-

The bill's formatting
and organization of

exceptionally
attractive formatting
and well-organized
information.

and well-organized
information.

Graphics go well
with the text, but
there are too few
and the brochure
seems "text-heavy".

Graphics do not go
with the
accompanying text
or appear to be

50-79% of the
guiding questions
are answered within
in detailwithin the
biil.

Fewer than 50% of
the guiding
questions are
answered in detail
within the bill.

feedback from an

There are 1-2
capitalization and/or
puncluation errors in
the brochure even
after feedback from

There are several
capitalization or
punctuation errors in
the brochure even
after feedback from

adult.

an adult.

an aduJt.

There are no

There are no

There are 1-2

There are several

grammatical
mistakes in the
brochure.

grammatical
mistakes in the
brochure after

grammatical
mistakes in the
brochure even after
feedback from an
adult.

grammatical
mistakes in the
brochure even after

Graphics go well
with the text and
there is a good mix
of text and graphics

Graphics go well
with the text, but
there are so many
that they distract

Alt guiding questions 80% of the guiding
questions are
are answered in
detailwithin the bill. answered in detail

within the bill.

Writing Mechanics

Writing Grammar

material are

confusing to the
reader.

from the text.

Content Accuracy

organized
information.

Capitalization and
punctuation are
correct throughout
the brochure.

Capitalization and
punctuation are
correct throughout
the brochure after

feedback from an
adult.

/20
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randomly chosen.

feedback from an
adult.

THE ]NEW DTAL COALNTXO]N
Standards
This lesson fulfills the following CO state History standards:
1) 1.1.: Students know the general chronological order of events and people in
history.
2) 4.2: Students understand how economic factors have inJluenced historical events.
3) 5.2: Students know various systems of government have developed and
functioned throughout history.

Obiectivg!
At the conclusion of this lesson, students will be able to:
I

)

2)
3)

Explain why the Social Security Act is still regarded as an important piece of
legislation.
Explain the achievements and the defeats of Roosevelt's second term.
Analyze how the New Deal affected Americans' sense of security and their
attitude toward the role of govemment.

0utline
I.

II.
ru.
ru.
V.

u.
vII.
Vru.

Sgction
Pose the

Bellwork: "In times of national crisis, the President should be granted
more power? Agree/disagree, why?" (5 min)
Discussion: The Second New Deal (Social Security) (10 min)
Activity: Social Security (45 min)
PP LecturelReading Guide: The New Deal Coalition (10 min)
Diadem/Break (2 min)
PP Lecture/Reading Guide: The New Deal Coalition (15 min)
Exit Ticket: "How did the New Deal affect Americans' sense of
security and their attitude toward the role of government?" (3 min)
Hmwk: Finish Activity (if needed)/Study for Exam: The Great
Depression and New Deal

II
following questions to students during discussion of their responses to questions

posed on the reading guide:

1) After #12: In your opinion,

2)

has this action by Congress pennanently
ruined social security? Why/why not? Explain your answer.
After #15: Do you personally support or oppose the idea of social
security? Why? Explain your answer.
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Section III
Student's will be allowed choice of either taking PP lecture notes, or completing the
corresponding reading guide independently.

Resources:

1)

2)

Appleby, J., Brinkley, A., Broussard, A., McPherson, J., & Ritchie, D.(2003).
The American Vision. Glencoe, McGraw-Hill.
Gerwin, D., Hallgren, K., & Jackson, S. (2129108). National Endowment for
the Humanities. Retrieved November 13, 2008, from EDSITEment
httn :lledsitement. neh.
vlew lesson nlan asn?icl:767#fi1
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TFilE INEW

DTAt

COALNTIOIN
Date

Period

Name:

Directions: Read pages 695-700 in your textbook. Locate the information
found within to answer the questions below. Use complete sentences in your
response.

1. In your opinion, which group, women or African Americans,

made more gains

during the New Deal? Why?
to FDR's cabinet, some

can American

in New Deal

Wornen gains: Francis Perkins (1 women appointed to a cabinet post), women to
tection rather than ual
lower-level obs, but still seen as

2.

Why was FDR able to win re-election in 1936 so easily?
The Repl oppone4t did suppg rt some New Deal
The challenge from the Left-wing was weaker than
inated and no clear leader emerged

3. Identiff and describe

the court-packing plan. What caused FDR to propose the

plan?
Plan called for the increase in Supreme Court justiceq
Stated that if any justice who had senred for l0 yrs and did not reti
sident
thin 6 mo. after reaching the age of 70 did not s
down, the
appoint an additional iustice to the co

4 cunent j ustices were over 70,2 in late 60s, and if bill
int up to 6 additional j

FDR coul

bill after the

Supreme Court declared ano
under
ew Deal policy unconstituti, onal with 2 more
the court-packing

including social security

4.

What fwo impressions did this plan give to the general public?
That the president was trying to interfere with the Constitution's
por,vers and undermine the court's
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aration of

5.

What effects did the court packing plan have on both Roosevelt and the
Democratic partY?

parfy Many S. Democrats feared the lan would
on the court that would overtum se

usticed

1) It split the

Others feared future Pres. would stack the court

with ustices that

ivil
?) It hurt his reputation with

the

lic

on that he was out to

the

gain too much
3) The court backed down and did not call the W
unconstituti

Act nor the SS aci

6. If you were an American citizen during the 1930s. would your opinion of FDR
have changed after the proposal of the court packing

bill? Whyiwhy not?

@
7

.

In your own words, summarize the events hat caused the Roosevelt Recession in
1937

.

l-

of a full re

In early 1937 the econom seemed on the

ression levels and

r Production was back to

believed that thel

Iworst was
l-

FDR worried about the

,ers

of too much debt, decided to balance the

to the WPA and PWA

cut

FIe did this at the same time

the

1

SS

ll checks were

send out

billion removed from econom
lcaused

lo

and sent the econo

to

back into d

trecess

8. Identify and describe two of the last New Deal reforms

proposed by FDR. What

was different about these reforms as compared to those of the first New Deal?

I

ational Housing Act: Offering zuUsiaized loans to builders who would buildl
low-cost housi for nations
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Admin:

. Farm Securi

ve loans to tenant farmers so the could

F
3. Fair Labor Standards Act: provided more
child labor. est. a 40 hr workweek for workers
lThese 3 were different because

ldidn't hel these

9.

the

for workers, abolished

and children t New Deal

le

Identify and describe 3 legacies/long term effects that the New Deal has left on
American History.
1

.S. became Broker State: New.Deal balanced competing economic inter_eii!
so that peop le now looked to the
ent to
tect their interests
re ate the econom

l2) Change in public attitude toward

provide

and

relief

gov't: people looked to government tol
to
them from economi

disas
13)

A continuous debate on how much the
and

v't should intervene in the econo

the disadv

10. In your opinion, why is the New Deal, even though it achieved only limited
success, an event that is important in the history of the United States?
lAnswers

will var!
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TEflE INEW DEAL COA]LXITIO}N
Period

Name:

Date

IlirectiolrE: Read pages 695-700 in your textbook. Locate the information
found within to answer the questions below. Use complete sentences in your
response.

1.

In your opinion, which group, women or African Americans, made more gains
(i.e. social &. economically) during the New Deal Period? Why?

2.

Why was FDR able to win re-election in 1936 so easily?

3.

Identify and describe the court-p&cking plan. What caused FDR to propose the
plan?

4.

What two impressions did this plan give to the general public?
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5. What effects did the court packing plan have on both Roosevelt and the
Democratic party?

6. If you were an American citizen during the 1930s. would your opinion of FDR
have changed after the proposal of the court packing

bill? Why/why

not?

.

In your own words, summarize the events hat caused the Roosevelt Recession in
1937.

8.

Identify and describe two of the lastNew Deal reforms proposed by FDR. What
was different about these reforms as compared to those of the first New Deal?

7
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9. Identifu

and describe 3 legacies/long term effects that the New Deal has left on

American History.

10. In your opinion, why is the New Deal, even though it had only limited success, an
event that is important in the history of the United States?

f
l.
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The New Deal Coalition
gains made by African AmeLicans:
1) appointments to FDR's cabinet
2) some gains in New Deal programs (PWA)
gains made by women
1) Francis Perkins ( l't women appointed to a cabinet post)
2) women appt. to lower-level jobs, but still seen as needing protection
rather than equal treatment

FDR wins re-electiqntn '36- why?
The Rep. opponent did support some New Deal programs (no
clear, separate agenda)
The challenge from the Left-wing was weaker than expected
(Huey Long assassinated and no clear leader emerged)
court-packing plan
- Plan called for the increase in Supreme Court justices

- any justice who had served for 10 yrs and did not retire within 6 mo.
after turning 70 yrs old did not retire, Pres. could appoint another
justice to the court.
- 4 current justices were over 70,2 in late 60s, and if bill passed FDR
could appoint up to 6 additional justices.
FDR proposed court-packing biil after S.C. declared a 2nd New Deal
policy unconstitutional, wl 2 more program under review (including
social security)
impressions d?n.gave. to gElleral public

- FDR trying to interfere with the Constitution's separation of powers
- undermine the court's independence
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effects of court packin s plan

1) split democratic pafiy
Southern democrats feared plan would put justices on court that
would overturn segregation.
Others feared future Pres. would stack the court with justices
that opposed civil rights

2) It hurt his reputation with the public;

gave impression that his

goal was to gain power

3) S.C. backed down and did not call the Wagner Act nor the
SS Act unconstitutional
Roosevelt Recession

-

early 1937: economy seemed on verge of fulI recovery
Many believed that the worst was over
FDR worried about the dangers of too much debt, decided to
balance the budget
cut spending significantly to the WPA and PWA (result: Cut
thousands ofjobs)
Cut back at same time the 1=t SS payroll taxes withheld ($2
billion removed from economy)
caused unemployment to skyrocket and sent economy back into
recession

last New Deal reforms

bv FDR

National Housing Act: Offering subsidized loans to builders who
would build low-cost housing for nations poor
2. Farm Security Admin: gave loans to tenant fanners so they could
1.

purchase farms.
3. Fair Labor Standards Act: provided more protection for workers,
abolished child labor, est. a 40 hr workweek for workers.

-

These 3 different b/c they helped the poor and children
1" New Deal didn't help these people.
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-t
1 1 eoR

e.l

esil rtng term effects New Deal left on American f{iqtnrv

1) u.S. became Broker State: New Deal balanced competing
economic interests
- people now looked to gov't to protect interests and regulate the
. economy.
2) Change in public attitude toward gov't: people looked to gov't to
provide safeguards and relief programs to protect them from
economic disaster.
3) Continuous debate on how much gov't should intervene in the
economy and support the disadvantaged

{
l
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VOnCr OF TF{E PEOPLIE: SOCXAT SECIJRITY
Scenario
The debate over Social Security has always been a controversial one ever
since its creation more than 70 years ago. Yet while disagreement exists
over whether or not the country needs such a progrnffi, all will agree on one
major point: Social securiff program is in danger of going bankrupt.
The reason for this is that more of the American population is retiring (and
withdrawing their Social Security benefits) than there are new Americans
entering the workforce (contributing to Social Security). Unless something
is done, and soon, millions of Americans will lose a financial benefit they
have been paying for all of their adult lives.
Regardless of which side you support, something must be done with Social
Security. The question is, do you reform the program so that it works, or let
it fail and develop an alternative? Which will you chose?

Task
Complete the following 4 phases:
Phase # 1

Attached to this handout are 4 primary source documents which discuss
Social Security.i2 opposed to Social Security (first two), 2 in favor of Social
Security (last two).

Within your group, determine which group member will summartze which
document.

Phase #2

Individually, summaize (m-q+!$r.Bm 1-2 paragraphs in length) your article
using the following questions as a guide:

1) Describe the role of government discussed in the reading. (For
instance, does the speaker call for strong federal government
oversight, state control, or very limited govemmental support?)
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2) Determine whether the speaker believes that the Social Security Act
will help or harm the people of the United States. (Students should
provide examples from the reading.)

3) Explain the speaker's reasoning, paying particular attention to whether
their position is based on evidence, logic, or economic and political
ideology.

Goal: Briefly summartze the major points of why the document is
for/against social security * evidence

Phase #3
Now that you are an "expert" on your particular article and its contents,
present/teach your summary to your group (l-2 minute presentation).

Answer any questions posed by your group.

Phase #4

Individually, choose

I of the following

3 tasks to complete:

Task #1 (GOLD)
Compose an editorial essay (minimum 3/4 page) that will both inform
the American people about the Social Security program as well as
express your personal opinion of the program. Answer the following
questions within your editorial:
1) How does the Social Securify Program work?
2) Summarize, in your own words, the major points of the four
primary source documents. Based on the four sources you
summarized, in your opinion, which side (for or against) has the
better argument with regards to Social Security? Why? Explain.
3) What principle(s) did Social Security establish in this country? Do
you agree/disagree with this principle? Explain.
4) In your opinion, should Social Security be saved (i.e modified/
reformed) in order to continue to help Americ an citizens, or is it a
failing program that should be eliminated? Explain your answer in
detail.
5) Based upon your response to the previous question, how would
you save Social Security? What would be your suggestion for an
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alternative to Social Security
eliminated?

if you feel the program should be

Task #2 ( SILVER)
Create a political cartoon OR a clothing symbol and phrase that will
clearly and accurately communicate: 1) what Social Security is, and 2)
your opinion of Social Security (support for or opposition to).
Include the following in your cartoon/design:
1) A cartoon/symbol that clearly and accurately represents what
Social Security is/how it works.
2) A phrase or slogan that supports your cartoon/symbol and also
clearly and accurately communicates your opinion of the Social
Security program.
3) Color
4) Detail

RONZE)
Task #3
Compose a brief historical essay (minimum 213 page) that identifies
and describe 1) the Social Security program and 2) explains why
Social Security is a controversial program. Answer the following
questions within your brief:
How does the Social Security program work?
2) What are the provisions/agencies included in the Social Security
Program?
3) What was/is the primary goal of the Social Security program?
4) What has happened to the Social Security program since its
inception that FDR did not anticipate?
5) What new principal did the Social Security program create?

l)

The scale below denotes the possible point bonus:
1) Gold: +3
2) Silver: +1.5
3) Bronze: *0
Reading and Summary: 15 minutes
Group Discussion/Presentation: I 0 minutes
Task Completion: 20 minutes

Time: 45 Minutes

Points: 30
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and ler . ren resen tins fhe O hio Chamher of Comm Frce in Senate
G eo rge B.
Hearings on Roosevelt's o'Economic Security Bill,' 1935.

May I first be permitted to indulge in two general observations: first, that Ohio business
protests against the coercion of the States by the Federal Govenrment as represented by
the assessment on pay rolls and in other ways. We deem this procedure repugnant to
American institutions, destructive of the historic relationships between State and Nation,
and calculated in the end to do permanent harm and little immediate goo,C.
...Ohio business believes that legislation of this class will permanently weaken the fibre
of the American people. Self-reliance has been the key to American success. It has been
the initiative, thrift, and self-sacrificing foresight of the individual and the family which
has brought this country to its proud position. And I say, "proud position" advisedly even
in the midst of this depression. We are incomparably in a better position than any other
nation in the world.
This legislation starts this country on a pathway from which there will be no retreat in the
course of the next two generations. When the time comes, as it surely will, to reverse
these policies, incalculable harm will have been done to the character of the population.
Only the other day when there was a bhzzard in New York, it was impossible in this
period of unemployment to get men to work. I live in a suburb of Columbus, where men
used to apply at the door every day for work and we tried to give them work. No more
apply any more; there is no application for work.
Gentlemen of this committee, I want to say in all seriousness that this Nation can recover
and will recover from the economic depression in which we are now floundering. We
recovered in the panic of 1873, which ran for 6 years and was about as serious as this. We
recovered under our own power; but, gentlemen, the loss to the morale of the people
through this period and through the methods which have been adopted to alleviate it is
something which I will not say is incurable, but whose result will persist for one or two
generations; it is the most grave situation which this Nation is facing. And, to enter upon
a broad policy whereby the individual is relieved of the responsibility for his
unemployment, for his old age, for the care of his children, you are entering upon a
pathway which has destroyed other nations. The downfall of Rome started with corn
laws, and legislation of that type. I say that and I hope you will be patient with these
general ohservations.
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Will Not P romls e the Moon": Alf Landon Opposes the Social Security Act, 1936

...Beginning next January employers must, in addition, begin paying taxes on the
payrolls out of which your wages are to come. This is the largest tax bill in history. And
to call it "social security" is a fraud on the workingman.
These taxes start at the rate of $2 in taxes for every $100 of wages. They increase until
is $6 in taxes for every $ 100 in wages.

it

We are told that this $6 will be equally divided between the employer and the employee.
But this is not so, and for a very simple reason. The actual fact will be, in almost every
case, that the whole tax witt be borne either by the employee or by the consumer through
higher prices. That is the history of all such taxes. This is because the tax is imposed in
such a way that, if the employer is to stay in business, he must shift the tax to someone
else.

Do not forget this: such an excessive tax on payrolls is beyond question a tax on
employment. In prosperous times it slows down the advance of wages and holds back re**ploy*ent. In bad times it increases unemployment, and unemployment breaks wage
scales. The Republican party rejects any feature of any plan that hinders reemployment... ,..One more sample of the injustice of this law is this: Some workers who
come under this new Federal insurance plan are taxed more and get less than workers
who come under the State laws already in force.
For instance, under the new law many workers now 50 years old must pay burdensome
taxes for the next fifteen years in order to receive a pension when they are 65; whereas
those of the same age who come under some State laws- pay no taxes and yet actually get
a larger pension when they reach the age of 65.

I called this law unjust and stupidly drafted. There is a
further important point in connection with the compulsory saving provided by the plan of
the present administration. According to this plan, our workers are forced to save for a
lifetime. What happens to their savings? The administration's theory is that they go into a
reserve fund, that they will be invested at interest, and that in due time this interest will
help pay the pensions. The people who drew this law understand nothing of government
These are a few reasons why

finance.

..

Let me explain it in another way-in the simple terms of the family budget. The father
of the family is a kindly man, so kindly that he borrows all he can to add to the family's
pleasure. At the same time he impresses upon his sons and daughters the necessity of
saving for their old age.
Every month they bring 6 per cent of their wages to him so that he may act as trustee atrd
invest their savings for their old age. The father decides that the best investment is his
own I O U. So every month he puts aside in a box his I O U carefully executed, ar.d.,
moreover, bearing interest at 3 per cent.
...
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And every month he spends the money that his children bring him, partly in meeting his
regular expenses, ffid the rest in various experiments that fascinate him.
Years pass, the children grow old, the day comes when they have to open their father's
box. What do they find? Roll after roll of neatly executed I O U's.
I am not exaggerating the folly of this legislation. The saving it forces on our workers is
cruel hoax.
There is every probability that the cash they pay in will be used for current deficits and
new extravagances. We are going to have trouble enough to carry out an economy
program without having the Treasury flush with money drawn from the workers...
Source: Alfred M. Landon, "I Will Not Promise the Moon," Vital Speeches of the Day
(October 15, I 936),26-27 .
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Pf+sident's Mesqaqe to Congress, January 17, 1935, New Deal Network.
MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT OF TTIE UNITED STATES
TRANSMITTING A R-ECOMMENDATION FOR LEGISLATION ON THE
SUBJECT OF ECONOMIC SECURITY
best judgment that this legislation should be brought forward with a minimum of
action is necessary to, and conditioned upon, the action of States. Forty Federal
delay.
four legislatures are meeting or will meet soon. In order that the necessary State action
may be taken promptly it is important that the Federal Government proceed speedily.

It is my

The detailed report of the Committee sets forth a series of proposals that will appeal to
the sound sense of the American people. It has not affempted the impossible, nor has it
failed to exercise sound caution and consideration of all of the factors concerned: the
national credit, the rights and responsibilities of States, the capacity of industry to assume
financial responsibilities and the fundamental necessity of proceeding in a manner that
will merit the enthusiastic support of citizens of all sorts.

It is overwhelmingly important to avoid any danger of permanently discrediting the
sound and necessary policy of Federal legislation for economic security by attempting to
apply it on too ambitious a scale before actual experience has provided guidance for the
perrnanently safe direction of such efforts. The place of such a fundamental in our future
civilization is too precious to be jeopardized now by extravagant action. It is a sound idea
- a sound ideal. Most of the other advanced countries of the world have already adopted it
and their experience affords the knowledge that social insurance can be made a sound and
workable project.
Three principles should be observed in legislation on this subject. First, the system
adopted, except for the money necessary to initiate it, should be self-sustaining in the
sense that funds for the payment of insurance benefits should not come from the proceeds
of general taxation. Second, excepting in old-age insurance, actual management should
be left to the States subject to standards established by the Federal Government. Third,
sound financial management of the funds and the reserves, ffid protection of the credit
strucfure of the Nation should be assured by retaining Federal control over all funds
through trustees in the Treasury of the United States.
At this time, I recommend the following types of legislation looking to economic
security:
1

. Unemployment compensation.

2" Old-age benefits, including compulsory and voluntary annuities.
3. Federal aid to dependent children through grants to States for the support of existing
mothers' pension systems and for services for the protection and care of homeless,
neglected, dependent, and crippled children.
4. Additional Federal aid to State and local public-health agencies and the strengthening

of the Federal Public Health Service.
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I am not

at this time recofitmending the adoption of so-calIed "health insurance, "
although groups representing the medical profession are cooperating with the Federal
Government in the further study of the subject and definite progress is being made.

... In the important field of security for our old people, it seems necessary to adopt three
principles: First, noncontributory old-age pensions for those who are now too old to build
up their own insurance. It is, of course, clear that for perhaps 30 years to come funds will
have to be provided by the States and the Federal Government to meet these pensions.
Second, compulsory contributory annuities which in time will establish a self-supporting
system for those now young and for future generations. Third, voluntary contributory
annuities by which individual initiative can increase the annual amounts received in old
age. It is proposed that the Federal Government assume one-half of the cost of the oldage pension plan, which ought ultimately to be supplanted by self-supporting annuity
plans.
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"Jaqkson's Voice Clear on Social Securitv lqq,rl.e.q" by biographer John Q. Barrett
contains excerpts of Jackson's defense of Social Security hefore the Supreme Court in
Helvering v. Davis, 1937.
ATTORNEY GENERAL ROBERT JACKSON
...The failure of private pension plans is explored by the evidence, and pointed out in our
brief. The failure of private charify to meet this problem is conclusively shown by the figures
of the Bureau of Internal Revenue. In 1928 the persons with $3 million and up of income
contributed an average of $25,400 to purposes for which they were entitled to the charitable
deduction.By 1931 they had reduced those contributions, the same BrouF, to $12,90A
average, showing that the well to do retrenched in their charitable contributions during the
period of Depression, although the need was greater...
The resources of the States have been declining. Rea[ estate reserved to the States as a source
of taxation has been taxed to the limit of its capacity to bear, and personalty has never been
successfully taxed locally. The Federal Government, which is able to tax incomes and to lay
excises, has sources of revenue which have been drying up for the States, not because of any
change in the legal system but because the economic emphasis on personal property has left
the States without a comparative source of revenue such as they had at the beginning of our
constitutional system...
The condition which is promised as an implication of our system, that thrift would be
followed by plenty, failed in the Depression, for the man who had responded to the
inducements and had accumulated a bank account and selected the wrong bank, or the man
who had saved to purchase a home, found himself in the same position as the one who had
never saved at all. In fact, the rnan who had not tried to acquire a home perhaps was beffer off
because he was not faced with a deficiency judgment. The unfortunate consequences of this
Depression bring home to us the fact that self-denial had not assured comfortable age...

[I] f we are to review in this Court the question whether Congress has served the general
welfare in fact, I am frank to admit that we face a tradition of 150 years of practice that is
against the making of old-age relief a matter of national welfare. But I would call your
attention to the fact that old-age welfare has been a constantly widening concern. The matter
of the care of the old was at one time a matter for the family only. It became gradually a
matter for the town poorrnaster if the family failed. From the town poorrnaster it became a
matter for the county with its poorhouse, and then the State, because of failures of counties,
intervened, and now we argue that it has become a matter of national welfare and this oldage-pension systern was set up in the hope that it would make true the promise to men that if
they were thrifty and industrious and self-disciplined their age would be spared at least
extreme poverfy. This plan does no more than spare extreme poverfy, and may not in many
instances do that. This plan was that if the workman during his productive years would
contribute to the Treasury of the United States, then the Treasury of the United States in his
unproductive years would contribute to his necessities...
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RIIBRIC: SOCnAt SECURI'IIY
4CATEGORY

3-

2-

1-

Above Standards Meets Standards Approaching Standards Below Standards Score

Position
Statemeht

The position statement The position statement A position statement is present, There is no position
provides a clear, strong provides a clear
but does not make the the
statement.
statement of the
statement of the
author's position clear.
authods position on the author's position on
topic.
the topic.

Evidence
and
Examples

All of the evidence and Most of the evidence
examples are specific, and examples are
relevant and
speclfic, relevant and
explanations are given explanations are given
that show how each
that show how each
piece of evidence
piece of evidence
supports the autho/s
supporls the autho/s
position.

Accuracy

At least one of the pieces of
evidence and examples is
relevant and has an explanation
that shows how that piece of
evidence supports the author's

Evidence and
examples are NOT
relevant AND/OR are
not explained.

position.

position.

All supportive facts and Almost all supportive Most supportive facts and
statistics are reported
facts and statistics are statistics are reported

Most supportive facts
and statistics were
inaccurately reported.

accurately.

reported accurately.

Closing
paragraph

The conclusion is
strong and leaves the
reader solidly
understanding the
writefls position.
Effective restatement
of the position
statement begins the
closing paragraph.

The conclusion is
The autho/s position is restated There is no conclusion
recognizable. The
within the closing paragraph,
- the paperjust ends.
author's position is
but not near the beginning.
restated within the first
two sentences of the
closing paragraph.

Grammar &
Spelling

Author makes no
errors in grammar or

Author makes 1-2
errors in grammar or
spelling that distract
the reader from the

spelling that distract
the reader from the
content.

accurately.

Author makes 3-4 errors in
grammar or spelling that
distract the reader from the
content.

content.

DA
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Author makes more
than 4 errors in
grammar or spelling
that distract the reader
from the content.

R[JtsRXC:
t IN,[]v{ARXZ

S

CATEGORY

AT n O IN / P Rf

4

3

Content

Shows a good
Shows a full
understanding of the understanding of the
topic.
topic.

Comprehension

Student is able to
accurately answer
almost alI questions
posed by classmates
about the topic.

S

E IN

TA'lf I O IN

2

1

Shows a good
understanding of
pads of the topic.

Does not seem to
understand the topic
very well.

Student is able to
accurately answer a
few questions posed
most questions
posed by classmates by classmates about
the topic.
about the topic.

Student is unable to
accurately answer
questions posed by
classmates about

Stays on topic some
(s9%-60%) of the
time.

Stays on topic some
(5s%-30%) of the

Student is able to
accurately answer

Stays on Topic

/10
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the topic.

time.

71"

f*t

ileprc*ttu

BW* & Pae**,/t wd tfi" t{o* ilraf

frralof%,
Bull Market
Margin
Installment plan
Hoovervilles
Speculation
Bank Holidays
Fireside Chats
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)

Deficit spending
Sit-down strike
Broker state

ru&
Franklin Delano Roosevelt
Huey Long
Father Coughlin
Herbert Hoover
Douglas McArthur

frf*,
Reasons why overproduction was a key cause of the depression

Hawley-Smoot Tariff

*

effects on U.S" economy

Causes of Great Depression

Ways market crash weakened nation's banks
Events that led to Dust Bowl
Ways Fed Reserve Board contributed to Great Depression
Reason why Hoover opposed Fed. Gov't participation in relief progmms
Reasons why Hoover reluctant to increase

gov't spending for public works projects
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Positive contributions Hoover rnade to U.S. History
Glass-steagall Act + Provisions

National Industrial Recovery Act + "Codes"
Public Works Administration + purpose
Townsend. PIan

Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) + purpose
National Labor Relations Act + provisions

Civil Works Administration (CWA)

* Purpose

Effects of I't New Deal
Schechter v. United States + ruling

Long-Term effects of New Deal Programs

Identify and describe the 3 groups of advisors that comprised Roosevelt's cabinet
Identify and describe two events that weakened Roosevelt's reputation in t937

1.

Identifu and describe 4 causes/factors that contributed to the Great Depresston.
Be sure to explain how each led to/contribute to the other. In your opinion, which
cause was the most devastating/had the worst ffict? Which was the least? Why?
Explain your answer.

2.

Compare and contrast the I't New Deal with the 2"d New Deal. Wat programs
*rri Tound in each (*inimum of 3 each)? In your opinion, did the I't or 7d New
Deal program have a greater ffict on ending the Great Depression? As a whole,
did the New Deal programs leave a positive or negative effect on U.S. History?
Explain your answer (include examples).

3. Evaluate the ffictiveness of the Social Security Act. Be sure to discuss the

primary goal of the plan, it's provisions/elements, and the flaws of the plan. What
was the new principal established by the Social Security Act? Finally, do you
personally support or oppose the idea of social security? W? Explain your
ilfiswer.

4.

Identify and desutbe the main argumeltts of both the left and right wing
opposition groups opposed to FDR and the New Deal. In your opinion, were any
of these ilrguments justified? Why/why notT If you had been ltving during the
early 1930s, wouldyou have supported Roosevelt and his New Deal? The right
wing oppositionT The left wing opposttion? Why? Explain your decision.
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THE GREATDTPRESSXO]N &
ROOSTVETTA]ND TF{E NTW DEAL
Directions: Follow all the directions for each section and read each question
carefully!!

Part l: Matching (20 pts)
Directions: Match the word with the correct definition. Place your answer in
the space provided.

_1.

___J.

BulI market
Broker State
lnstallment Plan

_4.
--3.
_5
_6.
_7.
_8.
_9.

Fireside Chats
Hoovervilles
Deficit Spending
Speculation
Bank Holidays
Margin
10. Sit-down strike

a. Radio talks FDR held with public to inform them
of what he was trying to accomplish

b. Government mediates/works out conflicts among
different interest groups
c. Government spends more money than it earns
through taxes
d. The closing of banks before bank runs could put
them out of business
e. When workers refuse to leave factory
f. Practice of making a small down payment while
taking a loan for greater amount in order to buy
more stock
g. A long period of rising stock prices
h. Group of shacks put up by homeless people on
unused and/or public lands
i. Making a small down payment and paying the
rest in monthly installments
j Forcing prices up without regard to a company's
earnings and profits

Part ll: Multiple Ghoice (40 pts)
Directions: For each of the following, place the letter that represents the
best possible answer in the space provided.

_

1. Which of the following was NQT an event that led to the "Dust Bowl"?
a. Farmers tilled up the natural prairie grass that held the soil's moisture and

b.

c.
d.

planted wheat instead
A drought hit the region turned the soil to dust
Great prairie fires spread across the Midwest, destroying all vegetation
When crop prices dropped in the 1920s, many farmers didn't/couldn't plant
crops, leaving the land bare (i.e. exposing the soil)
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was created to regulate the stock market and

2. The

prevent fraud.
a. Glass-Steagall Act
b. The Securities and Exchange Commission
c. The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
d. None of the above
3. Which of the following was NOT an effect of the 1" New Deal?
a. Programs did not restore prosperity
b. Reflect FDR's willingness to experiment/openness to new ideas
c. It helped the economy return to pre-depression production levels
d. Spirit of Americatrs restored (hope and optimisrn)

_

4. All of the following were

reasons why the stock market crash weakened the

nation's banks except,
a. Many banks were forced to close when people made "bank runs",
withdrawing more money than the banks could ultimately pay
b. Many banks had lent money to stock speculators who defaulted on loans
when the market crashed
c. Many banks had invested depositors' money in the stock market, hoping for
higher returns than they could get for conventional loans
d. Both B and C
gave unemployed workers jobs with the National Forest
Service (planting trees, building reservoirs, etc.)
a. The Civilian Conservation Corporation (CCC)
b. The Agricultural Adjustment Administration (AAA)
c. The Public Works Administration (PWA)
d. The Civil Works Administration (CWA)

5. The

_6.

All of the following were provisions of the Glass-Steagall Act, except
a. It separated commercial banking from investment banking

b. It allowed commercial banks to invest customer money in the stock market
c. It Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC)
d. Both A and C
7. The Hawley-Smoot

-

u.
b.

c.
d.

Tariff

Made imports extremely expensive causing many Americans not to buy them
Made exports cheap causing an oversupply of American products in foreign
markets
Caused foreign companies to not buy American exports
Both A and C
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8. Which of the following

WAS apositive contribution President Hoover made to
U.S. History?
a. He implemented the first Federal Government relief program
b. He did more to expand the economic role of the Federal Government than any
previous president.
c. His creation of the CCC marked the ltt time the Federal Government had
. established a federal agency to stimulate the economy during peacetime
d. All of the above
opposed Roosevelt by calling for heavy taxes on the wealthy and
nationalization of the banking system.
a. Huey Long
b. Father Coughlin
c. Dr. Francis Townsend
d. Zack De La Rocha

9.

a

_10.

In Schechter v. United States, the Supreme Court ruled that
The Constitution did not allow Congress to delegate its powers to the
executive branch
b. The PWA was an unconstitutional government program
c. Chicken is indeed the other white meat
d. None of the above

a.

1

l. Which of the following

was not a provision of the National Labor Relations

Act (also known as the Wagner Act)?

a.

b.

c.
d.

Established the concept of binding arbitration, neutral party would listen to
both sides and decide issues
Workers had the right to organize unions without interference from
business/employers
Created a National Labor Relations Board: organized secret ballots to
determine what workers wanted
None of the above

12. The Public Works

a.

b.

c.
d.

Administration (PWA)

Helped break down racial barriers by insisting that contractors hire African
Americans
Offered contracts to construction companies to build/improve highways,
dams, sewer systems, & schools
Paid farmers to not grow certain types of crops
Both A and B
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13. President Hoover opposed action by the Federal Government toprovide

relief

programs because

a. He felt that people should help themselves
b. He felt that only state and city govemments should give out relief
c. He felt that the economy would stabilize and recover if left alone
d. All of the above
14. Which of the following is not true about the Townsend Act?
a. It called for the Federal government to pay citizens over age 60 a pension
each month.

b.

c.

d.

_

It was designed to take workers out of the labor force to free up jobs for the
unemployed.
It taxed wealthy Americans to pay higher income taxes
It mobilized the elderly in a legitimate political force; something that had
never been done before.

15. All of the following were codes of fair competition contained withinthe
National Recovery Act, except
a. Encouraged the creation of anti-trust laws
b. Shortened worker hours (creating additional jobs)
c. Limited factories to 2 shifts per day (limit production)
d. Set prices of goods &est. minimum wage

16. Overproduction was

--

a-

b.
c.
d.

a key cause of the Great Depression because

Most Americans did not make enough to buy atl the goods produced
Efficiency rose faster than income
The rich controlled most of the income
All of the above

17. Which of the

follo*ing was not

a cause of the Great Depression?

a. Overproduction
b. Low tariffs
c. Low wages and a demand for greater efficiency
d. Bank closures
18. The Federal Reserve Board contributed to the Great Depression by
Raising interest rates to encourage business leaders to reinvest in the

u.

-

b.
c.
d.

economy.
Keeping interest rates low to encourage banks to make risky loans
Keep interest rates low to make business leaders think the economy was still
growing
Both B and C
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_

19. President Hoover was reluctant to increase government spending for public
works for all of the following reasons EXCEPT
a. If the government raised taxes it would take money away from consumers and
businesses already struggling.
b. If the government kepttaxes low it would be forcedto take out more loans
leaving citizens and businesses with less money to borrow
c. . Hoover felt that people would become too dependent on the government for

d.

aid
Hoover thought deficit spending would delay economic recover

20. Which of the following was ]t{OT a long-term effect of the New Deal
Programs?
a. The U.S. became a broker state in which people looked to the government to
protect their interests and regulate the economy.
b. The U.S. became a debtor nation
,c. A change in the public attitude toward the government: people looked to the
government to provide safeguards and relief programs to protect them from
economic disaster
d- Began a continuous debate on how much govenrment should intervene in the
economy and support the disadvantaged.

Part lll: Short Answer (5 Pts)
Directions: Choo$e I of the following 2 questions to answer. Give the best
possible answer for the following question. Please keep your answer to 4-5
sentences.

l.

Identify and describe the three groups of advisors that comprised Roosevelt's
cabinet. Which most closely aligns with your own potitical and economic
philosophy?

2. Identify and describe two events that weakened Roosevelt's

reputation in 1937 .

what was the effect of each event on Roosevelt's reputation?
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Part lV: Essay (30 Pts)
Directions: Choose ONE of the questions below and write an essay for
each. Circle the question numbers you will respond to. Be sure to
C EVII}ENCE.
EXP LAIN YOUR ANSWE,RANI) GIVE SPE
Remember, this is an essay: you need an introduction, body, and conclusion.
Be sure to write in fulI sentences! Good grammar and spelling are a MUST!!

l.

Identifu and describe 4 causes/factors that contributed to the Great Depression. Be
sure to explain how each led to/contribute to the other. In your opinion, which cause
was the most devastating/had the worst ffict7 Which was the least? W? Explain
your answer.

the I't New Deal with the 2"d New Deal. l4lhat programs were
in each (mr"rmym. of i each)? In your opinion, did the I" or 2"o New Deal
-found
program have a greater ffict on ending the Great Depression? As a whole, did the
Wri Oral programs leave a positive or negative ffict on U.S. History? Exploin your

Z. Compare and contrast

onswer (include examPles).
3. Evaluate the ffictiveness of the Social Security Act. Be sure to discuss the primary
goal of the plan, it's provisions/elements, and theflaws of the plan. Whatwas the new
principol established by the Social Security Act? Finally, do you personally support or
oppose the idea of social securtty? W? Explain your answen
4. Identify and describe the main arguments of both the left and right wing opposition
groups opposed lo FDR and the New Deal. In your optnion, were any of these
-*gu*tnts
justified? Why/why not? If you had been living during the early I930s,
wiutd you have supported Roosevelt and his New Deal? The right wing opposition?
The teft wing opposition? Why? Explain your decision.

Part V: Extra Credit (5 Pts)
ni.**tions: Give the best possible answer for each of the following
questions.
1. What was the name of the f,rrst feature-length animated

Z. Who

film produced by Walt Disney?

was the Army General who used force to remove the Bonus Army?

3. What famous American politician was Franklin Delano Roosevelt related to?

4. What was 1 way President Hoover tried to "re-start" the economy?
5. What disability was FDR affected by as President?
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